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Who says you can't

your old routing
switcher?

pro-br I, The Solutions Company
has the answer to your expansion dilemmas. It

doesn't matter whose routing switcher you have,
or even whether you use several different ones.

Old udio
Router

Old RS422 I
Router

Old Video
Router

Old Video
Router

pro-bel
Protocol Converter

"Tie Line"

S/EBU Digital
Audio Matrix

pro -b

pro-bel
ena Nita

Video Matrix

Our vast experience in systems engineering and interfaces enables us to create a

system for your facility that extends the life of your existing hardware. You can then
expand or add only the matrices you need such as serial digital video, AES digital audio,
analog video, analog audio, or RS422 data, and control it all with the sophisticated and
user friendly Pro -Bel control system. Our unique "tie line" software automatically
facilitates digital to analog, and analog to digital path seeking in the system. You can
even use your old control panels or add state-of-the-art touch screen control. Call us
for more details or a system evaluation and quotation.

pro-bel
4480 North Shallowford Rd. Telephone: (404) 396-1971
Dunwoody, GA 30338-6410 Fax: (404) 396-0595

 Atlanta  San Francisco  Boston  Orlando and growing!
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NTSC~HDTV

When it's time for change
trust Harris Allied
to have the answer

IOT efficiency with HDTV
capability. That's what you'll get
with the all -new Harris Sigma TM

Series, a family of 15-240 kW UHF
TV transmitters.

Designed from the ground up
specifically for the HDTV transition,
Sigma sums Harris' experience in
broadcast transmission innovation,
digital technology, solid state
design and total systems integration.

Sigma will provide you with

HARRISALLIED

exceptional redundancy, headroom
and protection with such features
as main/standby exciters, EEV-
approved thyratron crowbar
protection for the IOT and reserve
IPA power. You'll appreciate the
low -maintenance design with
user-friendly controls, easy sub-
assembly access and the lowest
ambient noise level available.
Our field -proven IPA and newly
developed exciter should cive you

years of trouble -free operation.
What's more, a wide range of
configurations and options will
ensure you get the best transmitter
for your application now or when
you move to HDTV.

We invite you to find out why
Sigma is the no -compromise
choice for now and the future.
Trust Harris Allied to have the
answer. The world's leader in
broadcast technology.

Phone: 217-222-8200 Fax: 217-224-1439

sigma
THE TRANSITION TRANSMITTER
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VIDEO TECHNOLOGY UPDATE: THIS MONTH...
Keeping up with video technological develop-
ments could be considered a full-time job.
Today's producers and engineers almost need
a program just to keep track of the players. With
DBS and DTV finally turning the corner from
dream to reality, professionals find themselves
faced with new choices and opportunities. This
month's issue provides readers with practical
insight into where the world of video is and,
more important, where it is going.
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Specification sheets do not always tell the whole story.

39 DBS: Tomorrow's Opportunity
By Skip Pizzi, technical editor
DBS television will finally become real next year.

44 Desktop Video for Broadcasters
By Curtis Chan, Chan & Associates
Desktop video is no longer just for amateurs.

54 Resolution and Image Quality
By Rick Seaman, Omni Video
One key factor is bandwidth.
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60 "Radio in Transition:" Program Automation Systems
By Kelly Hannig, Gentner Communications Corporation
PC -based automation is rapidly changing the way radio works.

64 Understanding Audio Data Compression
By Steven Smyth, Audio Processing Technology
Choosing the proper algorithm for the job is an essential
new skill for broadcasters.

ON THE COVER:
Today's production and broadcast facilities are often turning to
desktop production technology for graphic solutions. KNTV-TV in
San Jose, CA, uses Grass Valley Group's videoDesigner PC -based
graphics system to create many of its on -air graphics. (Photo cour-
tesy of the Grass Valley Group. Douglas Schwartz Photography.)
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Our new generation of Audiocom iitercoms
are so versatile, they can adapt to practically any con-
figuration. Wet or dry applications ... balanced or
unbalanced lines.. limited rack space-no problem.
Easily expandable, too: standard mic cabl2 connects
up to 18 channels with almost any combination of
our station, power supply or speaker components.

Other unique features include: voice -
activated mics; independent channel Call lights

and Talk/Listen contros; true, built-in DB; and
backlit, pressure -sensitive key pads that "latch on'
or let go, depending hcw you press.

See your Telex pro audio dealer or call 1-80)-
554-0716 for more information.

Audiocom. So versatile, you'll have to find
something besides your
intercom system to
worry about TELEX®.

C1992 Telex Communications, Inc. Shown about': the us -2000 two -channel main station (one rack space high, half -space wid0.
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News

By Dawn Hightower,
senior associate editor

NAB asks FCC to give
stations more flexibil-
ity in HDTV transition

The National Association of Broadcast-
ers (NAB) said the nation's 1,100 TV sta-
tions are concerned that they may not be
able to afford the $10-14 million price tag
to convert to HDTV if there are no market -
driven approaches. More uses of HDTV
airwaves would speed America's intro-
duction into the digital TV world, It would
help stations pay for HDTV transition
costs and offer consumers wireless data,
computer and other digital services.

The NAB has asked the Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) to give sta-
tions more flexibility in making the transi-
tion, perhaps basing transition require-
ments on market size or ability to pay.

One application would be to broadcast
data to 30 million computers in U.S. homes,
and offer such services as CompuServe,
Prodigy and American On-line at transmis-
sion rates much faster than modems.

EIA calls for HDTV in
time for 1996 Olympics

The Electronic Industries Association
(ER) called for the government to set a
national goal of HDTV delivery to Ameri-
can viewers in time for the 1996 Summer
Olympics.

The appeal was offered before the House
Subcommittee on Telecommunications
and Finance by Sidney Topol, chairman of
ER's Advanced Television Committee.

Broadcasters ask court
to reject telco
ownership of cable

Broadcasters are fighting an effort by
Bell Atlantic, which wants to throw out the
cable-telco cross -ownership ban. The ban
forbids phone companies from owning
local cable systems and other video pro-
gramming in their phone service areas.
Bell Atlantic asserts such a ban violates its
First Amendment rights.

According to the NAB, the Association
of Independent Television Stations (INTV)
and Tribune Broadcasting, banning tele-
phone companies from owning local cable
systems is a permissible economic regula-
tion to prevent the development of local
media monopolies.

Broadcasters argue that the Supreme

Court has repeatedly upheld the value of
such economic regulation, in order to in-
crease diversity and other media choices,
which advance First Amendment inter-
ests. Allowing cable and telephone com-
panies to merge could undo local compe-
tition and hinder TV stations' access to
local TV viewers.

NAB rejects
Time Warner plea for
cable law delays

Time Warner's appeal to the federal court
to delay implementation of the must -carry
and retransmission consent rules required
by the 1992 Cable Act has been blasted by
broadcasters.

The NAB and the Association of Inde-
pendent Television Stations (INTV) filed
papers with the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington, D.C. They said the "stay"
motion must be denied because Time
Warner did not first seek relief from the
FCC. Both groups also called the effort
untimely, saying Time Warner waited too
long to merit any court -ordered delay.

NAB and INTV pointed out that Time
Warner's arguments about the substance
of the new rules should be rejected. Time
Warner argued the rules on must -carry
and retransmission consent are arbitrary.

Built-in closed -caption
decoders allow TV
access to all

July 1 marked the beginning of the imple-
mentation of the Television Decoder Cir-
cuitry Act. It mandates that TV sets 13
inches or larger manufactured for sale in
the United States must have built-in closed -
caption capability.

The bill was initially aimed at helping
the 24 million deaf and hard -of -hearing
Americans, but has been recognized for
additional values. Captions also will help
millions of children and adults who are
learning to read, as well as those for whom
English is a second language. Captions will
be beneficial in public places where TV
audio is difficult to hear.

Captions display the audio portion of a
program as text. They are embedded into
an array of programs and videos by encod-
ing, and until now have only been acces-
sible to those who have purchased a cap-
tion decoder.

The new feature, called CaptionVision
(CC), will allow viewers to turn closed -
captions on and off at will.
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Thanks to ULTRA -GAIN, the Z -ONE -C provides a TOTAL
GAIN OF 36 dB. This gives you 1 to 3 f-stops more sen-
sitivity than current professional CCD cameras and yet
provides low noise and high quality images. With this
added freedom, you can now shoot police activities,
weddings, factory interiors, and other "available
light" only events with new confidence.

If you are looking for superb low light performance,
outstanding video quality and advanced features such
as master gain customization , multiple scene files, a
three position detail switch and computer interface
capability, then the Z -ONE -C is for you.

Call today, for the name of the dealer
nearest you, and see how the
Z -ONE -C can take you out of the
dark ages.

Incredible
1.5 lux

sensitivity
leaves those
other guys in
the DARK

4 -Scene files
Real-time auto white

CCD iris
Phantom Mic power

High resolution and
sensitivity with 2/3
inch, 400,000 pixel
CCD with micro -lens

High performace
750 TV lines of
resolution, 62 dB
S/N ratio and f8.0 at
2000 Ilux sensitivity

High Performance
600 TVL Viewfinder
with lateral, longitudinal
and rotation adjustments
plus a perpendicular
carrying position

V7700

Lines

50 Lines

CERTIFICATE No.
JMI-0062

ISO 9002/BS 5750Pt2
EN 29002

Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
New York (516) 921-7200 - Atlanta (404) 242-3636
Los Angeles (310) 328-6116 - Dallas (214) 891-6381
Chicago (708) 250-8050 - Canada (416) 299-5900
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Editorial

More cable channels mean higher rates for viewers

"Television has gotten so complicated you can't use it effectively.
We have to make TV friendly again."
- Richard Green, president, Cable Labs

Astory in USA Today discussed the future of television in the next century. If I

weren't so closely involved with the broadcast industry, I would have assumed that
nirvana for video is just around the corner. According to some industry pundits, just
about every American TV viewer is writhing in anticipation of those 500 channels of
interactive video being touted by the cable industry.

The multipage newspaper article reported how wonderful these new 500 -channel
systems will be. Complete with interactive video games, 2 -way communication and

more programming options than you can shake a remote
control at, your fondest desire will be available through
your television. Yeah, sure.

However, once you get past the boldface type heralding
the arrival (and of our supposed need) of these 500 chan-
nels, the not -so -small matter of higher customer rates is
cleverly hidden.

These higher rates are disguised in new services called
video TV guides. These computer -like interfaces are sup-
posed to help the viewer find a desired program. Many of
the services being proposed come with an initial hard-
ware cost and an additional on -going monthly cost. One
system requires a $199 remote -control box and then an
additional fee of $15 per month. So much for so-called free
television!

In light of the recent Congressional action on cable
reregulation, The cable industry should have learned that
the American TV viewer is fed up with high fees and poor
service. Apparently not, however, because that industry
is creating yet another reason to force viewers to pay
higher rates.

The American broadcasting system is based on a free
service. You don't have to pay a monthly subscription
service to get radio and TV signals off the air. You don't
have to pay a tax on radio or TV receivers (at least not
yet). The service is free to anyone who has access to a

receiver. However, the rules change if you choose cable.
Broadcasters know that there are choices out there, and they are meeting that

challenge. To compete, a programmer or station has to provide a service the viewer
wants at a price he or she is willing to pay.

Show me some research that there is a market for 500 channels, requiring the
purchase of $200 remote -control boxes and an additional $15 per month in service
fees. Only then will I replace my simple remote control that does all any viewer needs:
turn the television on and off, change the channel and adjust the volume and maybe
even mute the audio. That, my friends, does not require expensive hardware and
software. No, it requires as few as five and no more than 16 buttons.

Technology can and should be used where appropriate. The VCR Plus is a good
example of using technology to make the TV recording process easier.

Television isn't complicated. Unfortunately, the cable industry seems to want the
American public to think so. After all, they need to justify these new costly services.
Charging for yet another unasked for feature isn't making television friendlier, it's
making it more expensive.

) ChAnne!
J

Acknowledgement: Quote taken from USA Today, June 30,
1993. Copyright, Gannett Company. Brad Dick, editor
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Stations Are Profiting From It.

FM stations around the world are finding more sophisti-

cated ways to keep their listeners from cruising the

dial. And OPTIMOD-FM 8200 has become a critical

part of their strategy. Why? Because the 8200 is a

technological breakthrough with bottom line impact.

It lets you create a distinct, powerful sound that

results in larger audiences, higher ratings and

improved profitability.

Digital Makes the Best Even Better.

Digital technology not only improves the quality of

the signal-it makes the OPTIMOD-FM 8200 more

programmable, more flexible
and more user-friendly. And it
can actually help keep capital
equipment costs down because

it allows stations to expand and upgrade their system

©1993 AKG Acoustics, Inc Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics. Inc

AKG is a registered trademark of Akustische u. Kino-Gerate Ges.m.b.H., Austria.

OPTIMOD AFM

with software, rather than

expensive hardware.

A case in point: all cur -

a new software upgrade free of charge.

Version 1.0's sonic and operational improvements

meet broadcasters' ongoing demands for sujerior aucio

performance and increased control-like customized

bass response and automatic switching of presets

for dayparting.

The New Standard,

The OPTIMOD-FM 8200 s now the new ndustry stan-

dard for digital audio processors.

Call your dealer now for a hards-

on evaluation of the 8200. In a

market where stations live and

die by the ratings, you car dominate the cial.
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FCC expands
use of VBI

By Harry C. Martin

in May, the FCC issued new rules, effec-
tive June 30. They permit the transmis-
sion of enhanced closed -captioning and
other broadcast -related information on
line 21, field 2 of the vertical blanking
interval (VBI). The rules also provide for
optional transmission of a ghost -cancel-
ing reference (GCR) signal on line 19 of
the VBI.

New rules defined
 Line 21. All of line 21, field 2 is available
for captioning channels as well as for pro-
gram identification, program schedules
and other information including, but not
limited to the hearing impaired. Captioned
information will continue to have priority.

 Line 19. The rules reserve line 19 for the
optional but exclusive use of the Philips
GCR signal. The FCC decided to abandon
the current vertical interval reference
(VIR) signal in favor of the GCR. The
commission said the presence of any
other signal on line 19 might confuse
ghost -canceling circuitry. Broadcasters
will have until June 30, 1994, to eliminate
all non-GCR signals from line 19. How-
ever, broadcasters may transmit GCR
signals immediately if they wish. The use
of lines 10-16 for VIR signals, at limited
modulation levels will continue to be
permitted as long as there is no degrada-
tion of visual or aural signals.

RF evaluation
guidelines to be amended

In a Notice of Rulemaking issued in
April, the FCC proposed to amend and
update the guidelines it uses for evaluat-
ing the environmental effects of radio
frequency (RF) radiation. If the proposal
is adopted, it will affect all broadcast
services as well as common carrier, land
mobile and private radio land -mobile
services.

The initiative stems from an action of
the American National Standards Insti-
tute (ANSI) and the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), which
adopted new and more restrictive stan-
dards for RF exposure on Nov. 18, 1992.
Martin is a partner with the legal firm of Reddy, Begley &
Martin, Washington, DC.

FCC Update

The commission's rules will be amended
to incorporate these new standards later
this year.

 New guidelines. The guidelines specify
two sets of exposure recommendations,
one for controlled environments, which
involve workers, and another for uncon-
trolled environments, which involve the
public. The 1982 guidelines specified only a
single set of exposure limits for workers
and the public. The 1992 guidelines also
include restrictions on currents induced
in the human body by RF fields. It also
effects changes in allowable exclusions as
well as the power levels permitted for
low -power devices.

 Categorical exclusions. The FCC is decid-
ing whether to continue or to change the
existing categorical exclusions that have
exempted many low -power, intermittent
or normally inaccessible RF transmitters
and facilities from environmental evalua-
tion. The exclusions were based on data
that indicated that certain facilities and
transmitters would not cause RF exposure
levels that violate the 1982 ANSI/IEEE
guidelines. The FCC plans to revise the
categorical exclusions to conform to the
new guidelines.

 Effective date. The commission is pro-
posing to make the RF standards appli-

Renewals and annual
ownership reports due

On Aug. 1, annual ownership re-
ports (or certifications) are due for all
radio and TV stations licensed to com-
munities in North Carolina, Scuth
Carolina, Illinois, Wisconsin and Cali-
fornia. TV stations in California and
LPTVs and TV translators in Kansas
and Nebraska must file their renewal
applications by Aug. 2. The TV sta-
tions in the following states and terri-
tories must file their renewals by Oct.
1: Alaska, Guam, Hawaii, Oregon. Sa-
moa and Washington. Iowa and Scuth
Dakota LPTVs and TV translators also
must file their renewals by Oct. 1.

cable to all applications for construction
permit, license renewal or other commis-
sion authorizations that are submitted
after the date of the new standards.

 Measurement procedures. The FCC is
proposing to specify new guidelines for
the measurement of RF fields as well as
procedures for quantitative determina-
tion of exposure. ANSI and IEEE have is-
sued joint measurement guidelines and
suggested procedures for hazard assess-
ment purposes.

EEO Review uses
1990 census data

In April, the FCC announced that the
EEO branch of its Mass Media Bureau has
started using 1990 U.S. Census labor force
data in evaluating the EEO performance
of broadcast stations and cable TV sys-
tems. All broadcast renewal EEO pro-
grams filed after May 31, and the 1993
cable and broadcast Annual Employment
Reports will be evaluated using the new
statistics.

Copies of the 1990 labor force data are
available from International Transcription
Services Inc. at 202-857-3800.

Cable TV rate
regulation timetable

In May, the FCC released a 532 -page
Report and Order containing rules, forms
and procedures for implementing the
subscriber and access rate regulation
provisions of the 1992 Cable Act. The
rules became effective June 21, 1993.
Following are some important dates of
the FCC's program:
 On April 5, 1993, cable systems were

ordered to stop all rate increases for
120 days.

 On May 3, 1993, the FCC released its
rules along with its Report and Order.

 On June 21,1993, the rules became effec-
tive.

 Since June 21, cable franchises have
been able to apply for certification to
begin the basic tier rate regulation pro-
cess.

 The FCC must receive a subscriber
complaint in order for it to enforce the
rules.
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EVER WONDER
WHAT HAPPENS

TO THE
OTHER LAYERS

WHEN YOU
HAVE TO CHANGE

THE 15TH?

Real-time disk recorders were rev-

olutionary when they were introduced.

They allowed you, for the first time,

to produce multilayered video without

picture degradation. And since then,

they've spawned a new generation of

non-linear real-time editing recorders

of great power.

Yet for the original task of multi -

layering, that first generation of disk

recorders is limited to very specific

applications. Most can hold only about

1 minute of program material, so they're

constrained to short elements, such as

commercials.

Worse, every layer you create

overwrites the previous one. So if your

clients change their minds about a par-

ticular move in layer 15, for example,

and youCre already laid down layer 18,

you have to start again...from layer 1.

Starting where the disk stops.
Ampex takes a different approach

to multilayering. We looked at how you

actually want to work in a digital com-

ponent post -production environment.

And while we could have developed a

disk -based solution, we chose instead

to create a system that goes far beyond

disk technology.

The result is the Ampex DCT 700d

Tape Drive. It can hold 3 hours of pro-

gram material. Which means in multi -

layering applications every layer you

create can be saved intact. So if your

clients want to make a change in layer

15, you can do it effortlessly-typically

in less than a minute.

The DCT 700d gives

you all the creative free-

dom of a transparent

multilayering environment

combined with the speed,

flexibility, and efficiency

of a sophisticated editing

tape drive. So when the

drive is done with that

complex commercial, you

can put it to work editing that long

documentary. That just can't be done

with any other component system cur-

rently available, due to the limitations

of high cost, high maintenance, and

low editability.

In fact, the DCT 700d

is simply the best digi-

tal editing tape drive in

the world. We say that

because it is built on the

technical foundation of

the best analog editing

tape recorder ever made,

the Ampex VPR-3, and

the best video signal sys-

tem, the Ampex Zeus. VPR-3/Zeus
is the fastest, gentlest, most accurate,

most transparent system ever designed

for the analog environment-which

may explain why you'll see them in

almost every premier post -production

house in the world. It truly set the

analog recording standard. And now

the DCT 700d Tape Drive sets the

digital recording standard.

Not just a new product, a new

perspective.
The DCT 700d, however, is only

part of the story.

DCT from Ampex is actually

a system. A system conceived and

optimized for post production in the

digital component environment. And

the first complete digital component

system available from one manufac-

turer. In addition to the DCT 700d

drive, it includes new tape cartridges,

a new production switcher, new

computerized edit controllers, ADO®

digital special effects, and inter-

connect equipment.

It is a compact, sophisticated,

practical digital component system

that unlocks a whole new world of

creative-and competitive-possibilities.

It's not where you are, it's where

you're going.

DCT is the digital component

system from Ampex, the company

that has been creating video solutions

longer than anyone in the world. The

company that has been the leader in

applying technical innovation to

solve practical problems.

That's why DCT today is already

more than a generation ahead of any

other digital component system on the

market-or on the drawing board. So

while other people keep waiting for the

"next" millennium, you can seize all

the creative and competitive advantages

of this one now.

With DCT from Ampex.

AMPEX

I)
Ampex Systems Corporation
401 Broadway, M.S. 3-23, Redwood City, CA 94063-3199

©1993 Ampex Systems Corporation
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Strictly HDTV

The Grand Alliance

By Curtis Chan

Inlate May, the FCC's Advisory Committee
on Advanced Television Service (ACATS)
reviewed and agreed on a business and
technical merged system proposal on a
single digital high -definition TV system
proposed by the newly formed Grand Alli-
ance. With the elimination of NHK, the
remaining members of the Grand Alliance
are AT&T, the David Sarnoff Research Cen-
ter, GI, MIT, North American Phillips,
Thomson Consumer Electronics and Ze-
nith Electronics. According to Advisory
Committee chairman Richard E. Wiley, the
Grand Alliance proposal, which is subject
to Advisory Committee and FCC approval,
will help to conclude a process that has
fostered the development of highly ad-
vanced digital HDTV technology. The ben-
efits of the alliance include development of
a digital system incorporating the best
elements of the systems as well as accel-
erating HDTV service implementation.

Benefits of the alliance
include development of a
digital system incorporat-
ing the best elements of

the four systems.

The Technical Subgroup, started around
November 1992 and co-chaired by Joe
Flaherty and Irwin Dorros, has been asked
to reconvene.The subgroup will review and
resolve the technical issues of the pro-
posal, and then return it to the committee.

The issues
The technology issues to be resolved

can be broken into five areas:
1. Scanning format.

The final system will incorporate a
scaled approach to ease the transition to
HDTV. Initially, the system will provide
multiple formats to support practical im-
plementations during start-up. The system
also will work toward the eventual exclu-

Chan is principal of Chan & Associates, a marketing consult-
ing service for audio, broadcast and post -production, Fuller-
ton, CA.

Strictly TV

sive use of a progressive scan format and
the use of square pixels where dots on a
screen are arranged in equally spaced
rows and columns. The goal will be to
facilitate interoperability of HDTV with
computers, telecommunications and
other media and applications.

To ensure practical modes exist for live
video, the system initially will provide pro-
gressive and interlaced formats. The 787 -
line progressive modes at 60fps, 30fps and
24fps will be supported, as well as 1,050
line interlaced at 60fps.

The long-term standard will be built
around a family of 1,050 -line progressive
formats, at frame rates of 60fps, 30fps and
24fps. Today's video and film needs of
30fps and 24fps progressive will be sup-
ported in the initial system. In the near
term, 60fps isn't practical, but as technol-
ogy evolves, this format will be supported
with backward compatibility to existing
HDTV receivers.

The proponents agree that all large
screen HDTV receivers (34 inches diagonal
and larger) will incorporate a 60fps 787.5 -
line or higher progressive scan display
mode. Progressive display would be op-
tional initially for smaller screen receiv-
ers. Furthermore, all transmission of film
will be in a progressive scan format that
will begin when HDTV service commences.
2. Compression.

The video compression technology used
in the combined system will incorporate
features from each of the digital HDTV
proposals. The resulting system would
share many components from the ISO
MPEG-2 proposals, but would not be iden-
tical. The parties agreed to work with the
industry to seek support for the combined
system in the ISO forum as the MPEG-2
HDTV profile.
3. Transmission.

The merged system will feature source -

1. Scanning format
2. Compression
3. Transmission
4. Audio
5. Communication protocol

Table 1. Technology issues still to be resolved.

adaptive processing to support multiple
transmission formats. The four remaining
transmission approaches will be evaluated
further before a decision is made. The four
are 4VSB and 6VSB (vestigial sideband), 32
and 32SS quadrature amplitude modula-
tion (QAM).
4. Audio.

Dolby AC -3, Musicam 5.1 and MIT -AC are
under consideration, and most likely will
be evaluated further.

Dolby AC -3 is a composite coded 5.1
channel surround sound system that of-
fers avariety of operation modes. Musicam
is related to standards endorsed by the ISO
in conjunction with MPEG, and accepts 16 -
bit audio samples at 48kHz. The MIT -AC
(audio coder) also accepts the 16 -bit/
48kHz, with each channel -coded indepen-
dently, unused audio capacity is used to
carry additional video data.
5. Communications protocol

The merged system will feature a
packetized, prioritized data transport
format with universal headers and de-
scriptors to support system flexibility
and extensibility.

The Advisory Committee
will review the technical

merits of the proposal,
which will include proce-
dures for deciding on the
remaining designs based
on the results of specified

tests.

In the coming months, the Advisory Com-
mittee will review the technical merits of
the proposal, which will include proce-
dures for deciding on the remaining de-
signs based on the results of specified
tests. The committee may then recom-
mend the systems to the FCC as the basis
for an HDTV standard. The timetable has
been pushed back to the end of 1994.
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More radio work in
LPTV

By John Battison, P.E.

The May 1993 column addressed low -
power television (LPTV) from the per-
spective of the radio engineer. The LPTV
field can offer interesting work to radio
engineers, and provide an opportunity to
expand horizons and add versatility. Be-
coming familiar with LPTV operations also
may be valuable, because many LPTV sta-
tions use existing radio towers (especially
FM) for their transmit antennas.

This month, we'll explore the process of
LPTV channel searches. Summarizing the
pertinent rule, a 45dB difference must ex
ist between the desired and undesired
signals (D/U ratio) if offset isn't used. But
if offset is used, a 28dB D/U ratio can be
used. (These values are derived by using
74dBu protected and 29dBu interfering
contours without offset, and a 46dBu in-
terfering contour with offset.)

A sample channel search
Table 1 shows an example of a channel

study for Channel 60 (obtained from a
commercial database service). Line A of
the printout shows short spacing be-
tween the proposed station (labeled
"Prop") and an existing construction per-
mit for station K6OEU. This is based on the
use of no offset on the proposed station,
which puts its 29dBu interfering contour
at 153.9km distance from its transmitter.
This distance, plus K6OEU's 74dBu pro-
tected contour of 12.17km, means that the
two stations' transmitters must be
166.07km apart (as noted in the upper
lefthand corner of the printout). In fact,
the two stations' transmitters are only
separated by 119.7km (also noted in the
upper left), and are short -spaced by
46.37km without offset, so the potential
new station is blocked.

Line B shows the situation if offset is
used. Now the applicant's 46dBu interfer-
ing contour can be used, which extends
only to 67.48km from the proposed
station's transmitter. K6OEU's protected
contour remains at 12.17km, meaning that
with offset, the stations need only be sepa-
rated by 79.65km. The actual 119.7km
spacing between sites provides 40km of
Battison, BE's consultant on antennas and radiation, owns
John H. Battison and Associates, a consulting engineering
company in Loudonville, near Columbus, OH.
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K6OEU CP 60 o 4)9.80 72 37-10-50 119.7 42.7 166.0
Springfield, MO <Zero offset> 461 93-15-58 223.3 -46.4 SHORT
CP granted 07/23/92

0 Prop F (50,10) 29dBu 153.9km; K6OEU F (50,50) 74dBu 12.17km -46.4 166.0

O Prop F (50,10) 46dBu 67.48km; K6OEU F (50,50) 74dBu 12.17km 40.0 79.7

New -T App 60 -4) 6.39 45 36-42-10 285.2 134.9 162.6
Nowata, OK <No offset> 262 95-38-24 104.4 -27.7 SHORT
Tendered per FCC release No. 15203 dated 2/28/92

(9 Prop F (50,10) 29dBu 153.9km; New -T F (50,50) 74dBu 8.724km -27.7 162.6

43 Prop F (50,10) 46dBu 67.48km; New -T F (50,50 74dBu 8.724km 58.7 76.2

Table 1. Excerpts from an LPTV channel study. Note that F(50,10)curves are used for interfering
contours, and F(50,50) curves for protected contours.

clearance, allowing the new application
to be filed with offset. K6OEU uses offset
of zero, as indicated by the lower case "o"
on the top line of the printout. This
means that the new applicant can select
either minus or plus offset.

The bottom half of the table shows an-
other co -channel application at Nowata,
OK, (New -T) that has to be considered
because it's a pre-existing application and
must be protected by the prospective
new applicant. In this case, New -T uses no
offset, which complicates the situation.

The LPTV field can offer
interesting work to radio

engineers.

Line C again shows that the proposed
station's 29dBu contour extends to
153.9km, and that NEW -T's 74dBu pro-
tected contour is 8.724km. Adding these
two determines that a spacing of 162.6km
is required, 27.7km more than the actual
134.9km distance between transmitter
sites. The label SHORT appears on the
printout as it did in the first case. How-
ever, offset cannot be used to solve the
problem because of New -T's no -offset
status. If New -T had used offset, the print-
out shows that the proposed station could
be accommodated (see Line D), because
the 46dBu interfering contour (at 67.48km)
would provide 58.7km clearance beyond
the required 162.6km spacing. Without

offset, however, the new applicant can
consider channel 60 only with a direc-
tional antenna (DA).

The FCC hasn't established the rigorous
requirements for LPTV DAs that it has for
FM DA use. Checking the patterns offered
by various antenna companies reveals an
array of options. There is likely to be a
pattern to fit this (or almost any) situa-
tion.

The maximum transmitter power for
LPTV stations (an increase is currently
under consideration) is only lkW for UHF
and 10W for VHF. Although high antenna/
pattern gains can be obtained, with such
power limitations, there is no substitute
for proximity to the target area. LPTV
operators in rural areas are better off
because their viewers are accustomed to
using exterior -mounted receive antennas
(often on tall masts), with high -gain per-
formance and perhaps RF pre -amplifiers.
This can allow good LPTV reception out to
50 miles or more from the transmitter.
Urban areas can work as well. For ex-
ample, an LPTV station in the New York
City area has an ERP of more than 150kW
in an extremely narrow beam that serves
a highly concentrated ethnic area.

A radio engineer's move into LPTV can
be fairly easy, particularly when working
to establish new stations. LPTV protec-
tion requirements aren't too tough, and
the application form is easy to complete.
The LPTV section of the FCC works hard
to help its applicants through the process.
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PolyPhaser's Bulkhead System

Compare PolyPhaser's Bulkhead coax cable entry
system to the standard entry panel and the logical
choice based on features. function and price is the
Bulkhead System. 3,5,8.10,16 & 24 ports stocked.
UPS shipable.

Compare our features:
 Multi -port pane! of structural 1/8" copper
 Entry boots - ome size fits all to 3-1/8"
 Built-in weatherized grounding kits
 Easy fit for 16"o.c. studs (no framing needed)
 30% lower cverall cost than standard entry panels

Compare functions:
 Low inductance grounding for lightning protection
 Low inductance coax protector mounting
 Universal protector mounting plates
 Weather/corrosion proof condluctive joint compound
 Copper cleaning kit
 10 year warranty

Standard Entry Panel

There is no comparison - so why pay more for less!

K-PolyPhase
CORPORATION R

1500 models of coax, power and twisted pair protectors ...

plus lightning/EMP and grounding solutions.

(800) 325-7170  (702) 782-2511  FAX: (702) 782-4476

2225 Park Place  P.O. Box 9000  Minden, NV 89423-9000
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Management for Engineers

The thinking worker

Breaking through the myths
of supervision and power

By Judith E.A. Perkinson

We all know overprotective parents.
The mother is so afraid that something
bad will happen to her child that she
smothers the child with love. The father is
so bent on making sure that his child does
not make the same mistakes he did that he
tries to run the child's life. When these
children grow up, they may not be able
to adjust to the responsibilities of adult-
hood.

The autocratic manager
The autocratic manager is comparable

to the overprotective parent. This man-
agement style is guaranteed to create a
workforce that doesn't think. Like an over-
protective parent, the autocratic man-
ager makes all of the decisions and tries to
control every situation. Then, he wonders
why his staff isn't creative or responsible.

Many of us expect managers to be auto-
cratic. It's even worse in a technical field,
such as broadcast engineering, where
engineers are promoted because of their
technical expertise, not because of man-
agement experience. Bosses are expected
to be expert managers who know more
than their subordinates.

The change to a participative manage-
ment style may not be natural or comfort-
able. It's fraught with doubts and fears
that are bred out of myths about what it
means to be a manager.

Before workers can become thinking
workers, it's necessary for managers to
give their subordinates permission to
think. As a supervisor, you are respon-
sible for creating this participative work
environment. However, it's essential to
know and understand the myths and mis-
conceptions of managing. You need to de-
termine what type of manager you want to
be, and take steps to free yourself from the
autocratic style of leadership. Only then
will you be able to build a work environ-
ment that will foster, develop, use and
appreciate thinking workers.

Myths and misconceptions
From childhood on, we learned about

power and authority from parents, teach-
ers and work supervisors. During this pro-

Perkinson is a senior member of the Calumet Group Inc.,
Hammond, IN.

cess, issues of control, authority, success,
power and strength became equated with
each other. Many of these misconceptions
stem from insecurity. Others are gener-
ated from cliches, such as, "If you want a
job done right, you have to do it yourself."
Let's examine some more common myths.
 "I'm the boss, I'm supposed to have the
answers."

Bad decisions are made because man-
agers pretend to know something in order
to save face. This myth is a direct result of
the concept of the manager as an expert.

Smart and effective managers will use
the resources of their staff to find the
information to make an informed decision.
It's better to say, "I don't know, but let me
see if I can find out."

Enlist help from your employees by
asking them what they think, and trust
their judgment.

Before workers can be-
come thinking workers,

it's necessary for manag-
ers to give their subordi-

nates permission to think.

 "If I don't appear knowledgeable, people
won't respect me."

Think about the people you respect. Do
they know everything? Of course not. We
respect honesty and hard work. We want
people to tell us what we need to hear, not
what we may want to hear. We don't trust
people who act like they know everything.
We don't want people to lie in order to
cover up something they didn't do or
know how to do. Honesty gains more re-
spect than bravado or a false front.
 "If I don't act tough, people will think I'm
ineffective or a pushover. "

This attitude has no place in the
workforce or in a management situation.
Managers should not be bullies. Managing
people takes leadership. As a manager, the
value of tapping into the knowledge and
experience of your workers can help you
be more effective and productive. Taking

advantage of the knowledge of others is
not a sign of weakness, it's common sense.
 "I don't have to explain my decisions to my
subordinates. They work for me, I don't
have to answer to them."

One reason why people work to get
ahead is to gain power and control. Being a
boss gives a person status and a position of
honor. So, a supervisor doesn't answer to
the subordinate; the parent doesn't an-
swer to the child. These are long-standing
principles.

Today, the modern manager is told to
discuss decision -making with subordi-
nates and to include them in the decision
process and empower them. It's easy to
see why people wonder if there is any
value in being the supervisor if they don't
have the authority.

You're not relinquishing your responsi-
bility or your authority, nor are you taking
orders from your staff. What you're doing
is using valuable resources - your em-
ployees. No one knows more about a job
than the person hired to do it, so take
advantage of your employees' training
and knowledge. If you want good sugges-
tions from your subordinates, give them
enough information to formulate a ration-
al suggestion.

Ultimately, the decision still rests in the
supervisor's hands. But when employees
are included in the decision -making , they
are more willing to make the changes
because they have an investment in mak-
ing that decision turn out to be a good one.
That makes your job as a supervisor much
easier. You can stop policing behavior and
enjoy a responsible, thinking staff.

Becoming a participative manager
It's not easy to change from being an

autocratic manager to a participative
manager. It challenges much of what we
think we should be as a boss. But if you
make the change, you'll find that it's easier
to lead people than to dictate to them.
Participative management works because
it brings out the best in your workforce.
Best of all, it's less work and stress for you
as a manager.
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You're looking at the future
of affordable digital multitrack.

Today it seems that everyone's

jumping on the digital bandwagon.

And for good reason. It sounds

great, there's no generation loss,

and it's state-of-the-art. But until

now it's been very expensive-or

even inferior.

So when we set out to design

the future-we refused to accept
anything but the best. And consid-

ering that our parent company,

TEAC, is the largest manufacturer

of professional audio recording

and data storage equipment in the

world, and was the first company

to make multitrack recording afford-

able, we've got a lot at stake.

That's why TASCAM chose the

newer 8mm tape format for digital

multitrack recording. It's simply

better than anything else. Why? The

8mm transport is the most

compact and is designed

to take the beatings of

the start -stop -start -stop

operations that character-

ize studio and post pro-

duction environments.

And we should know,

because TEAC makes

trans-

ports for both

VHS and 8mm. We tried them both.

In fact, tests show 8mm to be

superior for digital audio multitrack

recording. That's just the start. The

8mm format is superior in many

ways. Like "Auto Track Finding"

(ATF)-an innovative technology

that ensures consistent, error -free

operation by imbedding important

control information during the heli-

cal scan.This maintains a perfect

relationship between the tracking

and program signals on your tape.

What does that mean? Precise edit-

ing for punching in and out as well

as the ability to exchange tapes

between musicians and studios

without synchronization concerns.

There's more. The Hi-8mm

TASCAM,

metal particle tape cassette is

sturdier and protects the tape

against dust and environmental

hazards. The 8mm format takes

advantage of technologically supe-

rior tape that characteristically has

a higher coercivity and therefore

higher retention than S -VHS tapes.

That's why Hi -8 is a preferred

format for backup of critical digital

data by computer users worldwide.

And that's why your recordings

will last longer on Hi -8. Even more,

with up to 100 minutes of recording

time, Hi -8 offers longer recording

length than any other format.

We could go on. But the point

is that with over 20 years experi-

ence,TASCAM has quite an invest-

ment in multitrack recording. An

investment that has paid off for

musicians, recording

studios and post produc-

tion houses worldwide.

We've put this experience

to work in defining the fu-

ture of affordable studio

quality digital multitrack

recording. And you can

take advantage of it now.

Take advantage of our experience.

For our free booklet 'Are you ready for Digital Recording?"write TASCAM, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640
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Serial communications

RS -232

By Rodney W. DeMay

Serial communication standards, includ-
ing RS -232, have been around for some
time. Despite this, many questions still
exist about how to connect serial ports.
RS -232, RS -422 and RS -485 are serial com-
munications standards used throughout
the broadcast industry. Over the next three
months, these communication standards
will be explored.

The RS -232 Standard is a set of guidelines
specifying how two pieces of computer
equipment are cabled together to commu-
nicate with each other. The latest version is
RS -232-E.

Basics
Each signal in an RS -232 system appears

on the interface connector as a voltage
referenced to one ground. Signal ground
(SG) is the common ground for all signals
and must be connected. Frame ground
(FG) is the connection to the chassis. The

DTE
TD
RD

RTS
CTS
DTR
DSR
DCD

SG

FG

4(

DCE
TD
RD

RTS
CTS
DTR
DSR
DCD
SG

FG

Figure 1. Typical connection between DTE
and DCE equipment. Arrows indicate standard
input and output connections.

voltage of the signal varies between two
distinct states -a negative and a positive
value. The magnitude of the signal will vary
from 3V to 25V. When the signal goes below
-3V, it represents a binary 1, MARK or an
OFF condition. When the signal is above
+3V, it represents a binary 0, SPACE or an
ON condition. The signal is undefined be-
tween -3V and 3V. Typical drivers produce
voltages of +/-5V to +/-15V.

RS -232 ports have two data lines, trans-
mit data (TD) and receive data (RD). Some
devices will operate properly using only TD
and RD (and SG). Other devices require
handshake lines. The most common hand-

DeMay is an R&D engineer for B & B Electronics, Ottawa IL.

Circuits

DTE
TD

DTE
TD

RD 4( lw RD
RTS ,RTS

CTS CTS
DTR DTR
DSR DSR

DCD t DCD
SG SG

FG FG

Figure 2. Connections used when connecting
two similar devices. Note that TD and RD are
cross -connected, as are the handshake lines.
Depending on the devices, not all of the connec-
tions are always used.

shake lines are request to send (RTS),
clear to send (CTS), data terminal ready
(DTR), data set ready (DSR) and data
carrier detect (DCD). The handshake lines
indicate when a device is present, and
whether the device is ready. Typically,
they are controlled by software.

DCE vs. DTE
A confusing aspect of RS -232 is the nam-

ing of ports as data communications equip-
ment (DCE) or data terminal equipment
(D FE). Computers and printers are DIE
devices, and modems are DCE devices. All
RS -232 ports are set up as DTE or DCE.
Some are user -definable. The standard de-
fines which signal lines are inputs and
which are outputs for both DTE and DCE
devices. The outputs on a DTE port corre-
spond to the inputs on a DCE port and vice
versa. Therefore, a DTE port and a DCE
port can be connected directly. (See
Figure 1.)

When connecting a DTE device to a DCE
device, the function of the handshake lines
are reasonably simple. DTR on the DTE
device and DSR on the DCE device indicate
that the device is present . The DCD line
signals a carrier is present. The RTS and
CTS lines control data flow.

When connecting two similar devices,
such as a DTE to a DTE, there are two basic
rules: connect outputs to their corre-
sponding inputs and make sure the hand-
shake lines are satisfied. Figure 2 shows
the connection between two DTE devices.
Note that TD is connected to RD of the

other device. Remember that a DTE device
transmits data on the TD line and receives
data on the RD line, so you connect the
output (11)) to its corresponding input
(RD). The same idea applies to the hand-
shake lines. This type of connection nor-
mally is referred to as a null modem.

Handshaking
Once the devices have been connected,

the handshaking must match. Most pro-
grams allow you to choose handshaking
types. Sometimes loopback connections
can solve the problem. (See Figure 3.)

With RTS handshaking, device A turns on
the RTS line when it's ready to transmit
data. Device B will turn on the CTS line
when it's ready to receive. Data can then be
transmitted from device A to B. If the RTS
and CTS on device A are looped -back, de-
vice B always appears ready to receive
data. Before using a loopback connection.

DEVICE A DEVICE B
DTE DCE

TD

RD

TD

RD
RTS

CTS
DTR
DSR
DCD

SG
FG

SG
FG

Figure 3. Connection of devices using
loopbacks. Loopbacks are used to satisfy hand-
shaking requirements.

consider the consequences. If device A
transmits data when device B is not ready,
data will be lost.

Connecting RS -232 devices sometimes
requires more work than just plugging them
in. Knowing the difference between a DTE
and a DCE device, and understanding the
different types of handshaking, can help
solve many of the problems associated
with RS -232 devices.

* For more information, circle (300)
on Reply Card.
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Finally! Solve your digital audio copy
problems for just $2595...

Your customers want "all digital." Now
you can give it to them with Roland's
new SRC -2 Dual Sample Rate Converter.
It's getting rave reviews from customers.
"It sounds great!" "Very innovative --a
remarkable design." "I can crossfade and
mix with the two digital inputs --fantastic!"
"I intend to buy at least three of these
units; every room will need one..."

C 1993 Roland Corporation US

Roland'

ProAudioVideo

Roland's ASIC chip set, two years in
development, is what made this " leapfrog"
sample rate converter design possible.
So now the AID, DiA signal degradation
you've had to put up with is gone. And your
"all digital studio" can really be...all digital!

MA nem:00

10,

For the solution to all your digital copy
problems, call Roland at (213) 685-5141
ext. 337 or FAX (213) 722-0911.
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Troubleshooting

Care and feeding of
coaxial transmission
lines
Document your system

By Dean W. Sargent

Parts 1-4 have dealt with the different
ways coax is built and how they fit to-
gether, power -handling, attenuation and
new installations.

But what about existing systems? The
first step to operating a reliable transmis-
sion system is to carefully document it.
You should have drawings with all the
details about line locations, sizes, connec-
tions and special fittings. Examine your
current system. Are the flanges the same
or different? Are all of the components the
same impedance or is there a mixture of
different impedances and manufacturers?

This last point needs careful attention.
Nowhere are you more likely to make a
mistake than with an old system that used
different impedance lines and connectors.

Common impedances
At one time, 51.50 was a common imped-

ance used extensively by RCA. Because
the inner conductor was slightly smaller
in diameter than a 501/ interconductor,
an adapter, often called a "whiskey cup,"
was used to interconnect different imped-
ance (and therefore different -sized) lines.
(See photo.) When used with a 5011
interconductor and a 51.511 bullet it was
possible to mix different impedances. Most
of this transmission line used a Radio
Electronic Television Manufacturers As-
sociation (RETMA) flange. It did not use an
insulator at the flange and was not grooved
for one. Air pressure was maintained by an
0 ring mounted in a groove.

RCA made a variety of components with
various ways of connecting the different
impedances. The company did manufac-
ture a 5011 elbow. However, the inner con-
ductor had a thick wall inner, which re-
quired a 51.511 bullet.

When using any of these bullets, there
is no need to cut back the inner conductor,
except for a small amount to allow for
expansion because there is no shoulder or
insulator at the flange.

The 51.511 history
For a short time, a 3Y8 -inch 51.511 line

was made. It relied on Teflon insulators.
During the manufacturing process, the in -
Sargent is president of D.W. Sargent Broadcast Service Inc.,
Cherry Hill, NJ.

sulator was rolled into the inner conduc-
tor, much like a steatite insulator.

However, problems developed because
the insulators began moving within the
transmission line. This line used the
RETMA flange and the same bullet as the
steatite insulator line. This series of line
was soon discontinued.

Ever wonder why early lines used a
51.511 impedance? Originally, rigid coax
was made with copper tubing. The imped-
ance just happened to work out to 51.511.
Later, companies developed specific manu-
facturing methods and standardized on
5011 and later, 7511 lines.

The bullets at the left and center are for 51.511
interconductors. At right is a "whiskey cup,"
which can be inserted inside a 5011 inter -
conductor to allow the use of 51.511 bullets. The
bullet shown in front allows the connection o f a
5011 interconductor to a 51.50 interconductor.

Unflanged line
Several manufacturers make unflanged

line that uses the same inner connector as
their flanged line. This requires that the
inner conductor be cut back shorter than
the outer when making connections. This
is because of the shoulder on the connec-
tor, which requires a small amount of
space. The insulator has the same outside
diameter as the outer conductor of the
coax. This prevents electrical contact from
one piece to another. The electrical con-
nection from one outer conductor to the
next is provided by the sleeve that mounts
across the insulator. This sleeve also pro-

vides the mechanical connection that
holds the two sections together.

Helping prevent failures
Failure prevention is the golden rule of

any RF engineer. The first step is docu-
mentation. The second is eliminating mi-
nor problems before they become major.

After documenting the system, elimi-
nate anything that might contribute to a
high VSWR and burn -ups. Because the
51.50 components are only available as
special -order items and are expensive,
there is little reason to maintain such a
transmission line system. If you have an
old antenna that uses a 51.511 feed sys-
tem, consider replacing it. Use 5011 line
and a transformer at the antenna to per-
form the impedance conversion. This is
better than using an adapter bullet and
taking the mismatch. If you are planning
on reharnessing your antenna, this would
be the time to update everything 5011.

Inspecting the system
The documentation process should in-

volve a thorough inspection. One approach
is to open the line at several points and
check the condition of the inner conduc-
tor and the bullet. If you have a watchband
spring expansion connector, remove the
bullet and check the spring. Check the
bottom of the vertical run and one or two
places in the horizontal run. A horizontal
run gets the most abuse because it has the
most power, and heat transfer is worse
than in the vertical run.

When documenting the system, you
may find your system comprised of one
manufacturer's outer conductors and an -
other's interconductors. Some systems
have inner conductors that have the bullet
as a permanent part of the inner conduc-
tor and use a watchband spring. (See
"Troubleshooting," March 1993.)

Even though your system has been op-
erating trouble- free for years, it may be a
good time to do an inspection. When it
comes to transmission lines, a little pre-
vention is worth the time - and money.

For more information on transmis-
sion lines, circle (312) on Reply
Card.
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With SuperWarp7 a new option
for the Abekas A51+ Digital Special
Effects System. Or try a burst. Slats.
An oil drop effect. Even dual -sided
page turns with one channel.

SuperWarp- lets you create
sophisticated images that used to
require a high -end effects machine.

CA LA 0 EllD
nrrrrrTrifTY-EUZI

Drys ram 14-ao
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And you get all the control and
flexibility that you need. So now you
can give your clients a spectacular
range of effects. At a price that won't
sink your budget.

Abekas
A Corbon Ca.nponv

A DECADE OF DIGITAL

For Details: 415-369-5111  Atlanta 404-451-0637  Chicago 708-699-9400  Dallas 214-385-4544  Los Angeles 818-955-6446  New York 516-939-9000  San Francisco 415-369-6791
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Technology News

Broadcast weather
graphics

By Curtis Chan

Broadcast weather graphics systems
haven't changed much within the last half
decade. With news and sports departments
using sophisticated effects and animation,
newer graphics systems coming on the
market have taken the approach of basing
systems from a presentation display graph-
ics point -of -view. One newcomer is the
TDS1000 with MagicTRAK based on the
Amiga.

The newer platforms integrate existing
video technology into a seamless operat-
ing graphics display system capable of en-
hancing information delivery. Most systems
have four components, which include a
paint system, still -store, character genera-
tor and switcher.

Existing limitations
One weakness of traditional systems is an

inability to significantly modify maps down-
loaded from the various national or private
weather service bureaus. Although the maps
are quite good, they may have insufficient
detail for the coverage area. The capability
to directly modify maps is important. Sec-
ond, in most cases, maps along with their
symbols (clouds, rain, thunderstorms and
sun) are displayed simultaneously rather
than having the capability for each symbol
or group of symbols to be individually timed
to the announcer. Third, the graphic quality
is a far cry from what is available from
today's video post arena.

Solutions
The first improvement is in video quality.

Weather graphics systems support four main
graphic attributes: objects (text and sym-
bols), text, symbols and backgrounds. How
they are displayed and at what quality level
are what differentiates current systems. With
the TDS1000 system, object handling is real
time with 24 -bit precision and true software
keying. This makes possible real time soft
shadow, transparency and anti-aliasing, with
multiple level stacking for each map layer.
Another innovation is the ability to edit/
move/delete any object on any background
at any time. Instead of having to rebuild a
map from start to finish, a new symbol or

Chan is the principal of Chan & Associates, a marketing
consulting service for audio, broadcast and post -production,
Fullerton. CA.

groups of symbols can be easily cut/pasted
or dragged and dropped without disturbing
the rest of the picture.

Text and symbol graphics
In recent years, Adobe Postscript and True

Type fonts have become popular. Newer sys-
tems incorporate and support scalable, bit -
mapped fonts and oversampling with 29 -bit
precision and an 8 -bit alpha key. For image
modification, systems offer real time XY scal-
ing, color control, eight blur levels, 8 -bit trans-
parency levels and 16 levels of outline. Symbol
generation also is 29 -bit precision with 8 -bit
key channel. Another feature is 24 -bit 2-D and
3-D animations. Frame -by -frame control, using
point and click, is possible with access to
shadow and image libraries.

Background graphics
Today's systems can mimic post graphic

systems in video quality, fast loading and
video effects. The TDS1000 is able to load 10
768x482, 24 -bit per pixel maps in less than

Today's systems can
mimic post graphic

systems in video qual-
ity, fast loading and

video effects.

three seconds using a proprietary chunky
compression system. External backgrounds
can be imported for live video underlays or
graphics can be imported for overlays. Each
background map or group of symbols is
treated as a separate layer (much like a
compositing switcher), existing layers can
be modified or new layers can be added
easily)

Thermal graphics
Another area that enhances the look of

weather graphics is the drawing of thermals
and thermal temperature bands. The sys-
tem uses stencil maps to define the specific
map areas. Thermal temperature bands can
then be painted with various opacity and
colors to outline specific areas. The system
can support 255 levels of rub -out and trans-

parency. Thermal moves can be drawn and
overlaid onto maps.

Tracking wand
One of the most innovative features of the

system is MagicTRAK. With this system, the
weathercaster can remotely control the se-
quence editor to output individual or com-
bined maps, animated symbols and over-
lays. Unlike other weather systems, real
time thermals can be composited over exist-
ing maps.

The MagicTRAK hardware consists of an
RF transmitter, receiver and an interface.
The transmitter includes a hand-held wand
with two function switches and changeable
colored ball wand tips (red, green, blue).
The switches control symbols and graphics
in the computer, and the chosen colored
ball is used as a position detector in front
of the screen. Tip color selection depends
on the screen color and wardrobe.The re-
ceiver is usually located next to the screen
to detect wand switch closures and relay
them to the main unit. The main unit re-
ceives the RGB signals from the foreground
camera that is pointed at the talent and can
track the colored wand tip. A key signal is
then generated as a pulse that represents
the wand's position and is input to the
computer. An X,Y detection system calcu-
lates the position of the wand, and along
with switch closure information, the com-
puter and software react accordingly.

Look to the future
As weather graphics systems evolve, they

will be able to handle needs unique to local
broadcasters. Systems will be able to per-
form more 3-D animation and map down-
loading. Still -stores will be able to capture
and display more information and the user
interface will become more user-friendly.
They also could be interfaced throughout
the newscast in news, sports or weather.

For more information, circle (301) on
Reply Card. See also Weather Dis-
plays on p. 16 of the BE Buyers Guide.

Author's note: We would like to thank Dave Janney, presi-
dent of AWA-TV, MagicTRAK Division; Andrew Welch,
president of AWA-TV, Arpag Dadourian of Ultimatte and
Stephan Schaem for their contributions.
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YOU NO LONGER HAVE TO BE AFRAID OF THE DARK.

JIM Every once in while a new video camera
comes along that will set the standards

PROFESSIONAL by which all other cameras of its type
will be measured against.

JVC presents its low -light, 2/3" 3-CCD, high resolution
KY -27 video camera.

The KY -27 features JVC's exclusive LoLux technology,
which enables the camera to shoot in available light as low
as 2 Lux. The latest in the long line of technological firsts
from JVC, LoLux combines 24dB of electrical gain with an
additional 6dB, which is produced by JVC's unique CCD
pixel readout system, for a total of 30dB. All without the
noise and picture degradation normally associated with
this degree of gain.

In addition to 750 lines of horizontal resolution and 62dB
signal to noise ratio, the KY -27 boasts a full range of
automatic features, such as enhanced ALC, Full -Time Auto
White and Full Auto Shooting. And the camera performs
equally well when docked to your favorite VTR, or in stand-
alone ENG and studio configurations.

Once you're armed with the KY -27 you'll never be afraid of
shooting in low -light conditions ever again.

For additional
information please
visit your JVC
dealer or call
1.800-JVC-5825.

Circle (15) on Reply Card



Video technology never matures, it just evolves into even more
complex and powerful forms.
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A high-school student recently asked me for advice on her career
choices. She had a background in production and broadcasting from a
university, but wasn't sure where to best apply her skills. Her first thought
was to be a news producer. She wanted to be able to use the latest video
equipment.

While mulling how to answer the question, I recalled some of the events
and products I had viewed at the June International Television Sympo-
sium in Montreux. At the exhibition, I had the opportunity to visit with a
wide range of international companies that produce many of the prod-
ucts used to create today's TV programming. Everything you can imagine
needed to produce video programming was on hand.

Three areas received much emphasis at the show: CCD cameras,
satellite -delivered programming and desktop video systems. It's no
coincidence ':hat this issue provides in-depth coverage of all of these
areas..

This month, BE closely examines the real quality issues behind CCD
cameras. As you will learn, CCD cameras are not all alike, and image
quality is high:iy dependent on optical as well as electrical performance.
We'll also look at how DBS technology h going to provide strong
competition to cable and offer viewers even more choices.

Finally, we'll examine the fast -changing area of desktop video (DTV).
From PC/MAC to proprietary -based systems, a wide range of features,
options and prices are available. Learn how your facility can take
advantage of the latest in these DTV digital production tools. After all, if
they were good enough for Jurassic Park, they'll probably be able to
handle your 6:00 news.

 "The Latest in CCD Camera Technology" page 26
 "DBS: Tomorrow's Opportunity" 39
 "Desktop Video for Broadcasters" 44
 "Resolution and Image Quality" 54

Brad 1)ick, editor
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Thanks to our engineers, not only will
Archie Bunker be around forever, but he'll
actually cause less friction.
developed a way to
save broadcast history

and your recording
equipment with one
remarkable tape.

Presenting an
even better Sony D-2.

Videotape designed
to preserve the tele-
vision classics that
will become priceless
pieces of America's
history. Even after
22 years, you'll be
happy to know that
with Sony's help, the
and the whole All In
doing just fine.

Determined to safeguard this cele-
brated series for future generations,
Columbia Pictures decided to transfer All

in the Family to the
tender digital care
of Sony D-2 video-
tape, where it will
live on, unchanged
by time. Over the

Because we've

On the contrary, it's timeless pursuits like
these that lead our own dedicated family of
engineers to further discoveries in the

world of digital tape.
Take our latest im-

provements to Sony
D-2 Series videotape.

Our Emmy Award -
winning metal tape
technology was only
the beginning. We
went on to perfect a
unique lubricant pro-
cess that significantly
lowers tape friction.
And, as a result, has
dramatically improved
video head life.

Which means Sony D-2 videotape not
only lengthens the life of the programs you
save, but equally important, prolongs the
life of your video heads.

Still not content, we even gave the tape
a stronger binder system for greater
durability and a reduced error rate.

It's such endless advances that make
Sony D-2 videotape a sought after media
star among broadcasters, cable operators,
duplicators and production houses.
Advances that will keep other prominent
stars shining brightly for a long, long time.

So good old Archie and Mike can stay
just the way they are. Now that they're re-
siding on Sony D-2 video-
tape, no one in that family
will ever be stifled again.

SONY'S
NEW D-2 TAPE

EXTENDS
THE LIFE OF

VIDEO HEADS
AND

HOT HEADS.

The New D2 Series Videotope

Bunkers, the Stivics
The Family gang are

years, countless television and film
favorites have been relocated to Sony D-2
tape where they're continuing to entertain
both new and old audiences alike.

The safekeeping of these cultural
treasures is not a trust Sony takes lightly.
0 1993 Sony Corporation of America. Sony and Sony Recording Media are registered trademarks

SONY
SONY RECORDING MEDIA





The latest in CCD
camera
technology
Specification sheets do not always tell the whole story.

The Bottom Line

Despite similar printed
specifications, today's cam-
eras do not always produce
comparable results. The most
expensive camera is not
always the best in all situa-
tions. Buyers should test
products and make side -by -
side comparisons to determine
the best model for a given
purpose.

$

Cohen is the manager of cameras and teleproduction
products, JVC professional products, Elmwood Park, NJ.

By Jerry Cohen

Today, CCDs are used almost exclusively
for the pickup elements in professional
cameras. The advantages are overwhelm-
ing. They are impervious to image burn,
have near -perfect permanent registration,
uniform focus from corner to corner, higher
sensitivity with better signal-to-noise ratio
and, perhaps best of all, solid-state with no
mechanism for aging other than random
component failure.

Specification sheets show little differ-
ence, regardless of whether the cameras
cost $7,500 or $35,000. Cameras with reso-
lution of 700 or 750 TV lines, signal-to-noise
ratio of 62dB and sensitivity of f8, at least on
the printed specification sheets, are avail-
able. As a result, many customers mistak-
enly assume there is not much difference
and it doesn't matter which camera is cho-
sen. This article will discuss CCD and cam-
era technology to help users better under-
stand how today's technology relates to
actual picture performance.

Fundamentals
When an image is focused on a CCD, only

individual points of the image are picked
up. The optical image picked up by the CCD
sensor is unacceptable for use because of
the limited number and the significant gaps
between individual elements. Various tech-
niques are applied to make the image ap-
pear continuous. The degree of success in
applying these techniques is one area that
separates today's cameras.

Based on the number of pixels in a CCD,

how is resolution determined? Using stan-
dard methods, including the Nyquist sam-
pling theory and the EIA definition of TV
resolution, a CCD with 728 pixels per hori-
zontal line has a resolution of 546 TV lines.
Another method, sometimes referred to as
the depth of modulation, is to plot the
output response as a function of TV lines.
The theoretical response characteristic of
a 728 -pixel per horizontal line CCD chip
shows a limiting resolution capability of
nearly 1,100 TV lines. This is quite different
from the 546 TV lines indicated previously.

Which is correct? Actually neither, be-
cause sampling causes some unfortunate
picture distortions, known as aliasing, to be
introduced along with the true picture in-
formation. Figure 1 (curve A, B) shows the
energy from the alias or false information,
and the true picture information. The high-

frequency or fine -detailed picture informa-
tion causes the low -frequency or coarse-

looking alias information. The point where
the alias energy exceeds the true picture
information energy is exactly at 546 TV
lines. This is the essence of the Nyquist
theory. Although resolution is generated
out to nearly 1,100 TV lines, the informa-
tion above 546 TV lines cannot be seen
because the alias information covers it up.

Techniques to
increase resolution

Two techniques attempt to eliminate the
alias information and retain the picture
information. One is to apply an optical low-
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Video 18/20 Plus.
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The only high capacity head with super smooth. pure fluid damping,
constant and even counterbalance with any load. The new standard!
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WANTED
DEAD

OR
ALIVE:
YOUR OLD

FM
BROADCAST
ANTENNAS

Any Brand, Any Size,
Working or Not!

Trade in your old antenna
and receive a discount on

the purchase of a new
JAMPRO

PENETRATOR Series

FM Antenna System

Send us your rustiest,
crustiest, dustiest old

antennas.
We'll take 'em all!

7Q7kA omens^vJIrtrnv
ANTENNAS, INC.

JAMPRO ANTENNAS, INC.
When you want more than

just an antenna.

6340 Sky Creek Drive
Sacramento, CA 95828

(916) 383-1177
Fax: (916) 383-1182

Certain rules and restrictions apply.
Contact factory for details.
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Figure 1. Signal and alias information vs. resolution for a 728 -pixel per line CCD chip. Curve A
shows picture information based on theoretical limits, with (B) depicting resultant alias informa-
tion. Curve (C) shows picture information achieved by usingalias reduction techniques. Curve (D)
shows reduced aliasing using an optical low-pass filter. Curve (E) shows additional alias reduction
by combining an optical low-pass filter with spatial offset.

pass filter, the other is spatial offset.
 The optical low-pass filter.

Fine detail information causes the abasing
to be generated optically right at the sur-
face of the CCD. It can be removed by
inserting a filter in front of the prism. The
filter reduces fine detail information before
it is focused on the CCD surface. One com-
promise in optical filter design is how much
resolution to filter vs. aliasing to suppress.
Figure 1 (curve C, D) shows a compromise.

Some cameras provide filters that work
in the horizontal direction only, while oth-
ers filter in the horizontal and vertical di-
rections. A few high -end production cam-
eras filter not only horizontally and verti-
cally, but also along two 45° angles. (See
photos on page 31.)
 Spatial offset.

This is the second technique, which in-
volves mounting the red and blue CCDs in -
line with each other, and the green CCD
offset horizontally by half of a pixel. This
technique causes picture information to be
in -phase, but the alias information is out -of -
phase. When mixed, the true picture infor-
mation remains but the alias information is
canceled. Despite the near -perfect appear-
ance of spatial offset, there are two reasons
why we must still depend on the optical
low-pass filter for suppression of aliasing.
First, to completely suppress aliasing, spa-
tial offset requires an equal mix of green
information with the sum of red and blue.

In NTSC, Y = 0.59G + 0.30R + 0.11B.
Although the ratio is not 50/50, it is

effective.
Colored objects present a more serious

problem for spatial offset. When pure red,

blue or green objects are considered, there
is no suppression of aliasing. Spatial offset
effectiveness is constantly changing based
on
colors in nature have some green and a
little red or blue.

Colorimetry is affected if the mixing ratio
changes. However, colors are derived from
the low -frequency spectrum of the signals,
those below approximately 1.5MHz. Re-
cently, several cameras have applied a
technique that alters the mixing ratio so
that it becomes 50% green and 50% the sum
of the red and blue, but only for the high -
frequency portions (above 1.5MHz). Color-
imetry is not affected, but resolution is
increased because aliasing has been better
suppressed without having to increase the
amount of filtering from the optical low-
pass filter.

Gamma correction
Most engineers simply understand gamma

as the place where the crossover point is
set on a gray scale chart. This is unfortu-
nate because of the tremendous effect it
has on the quality of picture reproduction.
Cameras incorporate gamma correction
circuitry to compensate for the non-linear
characteristics of CRTs.

The camera starts out at a particular gain
(determined by its sensitivity) at the bright-
est point, and gain continually increases as
it approaches black. The camera designer
must select the maximum amount of gain
that will exist at black and then spread the
curve throughout the rest of the range.
Because the gain of the camera is greatest
in the dark portions, the camera also pro -

Circle (17) on Reply Card
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ARTEL IS SENDING
A CLEAR SIGNAL

TO THE VIDEO
TRANSMISSION

INDUSTRY.
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6 CHANNELS
OF RS -250C SHORT HAUL QUALITY

PER FIBER WINDOW WITH ARTEL'S SL4000.

Artel's SL4000" was designed to meet today's ever-

increasing demands for higher quality video and audio

transmission equipment. The SL4000 is the most flexi-

ble and reliable 6 -channel, broadcast quality video trans-

mission system available.

A FULLY COMPLIANT TRANSMIS-
SION SYSTEM. The SL4000 uses 12 -bit digital

technology to provide you with exceptional signal-to-

noise ratios. Plus its RS -250C Short Haul performance

lets you avoid high -cost compressed video equipment.

GROW WITH THE FLOW. The SL4000's

modularity lets you individually add required channels

by simple hot insertion. Now you can react virtually

instantaneously to changing circuit requirements.

CUT DOWN ON YOUR FIBER.
Because the SL4000 delivers 6 channels of RS -250C

Short Haul quality video circuits over one fiber

window, you'll be able to cut your fiber plant require-

ments by 6:1. This can significantly improve your

voice and data revenue streams by making extra

fibers available for those mediums.

GO THE DISTANCE. The SL4000's long-

range performance allows your signals to travel 40 km

without repeaters. With repeaters you can traverse 600

km without degrading signal quality.

With optional dual optical transmitters and

receivers, redundant power supplies, plus up to 6 digital

audio channels per video channel - the signal is pretty

clear. Artel's SL4000 is the way to grow!

For more information or a complimentary analysis

of your application requirements, call Artel

Communications at 1-800-525-2599.

Artel Communications, 22 Kane Industrial Drive Hudson, MA 01749 Tel: 508-562-2100 Fax: 508-562-6942

SIAOCK) is a trademark of Ariel Communication.. Corporation.
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AnthroCarts!
AnthroCarts will knock your socks off! Imagine how
great it'll be when you find the perfect furniture for
your equipment - just the right size, tough -as -nails

construction and dozens of accessories.

And you'll find our service so real and responsive,
you'll get a kick out of ordering direct!

Call for a free catalog!

tit

Lifetime Warrant',

i
Lots of choices.

800-325-3841
6 JO AM to 5 OC, PM P51

3221 NW Yeon St.
Portland, OR 97210

ANTHRO Fax: (800)325-0045

Space saving.

GSA contract no. GS -00E -5040A. Available for OEM applications. Prices from $149.00
Anthro, AnthroCart and Technology Furniture are registered trademarks of Anthro.

duces more noise there. That is why engi-
neers usually look in the dark areas for
noise problems when evaluating cameras.
By providing a good gamma characteristic,
i.e., extremely large gain in the dark areas,
the camera designer must contend with
maintaining good temperature stability
amongst the R,G,B channels, good random
noise characteristic, minimize fixed pat-
tern and clock noise inherent in CCDs, main-
tain accurate flare correction, and mini-
mize shading problems. The gamma curve
accentuates these problems, the extra gain
amplifies small differences between the
channels.

Black compression
Some camera engineers alleviate some of

these problems by incorporating a tech-
nique called black compression. With black
compression, a proper gamma curve is fol-
lowed from the white area down into the
grays, and at some point in the dark area
they stop increasing and actually decrease
gain. (See Figure 2.) Incorporating such a
curve makes the design of the camera far
easier, because there is less concern about
shielding for clock noise, temperature sta-
bility, shading errors, flare compensation,
and even the overall noise characteristic
does not have to be as good. This saves the
manufacturer a great deal of money, so
watch for it when selecting a camera.

Cameras incorporate
gamma correction cir-

cuitry to compensate for
the non-linear charac-

teristics of CRTs.

Suppose a typical scene with good over-
all contrast is being shot. A camera without
black compression will have a natural look
from light to dark, with good detail visible
everywhere. The camera with black com-
pression will look fine in the brighter por-
tions but in the darker portions, such as in
shadow areas, the shadows will be accentu-
ated and lose the ability to reproduce infor-
mation in that area. Shooting with such
cameras requires much greater care in the
setup of lights, and shadow areas need to
be carefully filled. This wastes time and
also produces less natural results.

Another, perhaps more serious, problem
with black compression is what happens to
reproduction of colored objects. Skin tone
under normal illumination consists of red,
green and blue energies in the proportions
shown in Figure 2. Gamma curves, both
with and without black compression, are
displayed simultaneously. In this case, the
red and green signals have almost no blue
change as a result of black compression.



1 1
Pictures from two different cameras using essentially the same CCD chip. Camera on left has optical filtering in horizontal, vertical and both diagonal
directions. Camera on right employs optical filtering in the horizontal direction only. (Note moire pattern in jacket on right.)

Only the blue is slightly attenuated, but for
the sake of simplicity, assume that skin
tone reproduction under normal illumina-
tion is identical for cameras with and with-
out black compression.

Now, suppose this same person's face is
reproduced, but with less light. The red
channel is only slightly attenuated from
where it should be, but green is tremen-
dously reduced in level relative to red, and
blue is almost entirely gone. This causes a
hue shift toward red, as shown on the
vectorscope. The skin takes on a ruddy
complexion. The bright portions of the face
are reproduced with a different hue than
tf,e darker portions. The amount of shift is
hover consistent because it depends upon
htw much the light is reduced. Again, more
tune is spent setting up lights, which makes
it uncomfortable for the talent and wastes
time.

Another word of caution. Cameras with
Black compression will often appear im-

ressively quiet when you check for noise
by capping the lens. This is a meaningless
test, because of the black compression
there is little gain in this portion. Therefore,
there's not much noise either.

Sensitivity
Micro lens technology is a recent tech-

nique that significantly improves sensitiv-
ity in CCD imagers. (Editor's note: JVC was
the first.to use micro lens technology in a
professional 3-CCD camera.) The front sur-
face of a CCD imager consists of a number
of light sensors with significant gaps be-
tween each sensor. If you look at the sur-
face area devoted to one pixel (see Figure
3), the photo sensor within that pixel occu-
pies approximately one-third of the surface
area. Light is focused everywhere on the
surface, not just where the photo sensor
exists. Approximately two-thirds of the to-

4. Read the lens iris setting, which becomes
the sensitivity.
The measurement is made with a fixed

amount of light (2,0001ux), the variable or
specification is the lens setting required to
reach 100IRE units of video. The smaller the
iris opening (higher numerical number),
the more sensitive the camera. If sensitivity
is important to you, check potential cam-
eras side -by -side.

Minimum illumination, which is directly
related to sensitivity, is measured slightly
differently:
1. Aim the camera at an 89.9% reflectance

chart.
2. Set camera gain to its maximum.
3. Open the lens iris to its maximum.
4. Raise or lower the illumination to achieve

100IRE units of video, but do not use a
dimmer.

HUE SHIFT

tal light falling on the CCD imager is not
being picked up by the photo sensor. Other
elements, such as vertical shift registers,
transfer gates, control lines and channel
stops, also must vie for this valuable real
estate within each pixel.

A micro lens, which is a small lens
mounted over each pixel, is used to redi-
rect light into the CCD's photo sensor area
and significantly increase sensitivity. It fo-
cuses some of the light that falls outside of
the photo sensor area into the photo sen-
sor and approximately doubles the sensi-
tivity of the imager.

Sensitivity is measured as follows:
1. Illuminate an 89.9% reflectance chart

with 2,0001ux of light.
2. Set the camera gain at OdB.
3. Open the lens iris until 100IRE units are

achieved on the waveform monitor.

GAMMA WITH
BLACK

COMPRESSION

GAMMA
CIRCUITS

LINEAR
CIRCUITS

Figure 2. Camera output vs. incominglight is shown for camera pre -amp linearand gamma circuits
(with and without black compression). Relative RGB levels for skin tones indicated for normal
(solid lines) and reduced light (dotted lines). Vector display indicates hue shift because of black
compression.
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HOTM E TAL .

REALLY HOT METAL.

VIKES!

Introducing the 3M BC -Metal videocassette.The hot, destined to popularity. In fact, we wouldn't be
new Betacam SP' tape designed to raise the surprised if you've already heard about it. But if you
standards by which all others are judged and haven't, rest assured, you will.

3M Audio and Video Markets Division
3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144
Within the 703 area code: 1-800-831-8726
All other US: 1-800-752-0732 ©1993 3M
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LOW REFLECTANCE MEMBRANE

/ DOME MICRO
LENS

N -SUBSTRATE

PHOTO DIODE

ALUMINUM
SHIELD

TRANSFER
ELECTRODES

VERTICAL TRANSFER CCD

CHANNEL STOP TRANSFER GATE

Figure 3. Sectional view of the pixel area on a CCD chip showing relative size of components and
photo sensor area. Notice how the micro lens directs additional light into the photo sensor area.
Aluminum shield protects elements outside the photo sensor from stray light. Bottom rule shows
space allotted to individual elements of CCD.

5. Measure the incident light on the chart,
which is the minimum illumination.
Just as the sensitivity varies from camera

to camera, so does the minimum illumina-
tion. If low -light shooting is important to
you, check the camera's actual performance
before you buy it.

LOLUX is a new technique used to shoot
in extremely low -light level conditions. It
combines a high degree of electrical gain
(24dB) with a proprietary system for mix-
ing adjacent pixels together, which in-
creases the sensitivity another 6dB without
increasing noise. In fact, because the noise
between adjacent pixels is random, this
method reduces noise approximately 3dB.
LOLUX allows shooting down to a level as
low as 2lux for 100 units of video and full
color reproduction.

Last word
Although it seems that camera technol-

ogy has gone about as far as it can go, don't
worry, engineers aren't resting on their
laurels. New levels of performance and con-
venience features are still in the works.
This can mean great things for those who
live with these products day in and day out.

4 For more information on CCD cam-
era technology, circle (302) on Reply
Card. See also video cameras on
p.12 of the BE Buyers Guide.

CCD camera testing
CCDs can be thought of as both

analog and digital. They are analog in
that the energy from each pixel is
continuously variable over a given
range, and digital because the device
comprises an array of discrete pixels
in rows and columns. The output of
each pixel also can be thought of as an
analog sample.

With these points in mind, it can
be concluded that the most appropri-
ate type of measurement device would
be analog in nature. However, several
common types of CCD distortions are
buried in the noise and cilia be uncov-
ered only by eliminating the noise
with averaging. Digital signal process-
ing (DSP) techniques increase the
number of ways in which distortions
can be analyzed and displayed. What
follows is a discussion of CCD-camera-
specific distortions.

Defective pixels
Measuring defective CCD pixels is

probably the most commonly per-
formed measurement on CCD cam-
eras. Defective pixels emit a charge

Noah is a technical writer for Tektronix Television
Division, Beaverton, OR.

that exceeds or falls short of an ex-
pected value based on the energy of
the light source. Defective pixels on a
picture monitor might appear as dark
spots on a light background or as light
spots on a dark background. They can
be observed on a waveform monitor
or general-purpose oscilloscope as
well. Using either of these tools re-
quires a painstaking, line -by-line
search through the entire field to dis-
cover amplitude variations not per-
ceptible on a picture monitor but still
outside an acceptable threshold.

An automatic measurement set
that applies DSP techniques to the
process offers several advantages.
Evaluation of all pixels in the device
takes far less time and can be done
more reliably. (The actual measure-
ment process is a digital version of the
line -by-line search for amplitude varia-
tions.) Averaging more than 32 frames
reduces random noise by 15dB, or
80%. Eliminating random noise in the
signal in turn makes possible the de-
tection of significantly smaller ampli-
tude variations, allowing earlier de-
tection of pixel failure. A shading fil-
ter, another benefit of the automated
approach, removes low -frequency

By Jeff Noah

variations caused by non -uniform light-
ing or lens imperfections. These varia-
tions might appear as tilt or curvature
on a waveform monitor, which can
further complicate manual amplitude
measurements.

The flexibility of digital devices
also expands the possibilities for dis-
playing the processed signal. As
shown in Figure 1, the instrument of-
fers users the choice of a map of the
relative position of defective pixels on
the CCD and the familiar single hori-
zontal line waveform display (tied to a
horizontal cursor on the CCD map), or
a bar graph showing the quantity of
defective pixel clusters as a function
of cluster size (how many adjacent
pixels are defective).

Fixed pattern noise
When some pixels emit consis-

tently higher levels of noise than the
average pixel, they create fixed pat-
terns on the display device. The pat-
terns might appear as "vertical blinds"
or snow superimposed on the dis-
played image. The pattern, whatever
its appearance, does not change from
frame to frame.

Because a certain amount of ran -
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OPS-195

Time
Base &
Interface
This wideband
TBC framestore
eliminates time
base error while
interfacing
composite/
component
standards from a
single platform.
With S -Video,
U -Dub and NTSC
video inputs/
outputs. Plus
Betacam/MII
outputs.
AUTODOC-3D
drop out
compensation.
Digital effects.
And more, Like
48 built in test
signals.

So now you can
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and transcoding
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one unit. And all
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$5495

WHIP

DIGITAL
PROCESSING SYSTEMS INC.

In the U.S.
Call 606-371-5533

In Canada
Call 416-754-8090

IRE

CCD Defects (Sync Ext)

Camera: NTSC F. 1

Largest Defect: 4 Pixels
Max Deo. Found.: 2.3 IRE
at Fl L 118, 19.86 uSec

15 Pixels Over Threshold

Screen 6 LIN Display

Fl CCD H. Density: 768 Pixels
L 22 Threshold: 1 IRE

Cntr. Vid. Lul.: 1.1 IRE
Averaged 32 -) 32 Frames

F2
L 262

15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 33.8 40.0 45.0 50.0 55.0

F1 L 118

Change
I 1

Rescale Threshold
1 IRE

H Density
768 P<Is

28.8 C.
68 F.

Camera IDI Record
Data

uSvc

Test instrument display of defective pixels providing a map of defect locations and the
waveform view with a variable threshold cursor. Horizontal line display is tied to a cursor
on the CCD map.

dom noise is always present on a
pixel's output, sifting out the persis-
tent noise is possible only with aver-
aging. Averaging over 64 frames re-
duces random noise by 18dB. The
DSP-based instrument calculates an
rms noise level from the remaining
noise to quantify the distortion and
simplify camera -to -camera compari-
sons. Displays similar to those of the
defective pixel measurement, as well
as a spectrum display, provide addi-
tional information about the persis-
tent noise.

Aliasing
Aliasing is a phenomenon of the

CCD image sampling process. When-
ever frequencies in the picture ex-
ceed one-half of the sampling fre-
quency, aliasing occurs. One possible
visual implication of aliasing is ampli-
tude modulation of the in -band
(<6MHz) signal.

By examining only the areas out-
side of a camera's bandwidth on a
multiburst sine wave chart, any en-
ergy found in -band must be due to
aliasing in the camera. (This assumes
the measurement device has an effi-
cient anti-aliasing filter.) An analog
device could detect small amplitude
variations because of aliasing, but
only a digital instrument employing an
FFT can determine the frequency and
amplitude of aliased components.

Vertical smear
Vertical smearing is a display arti-

fact related to the construction of
interline transfer CCDs. It is most of-
ten brought on by bright images
against a dark background. Thus, a
black card with a small, square aper-
ture provides a realistic test image.

Interline transfer CCDs consist of
photosensitive cells interlaced with

transfer cells that make up vertical
shift registers. The charge in the pho-
tosensitive cells shifts to the transfer
cells during vertical blanking. As the
image is shifted through the registers
at a horizontal rate, excess charge
from overloaded photosensitive cells
can leak into the registers, ultimately
smearing the image.

Averaging over 64
frames reduces

random noise by
18dB.

To quantify this distortion, the
camera's iris is opened until the white
area reaches a reference level, typi-
cally 100IRE. The iris is then opened
further until the amplitude of the black
area above or below the aperture rises
to a user -defined threshold. Next, both
iris settings are entered into the mea-
surement set, which then calculates
the difference, in decibels, between
the settings. Although an analog de-
vice can measure the peak and thresh-
old amplitudes, it cannot display both
simultaneously or automate the deci-
bel measurement result calculation.

Conclusion
Although CCD camera measure-

ments are possible with general-pur-
pose test equipment, automated digi-
tal signal processing equipment re-
duces measurement times, increases
accuracy and provides repeatability.
Whether comparing CCD cameras or
trying to keep them running at peak
performance, an automated measure-
ment set using DSP techniques can
simplify and improve your efforts. [:11

Circle (20) on Reply Card
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If you're striving to be the best, make sure your equipment
is equal to your ambition. Find out why the most talented professionals use

more than 100 products made by Dynatech Video Group companies.

Ca111-800-531-7119
U.S. and Canada
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automation.
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NEWSTAR II
The NewStar II newsroom

automation system.
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Dynatech Video Group products are available worldwide, with offices at:

Ilex House, Mulberry Business Park
Fishponds Road, Wokingham

Berkshire, RG11 2GY United Kingdom
44-734-890111 FAX: 44-734-892022

Aalsmeer, Netherlands
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FAX: 31-2977-41158
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6400 Enterprise Lane
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Stamford, Connecticut
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Central, Hong Kong
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Studio City California
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FAX: 818-762-8672
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The Bottom Line

Another highway to the
American home will be
opened next spring when two
direct broadcast satellite
(DBS) TV services mark their
debut. How this will alter the
competitive landscape of the
industry is the subject of much
debate, but its impact will
surely be felt, particularly by
cable television. When assess-
ing any new potential competi-
tion, however, understanding
its operation is an important
first step. This knowledge can
help turn enmity into alliance,
and perceived threat into
powerful opportunity.

DBS:
Tomorrow's
opportunity
DBS television will finally become real next year.

By Skip Pizzi, technical editor

After more than a decade of false starts,
DBS television at last appears ready for
prime time in the U.S. TV marketplace.
The United States' first two "real" DBS
TV services expect to be on line by March
1994, pending a successful December 1993
launch of a Hughes HS601 satellite via an
Ariane rocket. A second similar satellite
will be launched in mid -1994 to complete
these services' offerings.

When fully operational, the two opera-
tions - Hughes Communications' Di-
recTV and Hubbard Broadcasting's Unit-
ed States Satellite Broadcasting (USSB)-
will deliver more than 150 channels of TV
programming to the continental United
States from a pair of satellites co -located
in the prime geosynchronous parking
spot of 101° west longitude.

These services may rewrite the story
of U.S. DBS, which until now has been
littered with the corpses of previous ven-
tures, such as Comsat DBS, USC!, Sky Ca-
ble and Skypix. The current proponents
are banking on a number of new develop-
ments in their systems to help them
avoid a fate similar to their predeces-
sors. Among these differences are high-
er -power satellites, improved low -noise
amplifier (LNA) technology in receivers,
different frequencies, wider orbital spac-
ing of satellites and, most important, dig-
ital video and data compression technol-
08Y.

All of this allows the use of 18 -inch
dishes to receive 150 channels. The con-

sumer cost will be $700 for hardware
(dish, addressable set -top receiver/de-
coder and remote control), plus subscrip-
tion or pay -per -view (PPV) fees compara-
ble to that of cable TV service. Receivers
will be made by Thomson Consumer Elec-
tronics and sold under its RCA brand
name at consumer electronics stores and
satellite equipment vendors. (Thomson
has exclusive rights to the receivers dur-
ing the first 18 months of service or until
one million units are sold, whichever
comes first.) The same receiver, properly

Smart -card technology
will be incorporated in

the receiver's design
for access control.

authorized, can accept DirecTV and USSB
services. Smart -card technology will be
incorporated in the receiver's design for
access control, and the receiver's addres-
sability will allow personal on -screen text
messages to be delivered through the
system.

With this menu of services and costs,
DirecTV and USSB expect to find success
where others have failed. Proponents of
these systems point out that the expense
in launching a DBS service is deceptively
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Figure I. The Hughes HS601 satellite will deliver the first true U.S. DBS TV services.

high. The hundreds of millions of dollars
invested up front in a DBS system average
out to an access cost of only a few dollars
per U.S. TV household (of which there are
approximately 100 million). Contrast this
to the typical figure used by cable oper-
ators of $200 to $300 per new household
passed. The majority of existing U.S.
homes are already wired for cable, how-
ever, and the DBS marketplace will have
to be populated from scratch with $700
receivers. Nevertheless, hardware costs
may drop dramatically (especially after
Thomson's exclusivity expires) and the

cost/quality/choices of service may equal
or exceed many existing cable subscrib-
ers' current fare. Most notably, the affin
ity grouping that a national aggregation
of niche audiences allows may make oth-
erwise non -viable narrowcast services
possible. DBS service therefore is expect-
ed to have its greatest impact on cable
rather than broadcast services.

System overview
Each of the two HS601 satellites to be

used by these services holds 16 Ku -band
transponders, each 24MHz in bandwidth

and operating at 120W. (A typical Ku-
band communications satellite uses 50W
transponders.) On the first satellite, Di-
recTV will operate 11 transponders while
USSB will use the remaining five. DirecTV
will operate all 16 transponders on the
second satellite.

The hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars in-
vested up front in a
DBS system average
out to an access cost
of a few dollars per
U.S. TV household.

Unlike earlier attempts that used a
single video channel on each transpon-
der, these systems squeeze in four to
eight video channels per transponder, us-
ing data rates as low as 2.5Mbit/s. The
actual number depends on the quality
required - the high motion content of
sports video, for example, might only tol-
erate 4:1 compression, while movies might
handle 8:1. The system architecture al-

INTRODUCING THE SHURE FP410; THE
"HANDS OFF" MIXER THAT DELIVERS PERFECT
SOUND AUTOMATICALLY.

The new Shure FP410 is not just another pretty face.
It's a whole new concept in portable mixing; one that
forever solves the nagging problems of multiple open
microphones. By automatically keeping unused micro-
phones turned down, the FP410 dramatically improves
your audio quality.

Set It And
The secret: Shure IntelliMix- the patented opera-

tional concept behind the revolutionary FP410. It
thoroughly shatters existing standards for portable
mixer performance and eA se of operation.

Just set your levels and flip the switch to 'Automatic'?
Shure IntelliMix does the rest.

0 Its Noise Adaptive Threshold activates micro-
phones for speech but not for constant room noise, such
as air conditioning.



lows this compression to be adjusted to
the needs of each channel. Using a conser-
vative average of 5:1 compression, Di-
rec7V can therefore offer at least 135
video channels on its 27 transponders,
and USSB at least 25 channels on its five
transponders. (Maximum capacities are
216 channels and 40 channels, respective-
ly.) The system is expected to implement
the MPEG-2 video compression algorithm.

DBS TV systems operate in a portion of
the Ku -band set aside for such service,
with earth -to -space (uplink) transmissions
at 17.3-17.8GHz and space -to -earth (down-
link) transmissions at 12.2-12.7GHz. The
FCC has allocated eight orbital locations
(slots) for DBS television, with 32 tran-
sponder channels at each location. All 32
channels at the 101°W location - the
most central U.S. slot available-are held
by these two licensees. Their two space-
craft will be stationed approximately 185
miles apart, straddling the 101°W orbital
slot.

The 24MHz-wide channels are spaced
on 29.16MHz center frequencies, but
cross -polarization (left-hand and right-
hand circular polarizations) allows reuse
of the spectrum with a half -channel
(14.58MHz) offset. Adjacent channels ap-
pear at alternating polarizations, with

center frequencies 14.58MHz apart. This
provides an efficient division of the
500MHz allocation into 32 transponders.
The addition of digital video data com-
pression then permits more than 150 chan-
nels of video to originate from each avail-
able orbital slot, implying an eventual ca-
pacity of more than 1,200 channels (with
all eight slots active) in the U.S. DBS TV
service.

The HS601 satellites feature high reli-

Roof-mounted receive dish for the Thomson/
RCA DSS system. A rooftop location is not
mandatory. Any location with unobstructed line -
of -sight to the satellite can be used.

ability and redundancy. Each of the 16
120W transmitters is powered by two
traditional and well -tested 60W traveling
wave tubes ('I'WTs) operating in tandem.
A full set of 16 additional backup trans-
mitters is on -board, and the receiver sec-
tions are backed up on a 1 -for -every -2
basis.

The encoding and modulation scheme
also is robust. After data compression of
NTSC video signals, the video channels
that are assigned to a given transponder
are encrypted, encoded with block (Reed -
Solomon) and convolutional forward er-
ror correction, and time -division multi-
plexed into a 20Mbit/s datastream. This
is then QPSK-modulated on to the tran-
sponder's 24MHz-wide carrier. Such an
approach allows for flexibility in trading
off data and power parameters on the
system. The transponder arrangement also
is flexible, which allows for eventual gang-
ing of the 16 standard 120W devices into
eight transponders of 240W each, should
smaller receive -dish sizes be required.

The satellites use a unique downlink
antenna design for feeding program-
ming to the continental United States.
Unlike most communications satellites
that use parabolic reflectors with multi-
ple feedhorns to achieve the desired

C
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Forget It.
 Its MaxBus limits the number of activated micro-

phones to one per talker.
 And its Last Mic Lock -On keeps the most recently

activated microphone open until a newly activated
microphone takes its place.

With Shure IntelliMix, you'll get a "seamless" mix
that's as close to perfect as you'll find. Providing the
cleanest, clearest sound you've ever heard from
a portable mixer. And freeing you from the tedious
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FP4I0 Mixer shown actual size.

task of turning microphones on and off.
For a closer look at the world's first portable auto-

matic mixer, call for more information including the
article "Why Use An Automatic Mixer?".

We think you'll agree: The Shure FP410 is automati-
cally a classic.

Call 1-800-25-SHURE. The Sound Of The Profes-
sionals!. Worldwide. SHIRE



coverage, the HS6O1s use a single feed -
horn with a shaped reflector. (Each satel-
lite actually has two such assemblies,
one for each circular polarization direc-
tion.) The shaped reflectors are designed
to provide good continental U.S. cover-
age, higher power in rain -fade prone
areas (such as the Southeast) and high
attenuation outside the coverage area.
The designers claim equivalent coverage
and superior signal performance to a 60-
feedhom parabolic system, but with low-
er cost and less weight. The downlink
antennas each measure seven feet in
diameter, while each satellite's single
parabolic receive antenna is 40 inches
across. A 14 -inch tracking command an-
tenna and an omni on -station antenna com-
plete each satellite's antenna comple-
ment. (See Figure 1.)

Receiver and
programming details

The receivers will be marketed first
under an RCA product line called DSS
(Digital Satellite System). Video quality
is described as superior to standard
broadcast, or roughly equivalent to Su-
perVHS. Digital audio signals, also com-
pressed, are described as CD quality.

From the start, the system will be com-
patible with future 16x9 NTSC transmis-
sions, allowing pan and scan control for
viewing widescreen images selectively
on 4x3 screens. An on -screen program
guide feature is included, programma-
ble by the user for display by program
type. Channel up/down buttons on the
remote control also can be programmed
to skip or include any channel, and two
separate "favorite channel" lists of 10
channels each can be stored. In addition
to smart card access control, the receiv-
er is equipped with user locks that can
limit access to certain features, select
spending limits and provide password
protection if desired. The receiver also
provides user instruction screens for
hardware hookup and software setup,

dish -positioning, system diagnostics and
context -sensitive operational help.

A few channels will be offered free -of-

charge at all times, while others will be
subscription channels or packages, and
some channels used for PPV programs.
Home -shopping services may be includ-
ed. Currently, most of the major basic and
premium cable channels have signed on
with either DirecTV or USSB. (Recently
passed cable regulations essentially man-
date that programmers offer their ser-
vices to all multichannel carriers, regard-
less of their delivery methods.)

A few channels will be
offered free -of -charge

at all times, while
many others will be

subscription channels
or packages.

Major professional and collegiate
sports events that are not generally avail-
able nationally also will be offered, on
either a subscription or PPV basis. The
same PPV movie may be offered on mul-
tiple channels with staggered start times
for a pseudo -on -demand service. Other
channels or dayparts may be dedicated
to educational, special interest, foreign
language or other niche services.

DirecTV also will provide a 20 -channel
package of cable programming for the
National Rural Telecommunications Co-
operative (NRTC). The package will be
sold to rural customers by the NRTC in
similar fashion to its current sale of elec-
tricity in these areas. DBS proponents
have long held that the rural market-
place would be critical to initial develop-
ment of the service, so this seems a worth-
while venture.

The master uplink and programorigination facility forDirecTV, underconstruction in Castle Rock
CO.

Master uplink facility
Hughes is currently building a large

uplink facility adjacent to its existing sat-
ellite control hub in Castle Rock, CO,
(approximately 30 miles south of Den-
ver). The new 55,000 square -foot site will
serve as the uplink and program -origina-
tion point for DirecTV's services, while
USSB's services will originate from an
uplink facility in Oakdale, MN, just east of
St. Paul. Construction of the Oakdale facil-
ity is scheduled to begin soon, while the
larger Castle Rock site was begun in Au-
gust 1992.

Initially, the Castle Rock facility will use
two 13 -meter transmit dishes to feed the
satellites, with plans for two more to fol-
low. Eight 6.1 -meter receive -only dishes
will be used for downlinking program
feeds from other locations into the mas-
ter uplink center.

Program origination at the Castle Rock
site will come from a highly automated,
fully component digital video system in-
corporating more than 300 digital VCRs.
The facility will employ a staff of approx-
imately 150, working in three shifts to
provide around -the -clock operation.
Three 1MW emergency generators fitted
with noise -suppression systems will pro-
vide backup power.

Physical construction at Castle Rock is
scheduled for completion late this sum-
mer, followed by several months of equip-
ment installation and testing. Full opera-
tion of the Castle Rock and Oakdale facil-
ities is expected before the March 1994
inauguration of commercial service.

The future for DBS
The exclusive attention surrounding the

launch of DirecTV and USSB will probably
not last long, because other DBS TV servic-
es may soon follow. Space Systems/Loral
recently announced its intention to launch
a higher -powered system capable of offer-
ing up to 480 channels, perhaps using small-
er dishes. The system would use its higher
transmit power to pack as many as 24 video
channels into each transponder. Unlike
Hughes and Hubbard, Loral does not hold
a DBS license, but is negotiating with one
of the nine other current licensees to ob-
tain an orbital slot. Loral has a similar
high -power satellite already in service for
Japanese DBS TV broadcasts, called the
FS -1300. It allows receive -dish diameters
as small as 14 inches.

Meanwhile, development continues on
a flat plate antenna for consumer DBS TV
use, and plans are under way for DBS
HDTV, including possible conversion of
some transponders on the HS601 satel-
lites for HDTV application.

Whatever happens, the launch of DBS
service next year will mark an important
technological milestone. It also may change
the nature of American television.
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There are just a couple of things
we can' t supply to broadcasters...

buildings and voice talents.
Call AEQ and you will find almost everything you need for your local radio station
or for your international broadcast network.
Our talented engineers can provide you with Systems Engineering Design, state of
the art equipment, technical advice and, most of all, the expertise obtained through
the set up of over a hundred radio stations using our own designed equipment over
the last ten years.
Do not hesitate. Choose somebody who knows. Choose AEQ.

AEQ MP -10 Portable Mixer.

Allows program production and news report from
anywhere with an available telephone line.

AEQ SYSTEL-3000 Mukipoint Mukiconference System
Allows full duplex simultaneous intettommunicakon of up to 9 peope.
Controlled via PC or through AEQ CR-01 remote control console.

AEQ BC -2000 Broadcast Mixing Console.
Complete Modular design. 18, 25 or 35 module versions.

AEQ

+ Power Amplifiers
+ Digital Telephone Hybrids
+ Frequency Line Extenders

Dis:ribution Amplifiers
A Broadcast Mixing Consoles

Broadcast Portable Mixers
 Self Powered Monitors
 Line Amplifiers
 Line Equalizers
 'Turn -key" Projects
+ ...and much more !

APLICACIONES ELECTRONICAS QUASAR, S.A.
HEADQUARTERS: C/ Rey Pastor, 36 - Pol. Ind. Leganes - 28914 Madrid - ESPAISM - Phone: + 34 1 686 13 00 - Fax: + 34 1 686 44 92

AEQ AMERICA: 2211 South 48th Street, Suite H - Tempe, AZ USA 85282 - Phone: + 1 602 431 0334 - Fax: + 1 602 431 0497
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Desktop video
for broadcasters
Desktop video is no longer just for amateurs.

The Bottom Line

Desktop video production is
maturing. Improvements in
computer hardware and
software have brought more
power to the desktop than
ever before. Output quality has
vastly improved, but costs
have not skyrocketed. Profes-
sional editing packages are
available for much less than
the cost of a traditional edit
suite. Although desktop video
is not perfect, it cannot be
ignored, and should be
considered when upgrading or
replacing current editing
facilities.

NP

Chan is the principal of Chan & Associates, a marketing
consulting service for audio, broadcast and post -production,
Fullerton, CA.

By Curtis Chan

Desktop publishing was the buzz word
of the 1980s. Now, a decade later, desktop
video production could have the same
effect on corporate communications as
desktop publishing had in the 1980s. Desk-
top video is an emerging technology that
integrates video, audio, text and graphics
into a single seamless system. System
quality and performance can range from
low -end multimedia to broadcast quality.
The term "system" ranges from a board
set and software to a truly integrated
system encompassing all of the hard-
ware, software and audio/video intercon-
nects. The following is a look at desktop
video, its capabilities and its future.

The market
The market for desktop video falls

somewhere between the high -end
prosumer market, the corporate and in-
stitutional video production markets and,
to some extent, the broadcast market.
The prosumer market overlaps the mul-
timedia market and has users who dabble
in video without the stringent quality
requirements for video and audio of pro-
fessional broadcasters. On the other
hand, the corporate and institutional
market includes corporate audio -video
(AV) professionals, independent design-
ers and communication services profes-
sionals.

Vertical markets also exist, which in-
clude hospitals, universities, government
organizations, law enforcement agen-
cies and videographers. Typical applica-
tions include training videos, corporate

communications, human resource and
product information, wedding and music
videos and infomercials. Broadcasters
might even consider this technology for
off-line production and post work.

Advantages over
traditional systems

Desktop video systems have several
advantages over their traditional analog
cousins. Most desktop systems use some
type of random-access medium (hard disk
drive) to access file footage or audio
information. This can save significant
time over shuttling tape. The digital ed-
iting environment of desktop systems
allows non-destructive, cut -and -paste,
video and audio editing. This increased
flexibility aids creativity by letting the
editor make multiple or custom versions
quickly. Seamless integration of video,
audio, graphics and effects is part of these
new systems. Another advantage is the
use of a single recording deck, as op-
posed to two or more, for a comparable
linear editing system. Finally, desktop
computer video systems can incorpo-
rate easy -to -learn, software -based user
interfaces that can be updated easily.

The common element in most of these
platforms is the integration of devices
into a computer. In most cases, the com-
puter is either a PC, Mac or Amiga. In
addition, some high -end systems use pro-
prietary computer designs.

Low -end solutions
Low -end desktop solutions offer the
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user the ability to get into presentation
solutions ($250-$5,000) and semi -pro
video production for under $10,000.
Numerous companies make plug-in prod-
ucts for PCs and Macs that conform to
Microsoft Video for Windows and
QuickTime specs, as well as offerings for
the Amiga. Be aware that there is a perfor-
mance catch, and usually you get what
you pay for. Certain basic requirements
must be met by these products to pro-
duce NTSC (756 x 486 pixels) and PAL
(768 x 576 pixels) compatible video to an
interlaced monitor and provide some
level of audio support.

The basics
Requirements for desktop video center

on 1) capturing composite or S -video
(NTSC, PAL) as digital data; 2) passing
image data through a digital video bus to
other digital video processors; 3)
displaying video on a progressive scan
computer monitor in a scalable window;
4) outputting video and computer graph-
ics as analog signals properly conditioned
for display on an interlaced NTSC or PAL
monitor; 5) performing NTSC/PAL stan-
dards conversion; and 6) supporting a
minimum of a stereo audio pair with some
form of digital audio processing.

First, the seamless integration of au-
dio, text and video will depend upon your
understanding of how the various hard-
ware and software modules interlink. Make
sure that the system software's intent is
to produce complete videos, not just
portions of a production. The editor,
switcher, character generator, audio
mixer and machine control modules
should be integrated into a package. This
requirement should be understood in
balancing performance level vs. budget.

Desktop on a shoestring
As this issue goes to press, QuickTime

1.5 should be out, and the MAC- and
Amiga -based systems are on the rise.
For the sake of space and the installed
base of approximately 150 million PCs,
we will use Video for Windows (VfW) as
a starting point on how to enter desktop
production economically.
 System requirements.

Video for Windows requires at least a
386SX/16MHz CPU, 8 -bit or greater VGA,
2Mb RAM, DOS 3.3 and Windows 3.1. A
large hard disk drive is recommended,
because a minute of video can take up
10Mb of hard disk space. If you have an
external video source, consider a time
base corrector card, because VfW's Me-
dia Control Interface (MCI) can instruct
the video source to step through frames
at a rate driven by the speed of the com-
pression algorithm.
 Video capture.

The next major component worth con-
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Screen shot of a PC -based editing system showing machine controls, video and edit points. (Photo
courtesy of Matrox.)

sidering is a video capture board. Prices
vary from $500 to $1,300. Primarily, it
must capture and process real time video
at 30fps and full resolution (756 x 486 for
NTSC). Next, the system must be able to
capture and process at full color depth.
An 8 -bit (256 colors) board may be suit-
able for low -end desktop publishing, but
for true NTSC-compatible color, a 24- or
32-bits/pixel (16.7 million colors plus)
system is better. Some new boards allow
you to capture single frames, successive
frames or video on the fly. Most video
capture hardware has the bonus of im-
proving playback of media clips. Although

160 x 120 pixels ("io screen size) is the
typical capture size, video capture hard-
ware allows you to play back full -screen
VGA screen, 24 -bit 30fps video. Many of
these devices also offer gen-lock.
 Audio.

An MPC-compatible audio board and
monitoring system is needed to capture
and hear synchronized sound.The
WavEdit utility in VfW is a simple cut -
and -paste editor that supports Apple
AIFF, Microsoft WAV and PCM waveform
files in mono or stereo, 8- or 16 -bit, at
11Id-1z-44.1kHz. In WavEdit, audio tracks
cannot be overlapped and mixed. How -

Screen shot of a high -end 32 -bit graphics software package. The package includes paint and 2.5D
animation tools plus machine control. (Image courtesy of Aurora Systems.)
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The effects mode available on a Mac -based non-linear editor. Pictures along time lines indicate
shots used and relative lengths. Pull -down menus allow quick setup of parameters and options.
(Photo courtesy of AVID.)

ever, it is possible by using third -party
software. Earlier versions of QuickTime
processed audio at 1 lkHz or 22kHz with
8 -bit precision. Today, many multimedia
boards can support 16-bit/48kHz record-
ing. In addition, look for boards able to
perform true lip sync to video instead of
loose lock.

Once video and audio are captured,
the resulting AVI (VfW file format) file
can be edited in VidEdit, a cut -and -paste
editor that displays one frame at a time
in selectable magnifications from 0.5x to
4x. Key frame information plus the ability
to crop, resize and compress are stan-
dard. In addition, frame rate conversion,
palette generation, synchronization and
defining the format for audio and video
are included. To further touch up the
clip, VfW offers the use of PalEdit and
BitEdit. PalEdit optimizes, remaps and
colorizes the palette used by the media
clip. BitEdit is a basic bit -mapped graphic
editor.
 Compression and decompression.

Time spent compressing/decompress-
ing files must be considered. File size is
determined by image size, pixel depth,
frame rate, audio characteristics, fre-
quency of fully encoded key frames,
video palettes and the compression algo-
rithm used. A 486/66 CPU, for example,
could take up to 10 minutes to compress
a 24 -bit, 60 -second video clip. Low -end
systems usually do not offer instant full -
screen, full -motion playback at 60 fields.
In many cases, the user must perform a
compilation. A 1 -minute sequence could
take up to 30 minutes to compile for
display at 30fps.
 Undo/redo.

Another area that differentiates the
pro models from their plug-in cousins is
the ability to undo and redo operations.
This is an arguable point, but a system
that allows the user to undo or redo the
last 40 operations has its benefits. One of
these advantages is permitting creative
experimentation without penalty. Imag-
ine having one level of undo that re-
quires manual retracing of each step if
you decide to perform a variation on
your project.
 One step up.

Approximately two years ago,
NewTek's Video Toaster dazzled the in-
dustry. Now, thanks to VLSI chip technol-
ogy, several companies are offering a
single -solution studio. This includes a
video switcher, audio mixer, TBC, DVE
and CG. Features include A/B roll, frame
grabber, seamless graphical interface
and broadcast -quality video processing.
Systems start at under $4,000 (under
$10,000 with a computer).

These mid -ground solutions offer S -
video, composite I/Os, unbalanced and
balanced audio I/Os, RS -232/422 capabil-
ity and CTL/LTC/VITC recognition. For
the money, you also get full -field, 24 -bit
frame buffers that digitize incoming video
in real time and are externally locked for
output.
 The process.

As with professional systems, multiple
time lines are used to compose the
project. Adding video and audio produc-
tion elements is as easy as placing them
onto their respective time lines. For
detailed editing, you can zoom in and out
of the time lines. Most graphical inter-
faces help organize raw elements by

iconizing data. When needed, they are
popped open and inserted into the ap-
propriate time line. Stills can be stored
and retrieved in TIFF, GIF, PCX, BMP,
TARGA, RLE and other file formats. In
order to switch between video clips and
stills, these products can perform so-
phisticated switcher and DVE moves. A
recent innovation also gives the user the
ability to fine tune factory preset effects.
Titles can be created in a text editor and
imported onto the desktop with program-
mable roll and crawl rates. Because inter-
nal decoding of input signals is usually
handled in YUV and then encoded into
the selected output, H -sync, SC phase,
hue, saturation and luminance can be
adjusted. Several companies offer plug -
ins to monitor and superimpose a digi-
tally synthesized waveform and
vectorscope display on any selected
video signal.
 Limitations.

Although these low -end systems are
impressive, some limitations do exist.
Currently, they cannot output YUV di-
rectly to a component format, such as
Betacam. The switching of various
sources and the routing of their respec-
tive inputs could be simplified. Other
areas that could be improved include
adding LTC support, providing 4:2:2 digi-

and supporting XLR-
balanced audio and AES/EBU.

Mid -level desktops
The next level of desktops varies from

$7,500 to $12,000, excluding computer.
At this price range, most systems allow
users to create videos incorporating
graphics, DVE moves, animation, audio
and titles. The editing is done in a non-
linear fashion with the ability to do A/B
roll editing. Because such systems are
gen-lockable, they have built-in TBCs.
Graphics support can be up to 32 bits,
with three DVEs and two keyer channels
able to do five layers of video and graphic
mix effects. Audio is supported with sys-
tems offering up to 12 channels or six
stereo pairs. Files can be previewed on
QuickTime or VfW, output as YUV/D1/
RGB or composite, or printed directly
from computer to videotape in real time.
They play back full screen images at 30
frames/30 fields, which makes them ac-
ceptable for corporate work.
 Requirements.

Typically, the computers are either
Macs, which require a Quadra (700/850/
900) running System 7, 16Mb RAM and a
2Gb drive, or PC -386s or better ISA/EISA/
VESA platforms with comparable RAM
and drive specs. Because the price differ-
ence between 386- and 486 -based sys-
tems is not significant, a minimum con-
figuration of a 486/33 (486/66 preferred)
EISA or VESA PC with at least seven or
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SIVEIS
With Panasonic's

S VHS newsgathering

systems you can lowe- the cost of being there

without lowering the quality of your look on -air.

Panasonic Digita Signal Processing cameras

dock directly to our S -VHS VTRs. DSP gives camera

operators the benefit cf Panasonic Emmy award winning technology: near -instant set-up on the scene

or in the newsroom; on a pedestal or on your shoulder; outdoors, indoors, day or night.

Panasonic's AG -7000 and AG -5000 Series S -VHS VTRs provide news departments with rugged,

TO GET
THE NEWS,

YOU HAVE TO
BE THERE.

fully featured edit bay systems with multiple audio tracks,

S -component video, and available SMPTE Time Code.

Need tape stock in the field? S -VHS and VHS are so widely

available, it's virtually impossible to be caught without stock.

You can even roll "amateur" VHS video into your program.

S -VHS from Panasonic. It's everywhere and anywhere. Think of it as the next best thing to a

bigger budget. Panasonic
For more information call: 1-800-528-8601 (Upon request. enter product code 14)
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094,

Broadcast &Television Systems Company



eight open slots is recommended. (A non-
linear editor capable of A/B/C roll can
take up six slots plus one slot for each 3-
D channel.) Expect to find a common set
of plug-in boards comprising a video ac-
celerator, JPEG codec, 16 -bit audio board
(two to four channels), SCSI controller
and software. For this price, some com-
panies offer a 4:4:4:4 digital processing
path with I/O modules available in RGB
and D-1, with Betacam SP/MII available
soon.

See Desktop Video
Glossary on page 84.

Other options can include video frame
grabbers, DVEs, TBCs, I/O controllers and
appropriate software. Most companies
in this price range offer VTR control via
an RS -422 or RS -232 card. The RS -422
supports frame -accurate VTRs that use
VITC or LTC. However, a generator/
reader must be present, and time code
must be accessible via the serial ports.
For RS -232, control track is used to
synchronize edits and can be accurate to
within +/-1 frame. A pair of monitor speak-
ers, cabling and mixer round out the
system.
 Integrated production.

Along with the impressive array of
hardware comes comparable perfor-
mance in software integration. Systems
usually are able to perform real time,
non-linear editing of audio and video.
Editing generally is accomplished by
creating bins of storyboarded, digitized
audio and video. Each selection is
dragged to the appropriate time line to
create edited sequences. The time line
layout provides a proportional display of
audio, video, graphics and titling seg-
ments, as well as where and when transi-
tions occur. Expect standard features,
such as dissolves, wipes and special ef-
fects transitions, including freeze frame.
Some systems do not offer the ability to
do rotation or skip frame. Others may
support effects only on the X and Y axes,
but not on the Z. Most systems offer up
to 32 levels of undo and redo for worry -
free experimentation.

Audio.
Many systems provide up to four chan-

nels of 16 -bit, 44kHz audio that allow you
to combine music, voice-over and sound
effects in sync with picture. These sys-
tems often have a reasonable graphical
audio mixer for full mix -down capabili-
ties. Features can include 4 -band para-
metric EQ, 3-D FFT, mixing of multiple
sound files, crossfading, gain adjustment
and muting. Many systems also support

Desktop test equipment
By Brad Nogar

Broadcast and post -production facili-
ties rely on waveform monitors and
vectorscopes to ensure proper video sig-
nal levels. Typically these devices use
conventional oscilloscope -type CRTs.
During the past few years, a crop of test
equipment has emerged. Unlike their ra-
diant green cousins, these waveform
monitors and vectorscopes use a stan-
dard video monitor for their display. Al-
though conceived for the desktop video
marketplace, this non-traditional test
equipment also can prove invaluable in
broadcast and post -production facilities.

The benefits of desktop
test equipment

Traditional waveform monitors and
vectorscopes offer a wide range of fea-
tures, capabilities and costs. Simple side -
by -side combinations are available in the
$3,000-$4,000 price range. Features, such
as line select and SCH phase measure-
ment, can add another $1,000. Integrated
waveform/vectorscope units, which use
a single CRT, also are available and, de-
pending on features, prices range from
less than $3,500 to more than $6,000.
With the variety of CRT -based products
on the market, why consider using non-
traditional test equipment? Price, size
and ease of use are a few reasons. Like
traditional models, desktop video wave-
form monitors come in many types.

At the low end of the spectrum are
combination units on a single PC card
that sell for less than $1,000. Accurate to

Nogar is vice president of sales and marketing
for Digital Processing Systems Inc., Florence,
KY.

within 1% of full scale, display modes
include full screen waveform, full screen
vectorscope and split waveform/
vectorscope. The output can be keyed
over program video, or viewed on a sepa-
rate color or monochrome monitor. Both
1H and 2H waveform displays can be
viewed in flat or low-pass modes. Exter-
nal reference and/or expanded vertical
or horizontal display modes usually are
not provided. Waveform and vector dis-
play information is updated in real time.

Another type of waveform/vect-
orscope card, which runs under Mi-
crosoft Windows, was introduced re-
cently. The unit offers powerful diagnos-
tics for less than $1,500, but requires a
25MHz or faster 80386 host computer.
With its VGA waveform display and non -
real time update rate, it may be better
suited for use in the maintenance shop.

Moving up the price scale, a varietyof
non -CRT rack -mount waveform monitor/
vectorscope units are available. Prices
start around $1,200 and climb to more
than $2,000. These models can be outfit-
ted with additional features, including
line select, vertical display rates, S -video
inputs, SCH phase measurement and
dual filter displays. Even fully loaded,
such models are less expensive than
similarly equipped CRT units.

Broadcast applications
for video test equipment

Given the availability of this new
video test equipment, you may wonder
how can it be used in the broadcast or
post -production environment. Because
synthesized waveform displays have a
slightly different look than an oscillo-

Vector and waveform traces keyed over video and displayed on a color video monitor.
Traces can be displayed full screen or as shown in a split configuration.
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OUR COMPETITORS ARE SO
CONFIDENT OF THEIR PRODUCTS,
THEY GUARANTEE THEM To LAST

A THIRD As LONG As OURS.

3 YEAR WARRANTY
All COMPAQ Computers*

1 YEAR WARRANTY
All Packard Bell Computers

1 YEAR WARRANTY
IBM PS/Value?oint and PS/1

1 YEAR WARRANTY
All Dell Computers

There's a common misconception to-

day that computers are all alike. That

they're made from the same compo-

nents. That a box is a box is a box.

Well, here at Compaq, we have over

why all PCs are not the same.

That there are important

differences in quality. And re-

liability. And compatibility.

That, in the end, COMPAQ

computers are designed to help

you get more

done with few-

er problems.

But we also
The COMPAQProbnea, and all our

know that this affordable computers, feature high-
performance processors from Intel

could sound like an empty ad-

vertising promise if we didn't

back it up. So we do.

Because unlike others who

charge for extended coverage,

all of our affordably priced

PCs include a 3 year warranty with one

year of on -site service` Free.

And only a company that offers a bet-

ter product can offer a better guarantee.

For a reseller near you, please call us

9,000 employees who could tell you at 1-800-345-1518. comma
1993 Compaq Computer Corporation. All Rights Reserved. COMPAQ registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Product names mentioned herein may be trade-

marks and/or registered trademarks of their respective companies. The Intel Inside logo is a registered trademark of the Intel Corporation. 'All monitors shown are cov-
ered by a one-year warranty. For further details on our limited warranty, contact the Compaq Customer Support Center. "This service is provided by Contracted Service
Providers and may not be available in certain geographic locations. Certain restrictions and exclusions apply.
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scope, some operations may best be
performed using traditional products.
For most monitoring duties, however,
the non -CRT units are fine. Three 1 -rack
units can fit in the space of a regular
waveform monitor. Although the need
for a video monitor to view waveform
images may seem to defeat any space
savings, waveform video can be superim-
posed over program or routed to the B -
input of any existing monitor.

The ability to route the output of non -
CRT waveform/vectorscope units is one
of their most useful attributes. A video
router can be used in many places to
deliver waveform information, including
the chief engineer's office, the return
feed to studio cameras, or even from the
transmitter to the station via a TSL

What about the less -expensive desk-
top video waveform cards? Because of
the lack of an external reference input, it
might be assumed that they have no use
in a sophisticated facility. This is not the
case, however, because many locations
in a typical broadcast facility only re-
quire a way to accurately monitor video
levels and color phase.

Consider the many computer -based
video systems already found in most
production facilities. IBM PC -compatible
and Amiga computers are being used as

paint systems, 3-D graphics and anima-
tion stations, still -stores, production
switchers, non-linear editors, character
generators and facility controllers. These
waveform/vectorscope cards easilycould
be placed in an unused slot in one of these
computers. Taking only power from the

One popular rack -
mount package,

which retails for less
than $3,000, com-
bines a full -band-

width frame synchro-
nizer with a wave-

form monitor/
vectorscope.

computer's bus, these cards will not cre-
ate interrupt conflicts or other nasty side
effects. Why spend $2,000-$4,000 for a
standard waveform monitor when you
can provide the functionality for a frac-
tion of the cost? There is no reason why

every editing system, paint system and
automation control point can't contain
an internal waveform/vector card. It's
possible that some traditional CRT units
could be freed and redistributed.

Of course, not all of the sources in a
broadcast facility originate in a PC, but
low-cost rack -mount frames are available
to convert PC waveform cards into stand-
alone units. Waveform cards can be com-
bined with other PC -based video process-
ing devices, including frame synchroniz-
ers and time base correctors. With many
video products offered in a PC card form
factor, this is easy to do. One popular
rack -mount package, which retails for
less than $3,000, combines a full -band-
width frame synchronizer with a wave-
form monitor/vectorscope.

Key to consistency
Correct and consistent video levels

are a necessary element for maintaining
high production quality. The key to con-
sistency is the routine use of calibrated
test instruments, such as waveform moni-
tors and vectorscopes. No longer rel-
egated to the exclusive domain of CRT -
based systems, low-cost desktop units
can provide cost-effective benefits in all
types of video production and transmis-
sion environments.

time reversal and amplitude inversion,
time compression and expansion.
 Character generator.

Many mid -range systems also possess
an integrated title generator capable of
overlaying titles and graphics over video.
Often, PostScript and True Type fonts
are used. These fonts can be enhanced
with drop shadows, layering and text
kerning. Menus include a full NTSC/PAL
color palette along with anti -alias font
generation.
 Import and export.

Because we're still dealing with the
computer world, multiple formats may
be pulled in from the outside, including
PICT, TIFF, PCX, TGA, VII, BMP, anima-
tions (PICS), QuickTime Movies, VfW,
audio (AIFF) and Kodak Photo CD. Simi-
larly, export capabilities include PICT
images of still frames, PICS animations of
video segments, AIFF audio, QuickTime
and VfW formats. Real time JPEG com-
pression and decompression at around
25:1 keeps video data rates at approxi-
mately 1.2MB/s sustained, allowing about
30 minutes of video plus stereo audio per
2Gb drive.

High -end and beyond
Those willing to spend more than

$12,000, excluding the computer and
peripherals, (which, when added to the
cost of a computer, can exceed $25,000)
will be rewarded with a true blending of
video and computer technology that
promises broadcast -quality and on-line
performance. These desktops can be ap-

propriately called affordable worksta-
tions, with a performance level offering
the user disk -based, non-linear editing of
on-line quality video.

These systems offer 30 frames/60 fields
video, real time DVE creation with little
or no wait time for rendering, high -reso-
lution, anti-aliased character generation,
and at least four CD -quality audio chan-
nels with real time DSP for on -the -fly ad-
justments. In essence, they are true on-
line finishing systems. As such, these
systems can output an EDL, negative cut
lists, change lists and optical lists, or
programs can be finished within the sys-
tem and dumped to tape.

What is real time?
For many low -end systems, real time

operation means as fast as it can be ren-
dered. In other words, playback of an
effect or segment is in real time only after
it has been compiled and rendered to
disk. For premium systems, real time pro-
cessing is as fast as you can push the
button, thanks to sophisticated process-
ing and disk -streaming techniques.
 User interface.

If the system can perform in real time,
the user interface must provide a fast and
efficient means of communicating with
the end user. Graphical interfaces seem
to be the norm. However, some compa-
nies offer custom -designed editing con-
trollers, which provide jog/shuttle and
audio fader controls that editors like to
have at their fingertips. Many of the high -
end companies are offering systems

based on the MAC (Quadra) series to
take advantage of extensive graphics and
animation applications. Some manufac-
turers are complementing this with their
own external processor for real time
processing.

Software -based systems are unique be-
cause they offer users the option of cus-
tomizing their own configurations and
can be updated easily by the factory.
Editing time lines provide visual repre-
sentation of sequences, allowing the
modification of transitions, effects and
clip lengths directly in the time line. Mul-
tiple and split transitions can be trimmed
visually by clicking and dragging. Project
management database features make it
easy to track clips and jobs because in-
formation on source, time code, dura-
tions audio and frame rate are captured
automatically. Because it is a database,
clips can be displayed in text or frame
mode for automatic sorting, sifting and
storyboarding.

Editing made easy
Looking closely at how these systems

produce a finished product is impres-
sive. For most systems, the first step is
using the various clip editors to identify
and catalog the video and audio seg-
ments, graphic elements and titling se-
quences, called clips. The name of the
clip, its location based on SMPTE time
code, and other information pertaining
to the clip are stored in a database along
with an optional picture icon. Once the
source material is cataloged, the next
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IT MAKES
'HESE TWO
BUTTONS
OBSOLLIE.
How much time have you spent over

the last few years waiting to get there?
The Pioneer VDR-V1000 Rewritable

Videodisc Recorder just saved you that
much time and more. It offers instant
access (0.3 seconds average) and the
fastest, most precise frame -by -frame
editing in a recording device.

Gone are the typical problems
associated with shuttling and jogging.
The VDR-V1000's unique, dual -head
configuration lets you search while THE PIONEER
play, record while play, or erase and REWRITABLE VIDEODISC

RECORDER WITH
record simultaneously. With 32 INSTANT ACCESS.
minutes recording time, and non-
linear playback capability, you can assemble -
preview your edits in realtime before 2265 East 220th S

recording. No pre -roll or post -roll is
necessary

For a quick return on investment,
the VDR-V1000 offers endless
possibilities to these and other
operations:

On-line Non-linear Editing
Comma -dal Insertion on the Fly
Flexible Time Delay
Efficient Sti11 Store

Instant Replay
News Presentation
Animation
Satellite News Gathering

With so much going for it, the
VDR-Vl 000 leaves only one
question unanswered: What are
you waiting for?

For more information, press the
buttons on your phone, and contact
your regional Pioneer representative:
East -Tom Mykietyn at (201) 327-6400 ;

West - Craig Abrams (310) 522-8600.

Q PIONECIT
The Art of Entertainment

Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc.
treet, P.O. Box 93131, Long Beach, CA 90810

Pioneer is a registered trademark and LaserDisc is a trademark of Pioneer Electronic Corporation.
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improving your audio operations and
paying dividends on your investment
quickly and efficiently.

But, underneath DAD's easy to
operate touchscreen is a powerful,
hard disk -based production and play-
back system. DAD can even be con-
figured as a networked system with
multiple users and locations for even
greater versatility and economy. With
virtually unlimited stereo audio stor-
age capacity, graphic waveform edit-
ing capability and versatile automa-
tion, interface and operating features,
your DAD system is far more than just
a replacement for cart machines. It
really is a complete Digital Audio
Delivery System!

step is usually storyboarding.
 Storyboarding.

Typically, the storyboard is the main
workspace for desktop systems. The
user can control the video, audio, graph-
ics and M/E attributes, as well as visually
monitor how the composition of the pro-
duction is to take place. Multiple time
lines representing the various media are
displayed along with pull -down menus
that allow for complete modification of
the clips. Using point, click and drag op-
erations, the entire production can be
arranged by positioning clip icons along

time lines in the storyboard.
 Cut editor.

Some systems offer a separate cuts
editor to accelerate the task of perform-
ing cuts -only editing. The outputs of
source and record decks are displayed
simultaneously to match scenes, or the
clips can be pulled from hard disk. A clip
collection and storyboard are created
automatically as the cut list is formed.
During each cut, effects, keying and mul-
tilayer compositing can be done to en-
hance the production.
 Effects generation.

If you look at this and see "ten," not "two;`
we've got the digital audio system for you.

The DAD 486x Digital Audio
Delivery System lets you reap all
the benefits of a powerful, CD quality
digital audio system without having to
hire computer wizards to operate it.
With your DAD on the job, you can
throw away your cart and floppy disk
machines, the carts, the disks and all
the problems and expenses they've
caused you. But since DAD's basic
operation emulates standard cart
machines, you won't have to waste
time learning unusual operating
methods or incur brain damage trying
to figure out complex computer
screens. DAD'S easy, intuitive touch -
screen operation lets you put it right
to work boosting your audio quality,

The DAD 486x

To receive more information or to find out how to put
our DAD to work for you, call us at 1-800-ENCO SYS.

18h6o6Co lraiLshoir3e62Dr67Drive St.

Fax:Louis,53
314M-4063016461

SYSTEMS, INC. Phone:
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Users won't be disappointed with such
capabilities as separate video and graph-
ics keyers, 3 -axis rotational DVE,
compositing switchers, character and ti-
tling generation, and sophisticated audio
tools.

Low -end systems may have multiple
effects, but they may not all work in tan-
dem and, in some cases, may require off-
loading and uploading modules as
needed. High -end systems offer a seam-
less integration of effects generation. For
example, flexibility may be offered by
providing two separate keyers: one for
video and one for graphics so that a
video or luminance key and a graphics
title key can be done simultaneously.
The priority of the key layers is com-
pletely programmable. Many systems
offer high -end operations in their keyers.
For instance, a graphics keyer would pro-
vide alpha channel keying that could per-
form blending and soft keying of graph-
ics and anti-aliased text over video. Addi-
tionally, it could be used for luminance -
based keying to generate a soft key when
graphics are processed through a DVE
channel, or digital chroma-keying and
overlay bit hard keying.

Newer M/E additions include hun-
dreds of traditional transition effects, plus
recent desktop innovations, such as pat-
tern position and hold, wipe modulation,
aspect ratio, variable softness and bor-
der modifiers. Many of these systems
treat the video and graphics layers inde-
pendently so that any layer or combina-
tion of layers can be changed by a transi-
tion without affecting the other layers. In
addition, multilayer compositing can give
users enormous flexibility.

Image compression realities
The merits of JPEG, MPEG or DVI can be

argued. According to rumor, in Japan, a
consortium of companies is trying to stan-
dardize a common scalable compres-
sion set. One company has already taken
a leap of faith and committed to integrat-
ing a new form of compression called
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT),
which is supposed to eliminate the arti-
facts that are produced by DCT-based
compression schemes and allow for more
efficient data storage. Although JPEG is a
standard, JPEG standard images can be
played back only on the particular plat-
form where they were initially com-
pressed. Surprisingly, JPEG images from
different software and hardware plat-
forms are not always compatible with
each other. Ultimately, quantity makes a
de facto standard. Currently, there are
many JPEG-based systems, and they ap-
pear to be doing just fine.

Final thoughts
Evolution is inevitable and with change

comes progress. The progress made in
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Screen shot of a Mac -based editor for creating digital movies. Operators can cut, copy and paste
sequences together. Software supports multiple file formats and special effects. (Photo courtesy
of DiVA.)

the computer and software industries,
complemented by advances in VLSI
ASIC design, have spawned a new desk-
top production era. The system con-
cepts discussed are a sampling of what
is available. With higher computing
thresholds and overlapping of the corn-

puter, telecommunications and TV mar-
kets, tomorrow is sure to bring more
advances.

Author's note: Thanks to Marcie Lascher of Avid. Maureen
McConnell of Matrox, Bill Trainer of Bronson Leigh Weeks.
Magni and ImMIX for providing materials.

New Jersey
Network
By Fred Ehmann

As a graphics designer for New Jersey
Network, one problem has been the inabil-
ity to use PC -based graphics software
tools in the production of video material.
The videoDesigner from the Graphics Sys-
tems Division of the Grass Valley Group
provides a solution to that problem. The
system is a hardware (two boards) and
software package that turns an IBM PC or
clone platform into a high -quality paint
and graphics system. This approach al-
lows even a small production house to
provide its clients with quality graphics
inexpensively.

Enhanced capabilities
In the early days of desktop computer

graphics, it really wasn't possible to grab
video, paint it and then output the result as
a video image. Today, such capability is
taken for granted. The videoDesigner pro-
vides a full range of graphics and paint
capability. In addition, the wide range of
third -party fonts available for the PC can
be used. It is now a simple process to grab

Continued on page 83

Ehmann is a graphic designer for New Jersey
Network, Trenton, NJ.

DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORKING

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION!

The DSM100 Digital Audio Transceiver permits
the low cost transmission of professional quality
stereo audio between studios. Using both SW56 and
ISDN digital telephone lines your studio network can
now operate nationally or internationally - without
compromising audio quality!

Call APT NOW -

Audio Processing Technology
Edgewater Road, Belfast BT3 9J0 Northern Ireland
Tel 0232 371110 Fax 0232 371137

Audio
Processing
Technology

The DSM100 offers:
 Proven professional audio quality
 Bandwidth up to 24KHz Stereo
 Integral SMPTE timecode reader/generator

Full duplex operation over SW56/ISDN
 Compatible with leased digital lines

and get connected!

apt -X

Audio Processing Technology
6255 Sunset Boulevard Suite 1026 Los Angeles CA 90028 USA
Tel 213 463 2963 Fax 213 463 6568

apt -X and IXI are regstered trademarks of Audio Processing Technology Ltd..
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The Bottom Line

Sharpness, definition,
resolution - achieving the
highest possible degree of
detail -is a constant goal of
any imaging medium. That is
why equipment with the
highest number of lines of
resolution is preferred for
video. Yet, sometimes an
original crisp image turns to
mush after four or five genera-
tions of tape. To understand
resolution, we must look
between the lines.

Seaman is director of engineering for Omni Video,
Portland, OR.

Resolution and
image quality
One key factor is bandwidth.

By Rick Seaman

TV systems break images into slices of
time, then re-create rasters from lines or,
in digital devices, such as TBCs, from mo-
saics of numerical samples. Within a stan-
dard like NTSC, the number of scan lines in
an image (defining vertical resolution) is
fixed. The main variable controlling hori-
zontal resolution is the upper frequency
response of the equipment.

Video resolution test patterns
One way to determine the upper limit in

lines of resolution of video equipment is
with a resolution test pattern. Such pat-
terns are available as charts for cameras
and from signal generators. When the
pattern fills the camera's frame, vertical
wedges in the center and corner groups
of the chart allow the resolution to be
determined. Look for the point where
individual lines can no longer be distin-
guished. The resolution at that position
is read or interpolated from the scale
beside the wedge.

Unlike optical measurements that re-
fer to line pairs (one black and one white),
TV lines can be single lines, black or
white. Thus, the number must be cut in
half to convert lines to cycles at a particu-
lar frequency. To keep horizontal and
vertical resolution measurements equiva-
lent and independent of aspect ratio,
horizontal resolution is specified for an
area as wide as the picture is high. Be-
cause the picture height is 75% of its
width, the horizontal lines of resolution
occur within 75% of the real 52.5µs active
line time or 39.4p.s. A camera that dis-

plays 600 lines maximum at the center
produces a frequency of 7.6MHz or 1/
(39.4µs/(600/2 cycles)). Therefore, each
megahertz of bandwidth is equal to ap-
proximately 80 lines of resolution.

Limiting horizontal resolution is the
measure of the limit where all detail dis-
appears. Keep in mind, when viewing
patterns for resolution, that the picture
can only be as good as the video monitor

Keep in mind, when
viewing patterns for
resolution, that the

picture can only be as
good as the video moni-

tor used for viewing.

used for viewing. A high -resolution (>600
line) B&W monitor is recommended, be-
cause the chroma filter and CRT dot struc-
ture of a color monitor interfere with higher
frequency. One problem with a resolution
test pattern is the difficulty of examining
frequencies other than the cutoff limit.

Sweep signals
For a more complete frequency re-

sponse of any device that passes or pro-
cesses video, a video sweep signal can be
applied to the input and the resulting out-
put can be viewed on a waveform monitor.
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Figure 1. (a)A first -generation sweep signal through the luminance channelof a Betacam SP VCR
is shown at left. Major markers occur at lMHz intervals. The -3dB point occurs at 4.5MHz; limiting
resolution occurs at 5MHz. (b) On the right, a third -generation sweep signal through the same VCR
shows limiting resolution has decreased from 5MHz to around 4.6MHz, or from 400 lines to 370
lines.

A sweep is preferable over a multiburst
signal because it includes the in-between
frequencies that may betray peaks or dips
in the response missed by the multiple
bursts. Sweep signals often include fre-
quency markers, usually at1MHz intervals.

Bandwidth is normally specified at the
-3dB (70.7% amplitude) or half -power point.
Figure la shows a first -generation sweep
of the luminance channel from a Betacam
SP VCR. Notice the difference between the
-3dB point (about 4.5MHz) and the fre-
quency of limiting resolution (about
5MHz), where the signal disappears into
noise.

Response curves of subsequent tape
generations are additive, like sections of
a low-pass filter, each increasing the slope
and decreasing the cutoff frequency. A
point at -6dB on first generation becomes
-12dB on the second and -18dB on the
third. In Figure lb, a third -generation re-
cording of the sweep shows limiting reso-
lution decreased from 5MHz (or 400 TV
lines) to 4.6MHz (370 lines). Image quality
drops rapidly with each generation un-
less the VTR frequency response is flat to
the highest frequency of interest, or
4MHz.

Measuring frequency sweeps at full
amplitude on most small -format VCRs
results in little useful information. The
increased signal packing density on the
tape and the resulting lack of headroom
causes clipping or slew -rate limiting on
high -amplitude high frequencies.

An edge in time
Although video resolution and fre-

quency response are related, resolution
also can be viewed in terms of edges. In a
practical system with limited bandwidth,
a signal cannot change from 0% to 100%
instantly. The time required to respond
to an amplitude change from 10% to 90%
defines the rise time (RD and is related
to system bandwidth (BW) by the for-
mula: BW=0.35/RT.

The rise time of a single cycle of 4MHz

sine wave (T pulse) is 74ns. This requires
a bandwidth (at the -3dB point) of 0.35/
0.074gs or 4.73MHz. Systems with a lower
bandwidth or sharp frequency cutoffs,
such as transmitters, will not pass a pulse
this short without attenuation or ringing.

Bandwidth can be figured for a single
circuit or as a resultant bandwidth of a
series of systems. When the spacing of
picture details gets closer than the com-
bined rise and fall times of the system,
individual elements cannot be resolved.

Digital resolution
Digital video brings another dimension

to the question - spatial resolution. One
method of specifying the resolution of a
character generator indicates nanosec-
onds per pixel. A pixel resolution of 7Ons
would be fairly coarse, yet even the high -

When the spacing of
picture details gets
closer than the com-

bined rise and fall times
of the system, individual

elements cannot be
resolved.

est resolution titling appears unchanged
when recorded to videotape and played
back through TBCs with a 7Ons sample
rate. Is there a difference between one
7Ons and another?

"We don't do pixels," one video engi-
neer said when trying to explain digitized
video to a computer user. Digitally
sampled video exists within definite band-
width restrictions about what enters and
leaves the digital realm. And it exists in
two dimensions.

Picture an image with the left half black
and the right half white, split in the middle

by a nearly, but not quite, vertical line. The
sharpness of the edge (or rise time) on any
scan line is limited by the bandwidth of the
system, although the position of the edge
from line to line can move in a continu-
ously variable fashion. (See Figure 2.) Its
positional or spatial resolution is higher
than its horizontal resolution. The same
image drawn on a simple computer graphic
system may have edges appearing as a
series of stair steps. This occurs, partly
because the positional resolution is the
same as its horizontal resolution. (See
Figure 3.)

In a sampled system, the sample rate
must be greater than twice the maximum
frequency to be sampled (it is usually
three times or more). Thus, analog video
applied to a digital device is often band-
width -limited to less than half the sample
rate. A black -to -white edge (from 0% to
100%) of the fastest allowable rise time
could occupy two or three samples, de-
pending on its position. A positional shift
of only a few nanoseconds can affect the
numeric values of the samples. A conver-
sion back to analog through an output
reconstruction filter restores the continu-
ous shape and position of the edge.

Subpixel resolution
Sampled video has an advantage over a

simple computer graphic image because it
uses a 2-D grid of time and amplitude to
define position. More sophisticated com-
puter graphic systems make use of mul-
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Figure 2. Although imited in sharpness by the
video bandwidth, an analog edge can occur at
any position. Slight shifts of even a few nanosec-
onds will produce different values when the
signal is sampled digitally (at the dots).
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The LDK-9P portable camera.
And why remote trucks

should buy it.
The camera of your dreams is here.

It's the BTS LDK-9P, the portable CCD

camera that gives you the ability to deliver

remote production with the quality of our

legendary studio cameras.

This remarkable new camera absolutely

matches our LDK-9s in performance

and 100% picture match.

It features our exclusive FT -SR (Spectral

Reality) high -resolution Frame Transfer CCD

Sensor - manufactured and quality -

controlled by BTS. It completely eliminates

vertical smear and lag, while simultaneously

giving you high dynamic resolution.

And the LDK-9P's size and weight allows

you to set up and swiftly break down set-

ups on remotes.

We've equipped it with CAM - Constant

Automatic Monitoring - which

automatically monitors and corrects Black

Balance, Black Shading and other parameters.

Video operators can concentrate on production

rather than the camera set-up.

Looking for perfect shots off computer

monitors? Try the LDK-9P's Clean Scan

feature. No bars - just clean video.

An Adaptive Highlight Compressor provides

film -like picture quality by emulating the

softly limiting transfer characteristics

of ftlm. There's even a built-in

4 -position filter wheel that's

remotely controllable, and

two special effects

filters.

There's no need for a color

correction wheel.

For today's and tomorrow's productions,

it's digital -ready via our CCIR-601 output.

And an exclusive feature: a 16:9/4:3

letterbox switch.

The LDK-9P features the Emmy

Award -winning Philips/BTS-

developed Wide Band Triax Systems.

Two microphone channels, a

teleprompter channel, two -level

on -air signal, five different

B1



viewfinder signals and a private data channel are

standard.

Also notice the Quick Change Shoulder

Mount. You can balance the camera quickly and

easily - regardless of lens configuration - and

change from tripod to shoulder in seconds.

Remove the shoulder pad, and the camera's flat

base lets you even mount the LDK-9P on a

skate board!

We've also included other ingenious devices

such as a Personal Scene File Card. And we

feature a choice of viewfinders.

The LDK-9P is the perfect answer for

facilities wanting studio -quality cameras indoors

LDK 9

or oat doors. It offers unrivaled versatility

whey teamed with the BTS Series 9000

Universal Camera Control System.

Read more about the LDK-9P in our free

brochure. To receive your copy, together with

information on the rest of the BTS family of

cameras, call us at toll -free

1-800-962-4BTS.

Keep on trucking... with the LDK-9P.
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Africa Tel: +49 6151 808 647 Fax: +49 6151 808 851

Australasia Tel: +61 2 88 88 122 Fax: +61 2 88 80 440

Austria lel: +43 1 601 01 0 Fax: +43 1 601 01 15 99

Benelux Tel: +31 40 78 43 38 Fox: +31 40 78 45 43

Eastern Europe Tel: +49 6151 808 781

Fax: +49 6151 808 866

France Tel: +33 1 49 42 82 83/-89 Fax: +33 1 49 42 82 91

Germany Tel: +49 6151 808-0 Fax: +49 6151 89 44 63

Hong Kong Tel: +852 77 35 548 Fax: +852 33 45 496

Italy/6 Tel: +39 6 51 91 260 Fox: +39 6 51 92 263

Japan Tel: +81 337 40 50 36 Fox: +81 354 79 37 14

Latin IL South America Tel: +1 404 343 8000

Fax: +1 404 664 1056

Middle East Tel: +971 4 31 33 77 Fox: +971 4 31 06 82

Nordic -fel: +46 87 81 10 55 Fax: +46 87 82 90 02

Portugal Tel: +351 1 41 01 000 Fox: +351 1 41 07 838

Singapme Tel: +65 258 99 73 Fax: +65 258 67 18

South ark° Tel: +27 11 470 54 55 Fax: +27 11 470 53 33

Spain -el: +34 1 404 4200 Fax: +34 1 403 4208

Switsesiand Tel: +41 1 488 23 51 Fax: +41 1 488 32 43

United Kingdom Tel: +44 7 34 30 31 23

Fox +44 7 34 30 28 34

USA/Canada Tel: +1 801 977 1551 Fax: +1 801 972 0837

A PHILIPS COMPANY

BTS Broadcast Television Systems Inc.

94 West Cochran Street, Simi Valley, CA 93065 USA

CaL toll -free (800) 962-4BTS

Onside the U.S. and Canada, call (801) 977-1551
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Figure 3. The output of a computer graphic
system may produce a sharp edge, but the edge
can only fall on a pixel boundary. Positional
resolution is the same as the number of pixels.

tiple bit color scales and controlled rise
times to increase the spatial resolution of
their output. Because a diagonal edge in
such systems need not jump from pixel to
pixel, creating the perception of a false
position or spatial alias, their outputs are
termed anti-aliased.

The amount of subpixel resolution
(SPR) is related to the number of levels of
anti-aliasing (N) by:

SPR = pixel resolution/(N-1)

For a character generator with 7Ons
pixels, a single intermediate level between
the character and background (three to-
tal) allows 35ns of spatial resolution. Such
digital graphics systems require more
memory to store the extra bit levels, but
they have an edge over their competition.

VTRs and resolution
VTRs degrade video more than any

other piece of equipment. They add noise,
jitter, moire, dropouts, distortion and re-
duce resolution. To achieve the best reso-
lution, the bandwidth of video equipment
must exceed that of the highest fre-
quency of interest. However, the shape of
the response is as important as the end-
points. Specifications of professional
video equipment commonly note band-
widths flat to 6MHz for TBCs, to 10MHz
for production switchers and to 30MHz
for routers. Many analog videotape re-
corders are only flat to about 4MHz.

The video recorder performs a com-
plex job. It must mechanically scan a
tape, writing a magnetic version of the
video signal into the magnetic particles,
and then reverse the process, extracting
that pattern from noise and media imper-
fections to reconstruct a video signal. As
tape formats have become smaller, the
magnetic packing densities on the tapes
have increased. Simultaneously, writing
speeds and minimum recorded wave-
lengths also have decreased. As a result,
manufacturers have started to use non-
linear processing of the luminance sig-
nal.

Non-linear signal processing
One common non-linear process used

with video is clipping. Analog videotape
recorders use FM recording for the lumi-
nance portion of the signal. Because the
noise level of FM increases with fre-
quency, VTRs pre -emphasize the high
frequencies during recording. Comple-
mentary de -emphasis during playback
improves the signal-to-noise ratio.

When high frequencies have high am-
plitudes, the safe recording limits can be
exceeded. For example, the S -VHS peak
white frequency is 7MHz. The pre -em-
phasized leading edge of a peak white bar
will record several megahertz higher. To
the extent the peak goes beyond the
frequency limit of the record head, it will
cause a loss of signal upon playback.
Spikes that are too negative intrude into
the spectrum of hi-fi audio and color -un-
der signals. White and black clip circuits
are used to prevent these occurrences.
However, both of them are non-linearand
irreversible.

Coring, a form of noise reduction, also
affects resolution. During playback, lumi-
nance is separated by frequency into main
and detail signal. Because most tape

11\P-1,

Figure 4. Non-linear pre -emphasis overcomes
tape noise and avoids overmodulation by boost-
ing low-level high frequencies more than high-
level signals. Complementary de -emphasis re-
stores the original relationships.

noise exists as low -amplitude high fre-
quencies, the low-level noisy "core" of
the signal can be removed, leaving only
the stronger signals. This imposes a level -

dependent hurdle that high frequencies
must jump to make it into the detail sig-
nal. The frequency response and hori-
zontal resolution of the recorder drops
at low signal levels as a result.

The S -VHS, Betacam SP and MU for-
mats implement various forms of non-
linear pre -emphasis and de -emphasis to
overcome tape noise without coring. In
Figure 4, during recording, a non-linear
amplifier processes detail signals, chang-
ing the slope (gain) with amplitude, simi-
lar to a soft -clipper. Low-level detail is
pre -emphasized the most, high level the
least. However, because detail informa-

VTRs degrade video
more than any other
piece of equipment.

They add noise, jitter,
moire, dropouts, distor-
tion and reduce resolu-

tion.

tion remains in the signal, the process
can be reversed at playback, restoring
the original levels. As a backup, white
and black clip circuits are employed to
limit unusual signals.

Solutions
Recording technologies have made

great strides in achieving wider recover-
able information bandwidths. Even with
advanced systems used to record HDTV,
the recording -reproduce process places
the greatest restriction on signal band-
widths.

Is there a way to curb resolution loss in
analog VCRs? Not entirely, but a pre-
ferred approach is to bump it up. If you
acquire footage on a small, portable for-
mat, such as S -VHS or Hi -8, dub or edit to
a larger format as the first step. Although
going to a lossless digital format, such as
D-1, D-2 or D-3, would be ideal, Type C,
Betacam SP and MII are all good analog
choices. Barring that, the only other
option is to minimize the number of gen-
erations.

For more information on video
image quality, circle Reader Ser-
vice Number 307.
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If your graphics need to be as good as your competitors'

LA
QUANTEL

.611'..N NESS

...so does your equipment.
Paintbox' images are seen by millions around the world every day. Paintbox is the industry

standard because its the best; designed and built for one job alone - television graphics.

Now there's Paintbox Options, a new modular system that sets the entry cost to the world's

finest graphics system at a remarkably low $35,000. And it's flexible enough to handle your

current needs without compromise and your future plans without limits.

Only Paintbox has the flexibility and speed to give you the

edge, and now that power lies within the reach of every budget. PAINTBOX
Get in front ... get in front of a Paintbox.

FROM S35,000

Many thanks to the following for the use of their images: USA - f0CfV. CBS News UK - BBC East Midlands. BBC News and Current affairs, The Framestore. Barn

Owl Productions. Channel 4 News. William Prudence Ireland - "'icamation South Africa - SABC Television News Productions Italy - Telemontecarlo

Greece - Ananidis Spain - Television Valenciana (TIV)

Paintbox is a registered trademarx of Quantel Limited.

Quantel Inc., 85 Old Kings Highway North, Darien, CT 06820 Tel: (203) 656 3100 Fax: (203) 656 3459
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By Kelly Hannig

The Bottom Line

Today's radio automation
systems provide flexible,
reliable and cost-effective
programming management.
They can take over routine
operational duties at the
station and allow the staff to
focus on more creative work.
Automation systems capable
of multiple simultaneous
functions also play a major
role in making LMA and
duopoly operations more
successful. Meanwhile, the
reach of these systems
continues to expand into
further areas of station
operations, approaching an
eventual full integration of
all station functions into a
single computer platform.

Hannig is product manager for digital storage and retrieval
systems at Gentner Communications Corporation, Salt
Lake City.

Program
automation
systems
PC -based automation is rapidly changing the way radio
works.

Most of today's radio program automa-
tion systems are digital audio storage/
retrieval/automation systems based on
powerful personal computers with ex-
tremely large capacity, hard drive stor-
age.

The first successful, complete, low-
cost, high -quality automation systems
based on PC platforms appeared around
1988, and were generally greeted with
skepticism. Most station owners were
hesitant to trust their operations to PC -

based systems because their office PCs
were considered finicky and unreliable.

By 1991, however, the concept had
proved to be a genuine benefit to pioneer-
ing stations' bottom lines, and the radio
broadcast industry began to see a rapid
increase in the number of companies that
sold personal computer/hard disk -based
automation systems. Regarding reliabil-
ity, manufacturers of automation system
components now produce products with
mean time between failure (MTBF) rat-
ings exceeding 150,000 hours (over 17
years).

Nevertheless, if you haven't yet ac-
quired one of the many PC -based auto-
mation systems available, you're still in
good company. Market estimates indicate
that less than one-third of the domestic
radio station market is currently using
these new systems.

Current applications
Program automation functions typi-

cally fall into three general areas:
1. local,

2. satellite, and
3. live -assist.
In (1), locally produced programming

is automatically assembled and sequen-
tially delivered. In (2), commercials and
other inserts originate from the local sta-
tion, but satellite services provide the
bulk of programming. In (3), program-
ming originates from the local station, but
the system relies on an operator to start
the next sequence of events. (See "Radio
Automation Techniques," April 1993.)

Figure 1 illustrates a common imple-
mentation in automated radio stations,
with the ability to accommodate all three
of the aforementioned functions.

Diving in:
feet first or head first?

In a recent survey of stations using PC-

based automation systems for more than
one year, the following were cited as the
most important factors to consider dur-
ing the evaluation process: reliability,
customer support from the manufac-
turer, good documentation and ease of
use. Interestingly, all of these parameters
outranked any specific operational fea-
ture.

Regarding operational functions, how-
ever, the same survey indicated the de-
sirability of audio editing capabilities,
audio overlap on playback, spot rotation
(equivalent to multicut carts), real time
command capability, time compression/
expansion and interfacing to CD jukebox
or multi -CD player systems. Another use-
ful feature is the ability to control an auto -
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mation system from a remote site using
DTMF tones (telco touch -tones) or with a
laptop computer.

Automation systems come in two styles
- either as complete, factory assembled
and tested systems, or as do-it-yourself
kits. The assembled systems are easier
and quicker to bring on-line, and are gen-
erally better supported by the factory.
They make the most sense for a station
with limited engineering resources. The
do-it-yourself kits usually include a soft-
ware package and an audio card. The
station then buys the rest of the required
hardware and software, and puts it all
together.

Although the do-it-yourself approach
may save some direct costs, the indirect
costs of acquiring, assembling, trouble-
shooting and supporting the system's plat-
form may outweigh the savings. You also
may experience compatibility problems
that will not happen with the complete
systems.

Also consider how the automation sys-

OTHER
SATELLITE
SERVICES

DEMOD

MUSIC
SATELLITE
SERVICES

DEMOD

REMOTE
BROADCAST

SITE

AUDIO

AUDIO

CONTROL

tern handles CD players or juke boxes. For
example, is 2 -way communication sup-
ported? Without it, the computer can only
issue the CD player commands and can-
not monitor its status. Increasingly, the
computer system's hard drives are used
instead of CD players for many radio for-
mats. Recent price drops in large -capac-
ity hard drives and the use of high -quality
audio data compression systems have
made this approach economically com-
petitive. A single hard drive can store
more than 25 hours of 15kHz stereo
audio (e.g., more than 5003 -minute songs).
Music storage on hard drives also offers
greater reliability than CDs, both in greatly
increased hardware MTBF and elimina-
tion of CD skipping risks. Cuing and cut
timing data also can be more accurate
with hard drive storage.

If you are concerned about using data
compression, consider an automation
system that allows you to select linear or
compressed data storage (see "Under-
standing Audio Data Compression," p.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a current automation system capable of satellite, local and live -
assist operations. Only playback functions are shown. System also may be capable of
recording audio from incoming sources for later playback. Future designs may incorporate
more of the functions shown outside the automation system box in this diagram.

64). To put the entire library on hard drive
using exclusively linear storage implies
spending four to six times more for hard
drives than with compressed storage.

Although computer platforms offer fu-
ture upgradability, remember that this is
essentially limited to software. Hardware
cannot stay abreast of all improvements
that technology will likely bring with time.
Make your decision based on the needs
you have now, not on some vague future
capabilities that might be required.

Many stations are now pondering the
question of which to buy first -a new
automation system or a digital audio work-
station? New automation systems have
increasingly sophisticated audio editing
capabilities. Many go well beyond basic
cut -and -splice editing (which is all that
most stations really need), and have
moved into multitrack editing. This means
that a station can probably get all of the
audio editing capabilities it needs, plus
an automation system, for less than what
some stand-alone digital audio worksta-
tions cost. Furthermore, the evolution
path for today's automation systems in-
cludes more digital audio workstation
capabilities, but there is no clear path
that envisions digital audio workstations
adding substantial automation capabili-
ties.

New games:
LMAs, doopolies and mini -networks

PC -based automation systems can play
a major beneficial role in the consolida-
tions taking place among radio stations
today. Centralizing commercial produc-
tion/distribution, music libraries/sched-
uling and traffic operations onto a single
platform for two or more stations can
only add to the efficiencies and econo-
mies that such business ventures seek to
bring about.

For example, starting with a traffic/
scheduling system that can generate mul-
tiple logs from the same database, unique
schedules for each station are created.
These logs are downloaded to an automa-
tion system that can handle multiple,
simultaneous audio outputs. Each output
channel is assigned to a separate air
chain and transmitter, providing
multicasting from a single platform. In
addition, all audio production for the sta-
tions is done at a single location, and a
single stored copy of each spot or music
cut can be accessed by any or all of the
stations at any time.

A glimpse into the crystal ball
The natural path for automation sys-

tems built around today's technology
leads to a "radio station in a box" reality.
Automation systems based on PCs and
hard drives had to provide a way to
record audio onto magnetic disks. Once
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Digital audio is here.

We get it there.
2 miles on FDDI multimode, 25 miles on singlemode

64 channels bi-directional full bandwidth audio

BEC manufactures
fully modular fiber
optic digital audio
transmission
systems for:

Fail -Safe FTRCTM Signal Integrity

 STLs
 Production

Facilities
 Satellite

Links
 Mobile

Production

B

they could that. It was natural to add cut -
and -splice editing, and then multitrack
editing. The desirability of time expansion/
compression added digital signal process-
ing (DSP), which leads to the incorpora-
tion of other digital audio workstation
functions.

The on -board DSP also allows high -qual-
ity audio data compression, as well as the
eventual integration of all on -air audio sig-
nal processing. Meanwhile, the natural
extension of an automation system's in-
ternal switching and mixing abilities leads
to the eventual inclusion of full audio rout-
ing and distribution functions for a station.

Automation systems
will continue their
evolution toward

eventual replacement
of the entire conven-
tional audio chain.

TECHNOLOGIES

1101 N. Northlake Way, Suite 3, Seattle, WA 98113
Phone: (206) 632-2431 Fax: (206) 547-1421
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Sound at a glance
with Bright -VU LED meters

Fast Action catches more peaks
Peak or Average Response
Bright, color -coded display
Read levels up to 50 feet away
Connect to almost any signal
Up to 3 stereo meters in 1 RU

Afogitek
Call:
800-231-5870 or 713-782-4592
for your nearest Logitek dealer

The system's machine control also can
generate commands for outboard devices
and communicate via serial or other data
links. This implies a natural migration to
full station operational control from the
computer. Such control also could include
management of the station's telephone
system, for office and on -air uses. In addi-
tion, usage tracking and incoming caller -
ID logging allows such a system to gener-
ate helpful reports. Future automation
systems for ancillary broadcast functions
(such as today's SCA data services and
RBDS data.)

By adding the traffic and billing system,
the music scheduling system and auto-
matic client invoicing onto the automa-
tion package, the complete, self-contained
"radio station in box" becomes a reality.

Summary
Program automation systems have be-

come popular at many radio stations.
Their reliability and operational benefits
have brought significant improvement to
stations' on -air and bottom line perfor-
mance. Automation systems will continue
their evolution toward replacement of the
entire conventional audio chain and con-
trol system at the radio station.

4 For more information on PC -based
radio automation systems, circle
(308) on Reply Card. See also Auto-
mation Systems, pp. 22-24 of the BE
Buyers Guide.

Circle (35) on Reply Card
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Right now, it seems like
everyone is building

udio disk recorders. The dif-
erence is, we'll still be
uilding them three years
rom now.

Sure, Otari's new
toDisk"464 is the only
ystem to give you up to 64
-acks. True, it's one of the
ew to use standard SCSI
evices so you won't be
Dcked-in as technology

advances. But as much as
we'd like to tell you about
the rest of its great features,
the most important thing
about the ProDisk system
(given the changes that are
certain to occur in this tech-
nology) is the Otari name up
front-a name that profes-
sionals around the world
have come to trust for prod-
uct support and customer
service.

There are a lot of
multitrack digital audio
workstations out there,
but only one with Otari's
name on it.

MEE
Otari Corporation

Circe (33) on Reply Card



Understanding
audio data
compression
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By Steven Smyth

The Bottom Line

Choosing the proper algorithm for the job is an essential
new skill for broadcasters.

Not all digital audio data
compression systems are
created equal. Numerous
trade-offs are made by every
algorithm, as its designers
seek to optimize certain
parameters of its operation.
Depending on the system's
application, some of these
compromises can go unno-
ticed while others may
become blatantly apparent. It
therefore behooves the
broadcaster to understand
the strengths and weaknesses
of each system's design, so
that it can be most appropri-
ately used.

Smyth is president of Audio Processing Technology,
Belfast, Northern Ireland, UK.

Digital audio data reduction technolo-
gies seek to combine the allure of digital
audio with the economic advantages of
reducing the bandwidth it requires. The
compact disc has set the quality standard
for consumer audio, but the extravagant
bandwidth needed for transmission of
linear 16 -bit PCM has been economically
prohibitive. A solution applies real time
bit -rate reduction to the digital audio sig-
nal, a process commonly but confusingly
termed audio data compression. (A more
appropriate term is data reduction.)

Several techniques are now available to
reduce bit rates for CD -quality audio
transmissions. Most of these schemes do
not reproduce bit -for -bit the original 16 -bit
audio. Their primary aim is to make such
corruption of the data inaudible. The main
difficulty with these systems is not, as is
commonly expected, a simple loss of au-
dio quality. Indeed, the aural performance
of most compression systems is accept-
able under most conditions. It is instead
the more subtle, application -related limi-
tations of these systems that are of current
concern to the professional (and typically
not to the consumer). Examples include
an increase in coding delay, a reduced
ability to equalize or otherwise post -pro-
cess the signal, reduced editing resolution
and, most importantly, a reduction in the
ability to make multigeneration copies.
(For more details on the basic workings of
bit -rate reduction systems, see "Digital
Audio Data Compression," February 1992.)

Applications of
digital audio compression

This technology has found application in
the broadcasting, communications and
entertainment industries, as detailed
below. Most implementations for data
compression exploit its lower operating
bandwidth for real time transmission, or
the resultant lower storage costs .

 Radio. The radio industry has been at
the forefront of the recent debates on the
merits of audio data compression. It has
already witnessed the introduction of
such products into several successive
links in the production and transmission
chain. This has prompted heated discus-
sion on the problems associated with
tandem coding (the sequential cascading
of multiple generations of data compres-
sion on an audio program), in cases of a
single compression system's use through-
out and when employing multiple sys-
tems. With compression likely to be used
in remote pickup links, field -acquisition
recorders, editing workstations, satellite
links and STLs, the artifacts of tandem cod-
ing may have some impact on the audio
ultimately delivered to the consumer. An
additional layer of compression will prob-
ably be added when digital radio broad-
casting is instituted. Stations should exer-
cise care in the application of compres-
sion systems and consider their eventual,
cumulative effects.
 Digital STLs. Digital STLs typically take
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the form of a dedicated digital phone line
of 1.5Mbit/s (T-1 or DS1 service), or a
950MHz RF link. Using audio data compres-
sion, each direction of the T-1 path can
accommodate six 15kHz stereo channels,
plus auxiliary data links (for remote con-
trol or datacasting). Aural STL links in the
950MHz band are limited to 500kHz band-
width or less. Digital transmission on these
paths is only possible with data compres-
sion. (Transmission of uncompressed digi-
tal 15kHz stereo signals typically requires
more than 1MHz of bandwidth). Digital
STLs havealready won widespread accep-
tance in urban areas where noise and
interference are common. Digital STLs also
may permit use of smaller microwave
antennas, and multiple hops can be per-
formed without signal degradation.

Digital STLs have
already won wide-

spread acceptance in
urban areas where

noise and interference
are common.

 Disk -based audio recorders and worksta-
tions. Over recent years, many products
have been introduced that are designed to
store audio on computer disks and (among
other applications) replace the analog cart
machine. Employing data compression in
these devices can increase their storage
capacity, which becomes particularly ad-
vantageous in systems using relatively low -
capacity, removable media, such as floppy
diskettes.

Successfully editing such compressed
audio is more difficult than editing linear
PCM data, however. The two main reasons
for this are an inability for the editing
software to "see" the normal PCM wave-
form and the lower time -domain resolution
provided by some compression algo-
rithms. One solution involves the record-
ing of an averaged, low -resolution energy
profile of the audio data, which can then
be used to locate editing points. Another
approach decompresses the file to view
the reconstructed linear PCM waveform
only around editing points. In either case,
the audio file is non-destructively edited.
The loss of time -domain resolution only
becomes a problem in some transform -
based coders. These devices perform op-
erations on blocks of data, made by accu-
mulating a number of successive audio
samples in a buffer. The size of this block
(which can extend to as long as 20ms in
some coders) becomes the minimum au-
dio sample that can be removed or edited.

The Industry Standards have Changed.

Now they' re

also available in BIM.

A lot of micnphones have come and gone, but

the Electro-Vcice 635A and RE50 have remained

a constant. Until now.

Don't paniz! The 535A and RE50 are still designed

specifically to meet the challenging, "real-woicl" rigors

of broadcasting on location. The only change jE that

both are now available in black, as well as their oiginal

fawn -beige color. Everything else is exactly the same.

Debuting more than two decades ago, field and ENG crews

quickly adopted the 635A and RE50 as industry stancards,

instantly recognizing mil- trendsetting shape and design,

unmatched reliability ar.d deal sound. And they continue to

set the industry standard .ike no other microphones!

When there is only one chance to get it right,

the 635A and RE50 remain the choke - in black
or beige - no matter the conaitions. Ey

Elertro-Voice, Inc_ a MARK IV company, 64)0 Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 49107 616-695-6831 800-234-6831 In Canada: 613-382-2141

Circle (36) on Reply Card
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a digital audio compression system encoder. Filter divides 16 -bit linear
samples into frequency subbands, and re -coder sections use adaptive/ floating-point PCM (or de lta-
modulation) to reduce each sample's resolution to a few bits (or a single bit). Typical subband
coders use from four to 32 subbands. Typical transform coders combine filter and re -coding
sections' functions in a frequency -domain transform process, providing the equivalent of up to 512
subbands. Decoder simply reverses procedure.

 Wired remote links. News/sports com-
mentary links are gradually improving in
quality as the transition to digital tele-
phone lines occurs. These systems typi-
cally use compression systems that pro-
vide approximately 7.5kHz mono audio on
56kbit/s or 64kbit/s paths. If an inverse
multiplexer is used to aggregate six such
circuits, the audio bandwidth can be in-
creased to 22.5kHz in stereo. This ap-
proach has been used in relaying orches-
tral concert performances around the world
for live radio broadcasts.

 TV audio. NICAM is a relatively mature
14 -bit to 10 -bit digital audio data compres-
sion algorithm developed by the BBC, now
in service in the United Kingdom and
elsewhere. Even though it uses a conserva-
tive compression ratio compared to more
recent algorithms, NICAM's audio quality
is considered inferior to these. This con-
firms the advances achieved in the latest
algorithms' design, and more particularly
the increases in speed of DSP hardware on
which they run.

High -definition television (HDTV) will
use audio compression in some form. It
will be used principally to increase the
number of channels in an attempt to
match the quality and depth of audio
found in film theaters. No particular audio
compression algorithm has been chosen,
but several multichannel schemes have
been proposed.

 Point-to-multipoint satellite. To date, this
application has been primarily aimed at
supplying background music to national
chain stores, and to distributing audio to

radio stations. Future applications may
include direct broadcast to fixed and
mobile listeners. In either case, data
compression allows greater numbers of
services to be carried within a given
satellite transponder, making the services
more economically viable.

 Communications. In contrast to the broad-
cast applications that are not greatly
concerned with the coding delay (digital
STLs excluded), the field of telecommuni-
cations is interactive and relies on a short
delay for its effectiveness. Other qualities,
such as robustness, also are important.
However, because the primary signal to be
transmitted is the human voice, the actual
audio bandwidth is of lesser importance.
Therefore, high compression ratios (which
typically require longer coding delays and
produce higher fidelities) are not encoun-
tered in this field.

 Telephony. Many of the current tech-
niques for high -quality audio compression
can be traced to fundamental research
conducted over many years by the major
telephone companies into low -bandwidth,
toll -quality digital voice compression algo-
rithms. Further work has led to the devel-
opment of a wideband (7.5kHz) standard
for voice audio that has been implemented
commercially, referred to as CCITT G.722.
The widespread deployment of Switched -
56 and ISDN services should see an in-
crease in wider -bandwidth (15kHz) codecs
as an alternative to the telephone.

 Video/audio conferencing. Video con-
ferencing is still not popular at present.

The combination of poor quality video,
telephone -grade audio, painfully long delay
times and expensive equipment has weak-
ened demand. Recent attention has moved
toward increasing the audio quality at the
expense of the video. This would shorten
the delay times with the aim of increasing
the overall perceived quality.

 Motion picture soundtracks: Various digi-
tal audio playback systems have been
proposed and installed in theaters. Some of
these systems have encountered reliabil-
ity problems, and may require expensive
hardware and print production techniques.
A recent entry to this market has been
made by MCA/Universal Pictures for the
release of the film "Jurassic Park." It uses a
CD-ROM disk to store and play compressed
audio, which is synchronized to a modified
SMPTE time -code optical track on the film.
Up to six fully discrete 20kHz audio chan-
nels are available.

 Remote audio post. High -quality audio
transmission over switched or dedicated
digital networks allows creative decisions
to be made remotely. For example, a TV
commercial producer in New York can
listen interactively to an audio session
taking place in a Los Angeles studio. The
audio feed can carry time -code informa-
tion, allowing a previously edited video-
tape to play on a VCR in the New York
producer's office, synchronized to the in-
coming audio feed.

Similarly, a voice talent can read copy in
his/her own home (or a local studio) while
being recorded in a production facility
thousands of miles away. Finished spots
also can be delivered to broadcast outlets
via this method.

Conclusion
No single audio data compression sys-

tem can optimally cover all the possible
applications today. All coders are ideally
suited for specific applications, and are
compromised in others. For example,
higher compression ratios inevitably de-
mand a longer coding delay, and exhibit
reduced ability to undergo tandem coding.
This implies that broadcast engineers
must be conversant with the overall param-
eters of audio data compression in order
to select the appropriate algorithm for the
task at hand.

*For more information on audio data
compression systems, circle (309)
on Reply Card. See also Audio Digi-
tal Coders, Decoders on p. 6 of the
BE Buyers Guide.
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BUSINESS SCENE

TSM Inc., a Valley Cottage, NY, manu-
facturer of TV camera automation sys-
tems, has merged with the Vinten
Group. The Vinten Group now includes
TSM, Vinten Broadcast Ltd., Manfrotto,
Gitzo, Internet, Bexel, Bogen Photo and
W. Vinten Ltd.

Led by founder and president Bob
Gonnelli, TSM will design and manu-
facture all TSM and Vinten Broadcast
camera remote -control systems in its
Valley Cottage location for the world
market. TSM also will exclusively sell
and service all TSM and Vinten Broad-
cast products in North and South
America.

Vinten Broadcast Ltd., based in the
United Kingdom, will design and manu-
facture all Vinten Broadcast camera -
support systems, and exclusively sell
and service TSM and Vinten Broadcast
products throughout the remaining
global market.

TSM and Vinten have been world
leaders in camera remote control and
robotic systems for more than a de-
cade. According to Gonnelli, "Future
TSM products will use the combined
strengths of the companies to build
the ultimate camera remote system."

Pro -Bel, Dunwoody, GA, has sold a
routing system to Post Perfect, New
York. The company also has delivered
a serial digital video system to Kao
Company, Japan. CEE, a Portuguese
production company, has purchased
Pro -Bel routing and control equipment.
In addition, Scottish Television has
ordered a custom -designed Pro -Bel
master control and automation sys-
tem. Also, London -based Videotime has
purchased a Pro -Bel switching and con-
trol system.

Panasonic, Secaucus, NJ, has deliv-
ered and installed D-3 edit suites at
Ostankino TV, Moscow, and Czech TV.

In addition, the South African Broad-
casting Corporation has chosen
Panasonic cameras for the production
of a new soap opera, "Die Glaskasteel."
Tele Monte Carlo, Rome, has chosen D-
3 -inch digital VTRs and a Marc 400
system for its transmission facility,
making it the first network to broad-
cast from Monte Carlo to Italy and to
Monte Carlo itself using digital VTRs.

Also, Mangos Christos SA, Athens,
Greece, has bought a 3 -camera AQ-20D
system.

Industry Briefs

Sony, Montvale, NJ, has sold an 18th
BVC-400A LMS multicassette system
to Turner Broadcasting System (TBS).

Also, Sony has delivered PCM-3348
digital multitrack systems to London -
based Abbey Road Studios and BBC
Television. BOP Studios, South Africa,
has purchased a PCM-3348 as well. A
Flexicart automation system also has
been ordered by BBC Newcastle.

Avid, Tewksbury, MA, has delivered
two AudioVision systems to the Mix
Place, New York. Also, BBC, London,
ITN, London and YLE-TV2, Finland,
have used Avid's NewsCutter digital
non-linear newsroom editing system.

Lakeside Associates, Irvine, CA, has
been retained to design a remix con-
trol room and overdub booth for Los
Angeles -based Mad Hatter Studios.

BEC Technologies, Orlando, FL, has
installed a ProLine series digital fiber-
optic audio system to link production
studios to the satellite uplink of the
Eternal Work Radio Network, Birming-
ham, AL.

Pesa Electronica, S.A., Madrid,
Spain, has been awarded a contract for
67 TV transmitters and turnkey instal-
lations from Televisa (Mexico) for its
new TV network, Channel 9.

AVS Broadcast, Surrey, England, has
taken delivery of a Cyrus standards
converter to German -based Wagner
Television.

Aerodyne Industries, Blue Bell, PA,
has received an order for a VHF TV
broadcast system from KTN, Kenya.

Solid State Logic, Oxford, England,
has delivered its second Scenaria digi-
tal audio/video post -production sys-
tem to Avenue Edit, Chicago. NBC, New
York, has purchased an SSL console
and ScreenSound. Solid State also has
sold a GB on -air production console
and G Plus console to CBS, New York.

Thomson Tubes Electroniques,
Cedex, France, has equipped the Span-
ish National Radio's MW network with
transmitters using Thomson's high -
power RF tetrodes.

In addition, Swedish Television and
a private channel in Portugal have
purchased TV transmitters equipped
with TH 563 high -power UHF tetrodes.

Chyron, Melville, NY, has delivered
a CODI text and graphics generator to
Morrow Technologies, Largo, FL. Also,
Chyron has sold 22 CODIs to France 3,
France.

Quantel, Darien, CT, has sold a Hal
digital composer to Fox Tape, the
promo/post-production arm of Fox
Broadcasting, Los Angeles.

Ramko Research, Rancho Cordova,
CA, has sold ACS/RS1601 modular rout-
ing systems to Digital Cable Radio's
transmission station, Staten Island, NY.

Ampex, Redwood City, CA, has in-
stalled four DCT 700d tape drives and
five D-2 digital tape recorders at Post
Edge, Miami, FL.

In addition, Crest National Film Labs,
Los Angeles, has purchased a com-
plete DCT system. Tape House, New
York, has added two DCT 700d tape
drives to its facility as well. The Post
Group, Los Angeles, also has pur-
chased eight DCT 700d tape drives and
a DCT700s post -production switcher.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Com-
pany, Osaka, Japan, has signed a tech-
nical cooperation contract with
Samsung Electronics, Republic of Ko-
rea. to lend technical support for
broadcast and professional/industrial
video equipment. Under the agree-
ment, Samsung will manufacture and
sell the NTSC models of D-3, MII and 5 -
VHS VTRs for the Korean market under
the Samsung name.

Larcan, Mississauga, Ontario, Can-
ada, has entered into an agreement
with Television Nacional de Chile for
the purchase and installation of 32 M
series VHF TV transmitters.

BTS Broadcast Television Systems,
Salt Lake City, Sony, Montvale, NJ, and
Thomson Broadcast, Englewood, NJ,
have announced that they will fully
support the digital betacam format.

Cold Regions, a research and engi-
neering laboratory based in Hanover,
NH, would like to speak with people
who have had a tower collapse, either
partially or totally, because of icing.
For more information, contact Nathan
Mulherin, Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, NH
03755-1290; phone 603-646-4259; fax
603-646-4644.
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KUB Systems, Foster City, CA, has
been founded by three video industry
veterans: Yeshwant Kamath, Dan
Beaulier and George Uibel. The initial
focus of the company is on the digital
video equipment market for the broad-
cast, cable and corporate industrial
TV markets, with emphasis on post -
production applications that require
image processing and video storage.

Ampex, Redwood City, CA, has
formed Ampex Digital Media, which
will concentrate on developing and
supplying specialized high-perfor-
mance magnetic media for use with
the company's current digital video
and mass data storage recorders.

BTS Broadcast Television Systems
GmbH, Salt Lake City, and Toshiba,
Tokyo, have unified their digital HDTV
cassette recording formats into a uni-
versal digital recording format capable
of handling the HDTV standards in use
today. Both companies will manufac-
ture and sell HDTV recorders under
their own brand name.

Comtronix Systems Inc., Springfield,
MA, has been formed. It specializes in
the design and manufacture of solid-
state RF amplifiers for broadcast com-
munications, military, laboratory and
education. The address is 220 Brook -
dale Drive, Springfield, MA 01104;
phone 413-785-1313; fax 413-739-1352.

Energy-Onix, Hudson, NY, has re-
ceived the "Exporter of the Year" award
for the Syracuse, NY, district from the
U.S. Small Business Administration.

Vyvx, Tulsa, OK, has entered into a
5 -year agreement with IDB Broadcast
to provide IDB with fiber-optic TV trans-
mission services. Vyvx also signed an
agreement with Cox Cable, Oklahoma
City, whereby Cox will provide first -
and last -mile service connections for
Vyvx's nationwide fiber-optic TV trans-
mission system within the Oklahoma
City area.

Accom, Menlo Park, CA, and Grass
Valley Group, Grass Valley, CA, have
entered into an agreement to coopera-
tively market Accom's line of digital
video disk recorders along with Grass
Valley's post -production systems.

Pesa, Melville, NY, has acquired Mi-
cro Communications, Manchester, NH.

A.F. Associates, Northvale, NJ, has
celebrated its 25th anniversary.

Vinten Broadcast, Suffolk, England,
has been appointed the exclusive UK
distributor for Anton/Bauer battery and
lighting products, Shelton, CT.

Vinten also has been chosen by
Grupo Televisa, SA de C.V. in Mexico,
together with BTS Broadcast TV Sys-
tems, Salt Lake City, to supply camera -
mounting equipment to support the
BTS LDK9 and LDK91 cameras and the
Panasonic AJ-D310 ENG cameras for
Televisa's expansion program.

Avid, Tewksbury, MA, has been
awarded an Emmy for outstanding
achievement in engineering and de-
velopment of the Media Composer digi-
tal non-linear editing system.

Ultimatte, Chatsworth, CA, has been
chosen to supply Memory Head and
Memory Head Utilities on a new pilot
series called "Viper."

Also, Ultimatte's CINEFUSION soft-
ware has been used to help develop
special effects for the movies "The
Last Action Hero," "Cliffhanger," "In
the Line of Fire," "Super Mario Broth-
ers" and "Hocus Pocus."

PEOPLE

David Nicholas, Paul Dempsey and
Robert Bennett have been promoted
to positions with Pioneer New Media
Technologies, Upper Saddle River, NJ.
Nicholas is senior vice president.
Dempsey is vice president of market-
ing and technology, and Bennett is
manager of sales.

Paul M. Yarmolich has been named
vice president of engineering for
Chyron Corporation, Melville, NY.

Robert Donnelly has been promoted
to vice president of engineering for
ABC Radio Networks, New York.

Paul E. Wright, chairman of Chrysler
Technologies Corporation, has been
appointed to the Odetics board of di-
rectors, Anaheim, CA.

Annette Sardelich, Stephen Sedoff,
John Miller and Alan Schoenberg
have been appointed to positions with
Pro -Bel, Dunwoody, GA. Sardelich is
chief financial officer. Sedoff is West-
ern regional manager. Miller is North-

eastern regional manager. Schoenberg
is Southeastern regional manager.

Tom Makofske and Herb Clann have
been appointed to positions with BEC
Technologies, Seattle. Makofske is chief
financial officer and Clann is the
company's production manager.

Bill Beckner has been promoted to
chief engineer for WUSA-TV, Washing-
ton, DC.

Wataru Ogawa, Tom Evans and Mike
McMahon have been appointed to
positions with Sony, Montvale, NJ.
Ogawa is president of the Recording
Media Products Group for Sony Sales
and Marketing of America, Park Ridge,
NJ. Evans is promotions manager for
Sony Professional Tape, a division of
Sony Recording Media of America.
McMahon is Southwest district sales
manager for Sony Professional Tape.

Geoffrey N. Mendenhall and Joseph
A. Huie have been named to positions
with Harris Allied Broadcast Division,
Quincy, IL. Mendenhall is president
and radio product line manager. Huie
is vice president/general manager.

Bill Boxill has been appointed sales
manager for Tektronix's Television
Products Division, Beaverton, OR.

Roger C. Cady has been named vice
president of business development for
Dynatech Corporation, Burlington, MA.

Haruo Murase has been named
president and CEO of Canon U.S.A.,
Lake Success, NY.

Ken Ellis and Gordon Banta have
been named to positions with Quantel,
Darien, CT. Ellis has been elected to
the board of directors. He also has
assumed the title of executive vice
president/chief operating officer of the
company. Banta is West Coast district
sales manager/broadcast products.

Joe Lantowski has been named di-
rector of marketing for Vinten Broad-
cast's (Towaco, NJ) MICROSWIFT cam-
era robotics system.

Bernard (Ben) M. VanBenthem has
been appointed vice president of engi-
neering for PESA Switching Systems,
Huntsville, AL, a member of the PESA
Chyron Group.
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ENCO Systems
DAD486x

By Joey Ryan

WJBK-TV, Detroit, recently acquired a
new production tool-the ENCO Systems
DAD486x digital audio delivery system. It
is configured as a stand-alone workstation
built on an 486/50 PC platform that stores
digitized audio on a 660Mbyte (or larger)
internal hard drive. The system is designed
to be a direct replacement for existing
tape -based record/playback systems. In
WJBK's application, it plugged into exist-
ing audio and remote -control connections.

Before acquiring this system, WJBK fol-
lowed the typical TV station tradition of
producing and storing audio on cart and
reel-to-reel tape. Most of the station's au-
dio work involves the creation and storage
of daily announcements, tags and voice-
overs used on -air. The digital audio deliv-
ery system's value to these processes was
first recognized in its considerable reduc-
tion of what might be called "prep work."

Previously, this function included locat-
ing the required cart(s) of the proper
length (often scattered between several
different areas of the building), typing all
labels and bulk erasing/splice finding each
cart. For reel-to-reel projects, preparation
included bulk erasing a reel of tape, thread-
ing it onto the tape machine, and laying
down 20 seconds of 1,000Hz tone at OVU.

A quick timing of these duties indicated
that preparation took more than a minute
per cart, and approximately two minutes
for a reel-to-reel project. Similar prepara-
tion on the digital system takes 30 seconds
or less. This includes entering the "elec-
tronic label" for the cut and engaging the
record mode. After multiplying these fig-
ures by an average of 10 to 20 carts per
weekday and 45 to 75 carts per weekend,
the prep time savings were considerable.

Regarding the time required to actually
record a spot, time savings were again
noted. Because many spots are not re-
corded or dubbed to cart perfectly on the
first take, re-recording often is necessary.
With an audio cart, that means removing
the cart from the record machine, insert-
ing it into the bulk eraser/splice finder and
waiting for it to recue. This process was
timed at 44 to 52 seconds per retake. For
reel-to-reel, the required rewinding and
Ryan is a writer/producer and announcer for radio and
television in Detroit.
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Performance at a glance:

 Combines automation system and
audio workstation features

 Intuitive interface resembles
standard cart machine

 Touchscreen minimizes learning
curve

 High -capacity, random-access audio
storage on SCSI -2 hard disk(s)

 Supports multiple data compression
systems and linear PCM

 Controls or slaves to external
devices

 Options available for networked
operation, script display and
traffic system interfacing

recuing time ran 30 to 50 seconds, depend-
ing on the length of the spot. With the
digital audio system, hitting STOP, then
RECORD, is all that is required. Again, for

The DAD486x's design is
based on intensive

research with broad-
casters.

a session with multiple spots and multiple
takes, the time savings can quickly add up.

The reduction in maintenance and me-
dia costs that the system offers adds to its
value, especially considering the six hours
of fully indexed, CD -quality audio that the
device holds on its internal hard drive.

Intuitive operation
The digital audio delivery system's de-

sign is based on intensive research with
broadcasters. The device also is friendly
to users who are not familiar with com-
puters. The visual image displayed on the
system's primary screen looks like two
cart machines side by side. On the left is
the"record" machine and on the right is the
"playback" machine. This screen contains
3-D images of all the familiar buttons:

RECORD, PLAY, PAUSE, EDIT and STOP.
Control is accomplished with either a

mouse or a touchscreen. For most func-
tions it isn't necessary to use the QWERTY
keyboard. This is perhaps the most invit-
ing feature to those users of the system
who are not computer enthusiasts. The
touchscreen interface is enhanced by ani-
mation that makes these buttons appear
to move when touched, followed by a
change in their shadowing to indicate that

For most functions it
isn't necessary to use

the QWERTY keyboard.
This is an inviting fea-

ture to those who aren't
computer enthusiasts.

they have been engaged.
The video display also provides bar

graph audio -level metering that emulates
a row of LEDs, and slide controls to adjust
the input and output levels.

The system manual is easy to follow and
gives clear explanations of the unit's fea-
tures and functions. The intuitive design
of the system allows most users to learn
its operation by just using it, however. The
emulation of the extremely familiar cart
machine keeps the learning curve simple,
but the similarity to the cart machine does
not extend to the system's audio quality.
In that area, comparisons to the CD are
more appropriate, such as frequency re-
sponse of 20Hz to 20kHz ±0.1dB, dynamic
range of 92dB, unmeasurable wow and
flutter, distortion of 0.02% and interchannel
phase error of <0.1° at 15kHz.

The system also provides functionality
well beyond carts, such as graphically
displayed, touchscreen-controlled audio
editing. Bytouching and sliding two graphi-
cal pointers, an operator can set start and
end points, embed secondary and tertiary
cues, and perform cosmetic editing, such
as breath/pause addition or removal and
rearrangement of words and phrases. Ed-
iting is non-destructive, allowing instant
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return to the original audio if necessary. A
cut's running time is continuously dis-
played and automatically updated through-
out the editing process.

The digital audio system allows cre-
ation of unlimited lists of cuts that can be
arranged for sequential playback. These
playlists may contain any cut from the

Given the device's nu-
merous features, it's
hard to find anything

negative about it.

library, and can be set to play cuts back-
to-back without operator intervention.
This allows a station to create playlists of
daily announcements that automatically
sequence the next cut into the ready mode
as each preceding cut is played to air.
(Alternatively, complete programming
streams can be programmed for continu-
ous, automatic and unattended playback
operation, as might be used in a radio
application.) These playlists can be up-
dated at any time, allowing the master
control operator to insert, delete or even

re-edit any cut before putting it on air.
The system also has some powerful ran-

dom-access playback features. Six lxittons
along the bottom of the screen may be
assigned to instantly play any six cuts
from the library. These buttons are present
and active on every display screen, keep-
ing important announcements, such as
station IDs or "Please Standby" emergency
announcements literally at the operator's
fingertips.

A selectable extension of this feature is

The DAD486x on air from the WJBK-TV master
control room. (Photo by Jim Mackey.)

I2ED100 NTSC
DECODER

A HIGH END DECODER
WITHOUT THE HIGH END
PRICE TAG

 5 MHz bandwidth
 36 db subcarrier rejection
 8 bit digital, adaptive comb filter
 NTSC and YC inputs
 RGBS, Y/R-Y/B-Y, YC outputs
 Pinnable sync on RGB outputs
 Digital control with recall
 Programmable filter weighting
 Optional remote control panel

broadcast video systems ltd.
40 West Wilmot St., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1H8

Telephone: (416) 764-1584 Fax: (416) 764-7438

the arraymode. This turns the entire screen
into an array of 48 additional buttons, each
of which may be assigned to instantly play
any cut from the library. Assignment also
is accomplished via the touchscreen, by
selecting assign mode, touching the but-
ton on the array to be programmed, then
touching the desired audio cut on the
library listing. This programs the button
and inserts the cut's title into the button's
face. The operator can even choose a
color for the button. Three such pages can
be stored in a user setup file, allowing each
operator to have a custom color -coded
collection of 148 instant play buttons. WJBK
has used this feature to create panels of
program disclaimers, generic voice-overs,
program openings/closings and test sig-
nals. This feature could be useful in sound
effects applications.

Issues to consider
Given the device's numerous features,

it's hard to find anything negative to say
about the system. Nevertheless, there are
a few items worth mentioning that WJBK
has noted after its installation. The first
issue concerns the touchscreen monitor.
It provides a welcome user -interface de-
sign, but it takes up considerable space
and generates a lot of heat. If this system's

DIGITAL CLOSED CAPTIONING
Caption your D2/D3 videotapes completely in the
digital domain! DCC, The Digital Closed Caption
Interface connects between any conventional analog
caption encoder (including PC -based) and your D2/D3
tape machines, making the process 100% digital!
Installs in seconds. Available now. $2000.
Queue Systems 7985 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Hollywood, CA 90046 (818) 895-8510

Circle (38) on Reply Card

Want more
information on

advertised
products? Use the

Reader Service
Card.

Circle (37) on Reply Card
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use is established before a control room
is designed, it can be easily accommo-
dated. However, retrofitting the system
in an ideal fashion into existing spaces
may be a bit challenging.

The level faders' operation also could
be improved. At present, there are two
separate controls for left and right chan-
nels, and it would be helpful to be able to
gang them together. The record machine
also could use a few more features, such
as the ability to append more audio onto
the end of an existing cut. In addition, it
would be useful if the cut -number auto -
assignment feature were able to create an
incremental sequence from a given start-
ing -cut number. Currently, this feature
only provides lowest available and next
available start -number modes. Finally,
when using a mouse, many of the buttons
seem a bit sensitive and react too quickly.

In terms of reliability, the
DAD486x's performance

has been impeccable.

These are clearly minor points, and be-
cause most concern software -based mat-
ters, the factory is likely to address them
in the next release. (Editor's note: The
latest version of the system's software
incorporates all of these suggested fea-
tures, in response to this user's com-
ments.)

WJBK also had a few minor problems
when the device was first installed. As
the system's configuration was expanded
to accommodate growing use, operators
began to experience occasional difficul-
ties. Apparently, such application ex-
ceeded the limits of the original demo
software installed. We also experienced
some glitches when starting the system
remotely from the master control switch-
er. A call to the manufacturer provided us
with updated software via modem that
corrected the problems.

In terms of reliability, the DAD486x's
performance has been impeccable. Al-
though WJBK is not using anyof the backup
options available for the system, no data
loss has been experienced to date. The
system includes a convenient feature that
allows it to return to its current state
should power be interrupted or the sys-
tem rebooted. For example, WJBK recently
suffered a power outage that required the
station's backup generators to be acti-
vated. When power returned, the system
restarted, loaded its program, reloaded
the current playlist, and sequenced to the
proper cut. It was ready to play, before the
transmitter was back on the air. Although

running without backup is not recom-
mended, in nine months of operation, WJBK
has never experienced a failure.

The ENCO Systems DAD486x has dra-
matically changed the way audio is han-
dled at WJBK-TV. It has allowed staff to
produce work in greater quantity and with
higher quality, in less time and in a more
organized fashion. New applications for
the product are continually being dis-
covered at the station. Its eventual uses
seem limited only by the imagination.

Editor's note: Field reports are an exclusive BE feature for
broadcasters. Each report is prepared by the staff of a
broadcast station, production facility or consulting company.
These reports are performed by the industry and for the

industry. Manufacturer's support is limited to providing loan
equipment, and to aiding the author if requested.
It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish

the resifts of any device tested, positive or negative. No
report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Broadcast Engineering magazine.

For more information on the ENCO
Systems DAD486x, circle (310) on
Reply Card.

The

ExciterPIK
FOR VHF

THE SMART
ALTERNATIVE
TO A NEW VHF
TRANSMITTER

Now With
Power Levels
Through IPA
& Modulator

Stages

Why buy a new
transmitter when
you can upgrade your
present one at a fraction of the cost?

IMIith simulcast HDTV and its associated costs

on the horizon, many television stations are

looking for ways to "stretch the budget." So there's no

better time to turn to the Exciter Plus SystemTM for

VHF from ITS. In addition to ITS' more than 10 years

experience and over 200 exciter/driver system

installations, you get these important system features:

M State-of-the-art exciter -modulator using low-level

IF modulation.

II High gain, solid state amplifiers for drive levels

up to 1600 watts!

M System configurations available for many

transmitters -low and high band, parallel and single

ended configurations, precise frequency control

and much more.

So don't buy a new transmitter when you can give
new life to your present one. Call ITS today to
learn how to upgrade your transmitter with the
Exciter Plus SystemTM for VHF!

ITS information
transmission
systems

CORPORATION

375 Valley Brook Road
McMurray, PA 15317 USA

(412) 941-1500
FAX (412) 941-4603

Circle (40) on Reply Card
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Fidelipac DYNAMAX
DCR1000 series
digital cartridge
machine

By Christopher H. Scherer

The Fidelipac DYNAMAX DCR1000 is
designed to directly replace the analog
cart machine. It is compact and offers
many cart -like features plus digital audio
recording on removable media.
The system uses 3.5 -inch floppy disks as
"carts." It supports standard high -density
(HD) 2Mbyte and triple density (TD)
13Mbyte diskettes. (Note: the TD format
name refers to its tripling of extra density
[ED] diskettes' 4.4Mbyte capacity.) The
system offers four sampling frequencies:
22.05kHz, 25.75kHz, 32kHz and 44.1kHz. As
always, high -frequency cutoff occurs at
approximately half of each sampling fre-
quency. Table 1 shows the various record-
ing times for each disk format and band-
width. The system employs the apt X-100
algorithm (4:1 data reduction) to achieve
these capacities.

The DYNAMAX DCR1000
is designed to directly

replace the analog cart
machine.

The system has two components: the
DCR1020 master player and the DCR1040
record module. All master players can be
made record -capable by adding a record
module. In the near future, the manufac-
turer plans to release a subplayer, which
will add a second playback drive to any
master player, deriving power from the
master, and also using its D/A converters
for playback. All units are '/3 -rack space
wide, measuring 5.5" high (14cm) x 5.5"
wide (14cm) x 12.875" long (32.7cm). They
can sit alone as tabletop units or can be
mounted in an optional rack -mount
adapter. The master player weighs 12.6
pounds (5.7kg), and the record module
weighs 7.4 pounds (3.4kg).

The emulation of standard analog carts
is maintained on the front panels. The
player has PLAY, STOP and CUE buttons.

Scherer is an engineer at WDOK-FM/WRMR-AM in Cleve-
land.

Field Report

Performance at a glance:

 Digital spot recorder using 3.5 -inch
floppy disk media

 Closely emulates cart machine
operation

 Simple yet flexible design
 Dynamic range of >90dB
 Less than 0.05% THD,

record/play at 1 kHz
 Unmeasurably low wow and flutter,

crosstalk and phase error

The CUE button does not activate a fast -
forward function like its analog counter-
part, but serves to either select a specific
cut on a disk (if more than one exists)
during ready mode, or recues the current
cut when the deck is in play mode (or a cut
was manually stopped while playing). The
record module has RECORD, SEC, TER,
and START -ON -AUDIO buttons. The
START -ON -AUDIO button can be pressed
after the machine is armed for recording
to automatically begin the recording pro-
cess when audio is sensed. The sensing
threshold is adjustable from-60dB to -15dB
(referenced to the adjustable input level's
0dB value) in 3dB steps. The front panel of
the master player also features a backlit
LCD display showing machine status, cut
identification, time, title and outcue on a 2 -
line, 24 character -per -line screen. In addi-
tion, the record module's front panel con-
tains peak -reading LED audio level meters
scaled from -20 to +8 and an overload
indicator.

Located above the record control but-
tons on the record module are five smaller
buttons labeled COPY, MODE, SAMPLE,
INPUT and FORMAT. COPY sets up the
machine to do direct digital copying be-
tween machines. MODE selects either ste-
reo or mono input for recording. Mono
recording is accomplished by summing
the left and right inputs in the analog
domain and then recording. On playback,
mono is automatically sensed and audio is
fed to left and right outputs. SAMPLE sets
the sampling rate. INPUT selects either

the analog or digital inputs. The FORMAT
button is used to erase a previously used
diskette. In the case of an HD disk, it
provides the option of leaving the previ-
ous formatting in place and just removes
the audio address information, or com-
pletely reformats the disk. In the case of a
TD disk, it just erases the audio data be-
cause these diskettes are preformatted by
their manufacturers. A new TD diskette
requires a quick format to initialize it, a
process that is completed in less than one
second. Full formatting of an HD diskette
takes approximately one minute.

The rear panel of the master player has
the IEC power cord connector that in-
cludes a recessed power switch, line filter,
fuse holder and voltage selector, the ana-

A backlit LCD display
shows machine status,
cut identification, time,

title and outcue.

log audio outputs (two male XLRs), AES/
EBU digital out (XLR male), the remote-
control/tally connector (DB-25 female), RS-
232C/RS-422A connector (DB-9 male), DC
power connection for up to three sub -
players (6 -pin Molex), DC power for the
record module (10 -pin Molex), and the
DCR bus connector (40 -pin box header)
for connection to record modules or
subplayers. All of these connectors are
laid out cleanly, with ample room for fin-
gers to access them. Trim pot adjustments
for repro levels are located next to each
analog XLR. Output level is adjustable from
-10dBu to +20dBu, at an impedance of 47V.

The rear panel of the record module has
the analog audio inputs (two femaleXLRs),
AES/EBU digital input (XLR female), the
DC power input and the DCR bus (same as
master player), and a parallel printer port
(DB-25 female). The printer port can be
used for printing labels to put on the dis-
kettes. Trim pot adjustments also are lo-
cated next to the analog XLRs for input
level adjustment (-10dBu to +10dBu). In -
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put levels are electronically balanced with
> 10kV impedance.

The record module also has a connec-
tion for a PC/AT-style keyboard. The key-
board is used for alphanumeric labeling of
disks (for titles and outcues), and is used
as a controller for setting status flags,
shifting start/end times and establishing
other parameters for recording (such as
looping). Specific keys can emulate all of
the front -panel machine functions as well
(P = play, S = stop and so forth). Each
record module includes a PC/AT keyboard.

Operation
The master player has three operating

modes that can be selected from the front
panel:

1. Manual mode. Disk always cues to cut
No. 1 on insertion. Disk will only cue to
other cuts if manually changed by press-
ing cue button.

2. Theater mode. Disk always cues to cut
No. 1 on insertion. After a cut has played,
the machine cues to the next cut (for
playback in that machine at that loading
only).

3. Cart mode. Disk cues to the next cut in
rotation when inserted. After a cut has

Replacing analog tape
heads can take several
hours, while average

disk drive replacement
time is less than 15

minutes.

played, the machine cues to the next cut,
and this cut remains cued for playback in
any machine (that is set to the cart mode)
when the disk is removed. This mode emu-
lates an analog cart machine's reaction to
a cart with multiple cuts on it (assuming all
decks in the facility are set to cart mode).
When using cart mode, the rotation will
occur only when a cut is played through
entirely and the next cut is allowed to cue.

Up to 16 cuts can be recorded on a disk.
Cuts can be added at any time by arming
the machine in record, and then cuing to
the next available cut. Existing cuts also
can be recorded over. For example, if there
are three cuts on a disk and you want to
record over cut No. 2, simply cue cut No.
2, remove the safe status flag (if present),
press record, and then record the new
audio. Just like analog carts, the new pro-
gram cannot exceed the length of the cut it
is replacing. If repeated cut rerecording is

anticipated on multicut disks, leave a few
seconds of silence at the end of each cut
to allow some room for timing variations.
SKIP flags also can be added to a cut to
remove it from rotation.

Many new features have been added in
a recent software revision (v 2.0). These
include expanded editing, looping and ro-
tation functions, full support for remote
control or computer logging/printing via
the RS -232 port, non-volatile RAM storage
of setup defaults, up -or down -counting on
timers, expanded SEC and TER cue func-

data connectors and four screws holding
the drive in place. The new drive re-
quires no alignment procedure.

The system involves
simple and familiar
aspects of machine
operation in a spot
recorder/player.

CAPACITY AUDIO BANDWIDTH

Sterec:
10kHz 12kHz 15kHz 20kHz

2Mbyte 1:14 1:03 :51 :37

13Mbyte 7:30 6:25 5:10 3:45

Monc:
2Mbyte 2:28 2:06 1:42 1:14

13Mbyte 15:00 12:504k 10:20 7:30

Table 1. DYNAMAX DCR1000 audio bandwidth vs. recording lime (in minutes and seconds) for
sampling rates of 22.05kHz, 25.75kHz, 32kHz and 44.1kHz, respectively, on 3.5 -inch diskettes of
HD (2Mbyte) or TD (13Mbyte) varieties. The non-standard 25.75kHz rate is chosen to allow a 60 -
second stereo spot to be recorded on an HD disk. The DYNAMAX DCR1000 is designed to directly
replace the analog cart machine.

tions and display, and a kill -date feature.
A new selectable replay -lockout feature
will not allow the same disk to be re-
played twice in succession without press-
ing STOP in between plays. The three
playback modes listed previously may
now be specified by each disk, allowing
variation from the machine's default sta-
tus if desired. Current rotation mode is
displayed on the LCD window.

Comparative analysis
Maintenance costs for parts are similar

to analog cart machines. A new set of
stereo heads for a typical cart machine
costs approximately $250. Adding a new
pinch roller and capstan lubrication brings
the cost close to the $275 list price of a new
DCR1000 disk drive. The replacement cycle
time is likely to be longer with the digital
system. However, analog cart tape heads
can last approximately three years with
average use, while the mean time between
failure (MTBF) for the 3.5 -inch floppy disk -
drive system is rated at more than 30,000
hours, or approximately 3.5 years non-
stop.

Maintenance time also should be less
with the digital approach. Replacing ana-
log tape heads can take up to several
hours, while the average disk -drive re-
placement time is under 15 minutes. Re-
placing the drive simply involves removal/
replacement of the top cover, power and

Finally, the purchase price of the sys-
tem is competitive with better analog
cart machines, as is the cost of media.
Any 3.5 -inch HD disk can be used for
recording. These are widely available and
can cost less than $1 apiece when pur-
chased in quantity. The TD disks also are
available at some computer stores, or
may be purchased from Fidelipac for
$8.75 each. Disk life is listed as >3,000,000
passes/track.

The Fidelipac DYNAMAX DCR1000 se-
ries involves simple and familiar aspects
of machine operation in spot recorder/
players. It provides the quality of digital
audio for approximately the same price as
an analog cart machine. As radio stations
move ever closer to the fully digital envi-
ronment, the DCR1000 provides a signifi-
cant and easily implemented step along
the path.
Editor's note: Field reports are an exclusive BE feature for
broadcasters. Each report is prepared by the staff of a
broadcast station, production facility or consulting company.
These reports are performed by the industry and for the

industry. Manufacturers support is limited to providing loan
equipment, and to aiding the author if requested.
It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish

the results of any device tested, positive or negative. No
report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Broadcast Engineering magazine.

4For more information on the
Fidelipac DYNAMAX DCR1000 se-
ries, circle Reader Service Num-
ber 311.
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PAL/NTSC line doubler
By Faroudja Laboratories
 LD100-U: combination decoder -line/
doubler -bandwidth expander; can be
used to assist projectors, data -grade
monitors and large TV sets to display
PAL or NTSC source with image qual-
ity comparable to 35mm film display.

Circle (350) on Reply Card

Antenna product line
By N.S1
 Stiletto: solves installation problems
of tower windloading, tower space and
site aesthetics; available in 3x6 and
4x8 in standard and shrouded versions;
6-15GHz frequency bands.

Circle (351) on Reply Card

Sound -absorbent wedges
By USAFoam
 Studiofoam: formulated of high -den-
sity polyurethane open -celled foam
rubber; 2# density; flame retardant.

Circle (352) on Reply Card

Fiber-optic snake systems
By Telecast Fiber Systems
 Sidewinder: fiber-optic ENG/EFP
video/audio/comm/control snake; ex-
tends reach to 10km without repeat-
ers; portable; battery or AC operated;
built-in UPS protection.
 Viper: fiber-optic EFP video/audio
snake system; outboard, modular con-
figuration of the Sidewinder system;
lightweight; NiCad battery operated;
optional copper pairs.

Circle (353) on Reply Card

Digital intercom system
By Clear-Com
 Matrix Plus II: 100x100 digital cen-
tral matrix intercom system; features
software -adjustable system level con-
trols, user -transparent "intelligent link-
ing" between systems, full system -wide
programming from visual display con-
trol stations; DMTF system access from
any touch-tone phone in the world.

Circle (354) on Reply Card

Video storage product
By Recognition Concepts Inc.
 VDR: videodisk recorder allows

New Products

expandability in capacity as well as
the number of bits, channels and us-
ers; RAID design permits wide range of
recording times, with up to 100 min-
utes of composite, 50 minutes of com-
ponent and 34 minutes of HDTV.

Circle (355) on Reply Card

Compact D-3 digital VTR
By Panasonic
 AJ-D340: weighs 31kg, 4 rack units
high; accepts three sizes of D-3 casette
without an adapter, giving a continu-
ous play/record time of more than four
hours on a single '/2 -inch cassette.

Circle (356) on Reply Card

Hardware control panel
By Otari
 CB -158: for ProDisk line of digital
audio workstations; speeds up opera-
tion of ProDisk system; recording and
editing functions placed on dedicated
keys; provides control of up to four
external video or audio decks via
ProDisk's machine control capability.

Circle (357) on Reply Card

Field production lenses
By Fujinon
 Ah66X9.5ESM: for 2/3 -inch cameras;
maximum aperture is F1.6 from 9.5mm
to 313mm and F3.2 to 625mm; maxi-
mum photometric aperture is T1.8 and
minimum object distance is 2.7m.
 Sh66X7.3ESM: for'/2-inch cameras.

Circle (358) on Reply Card

Edit desk
By Winsted
 Double Cabinet Edit Desk: ideal for
multimedia editing; set up to fit most
controllers; features a total of 106j -
inches of space; file drawer included.

Circle (359) on Reply Card

Closed -caption decoder
By Link Electronics
 Model IEC-785: for insertion of closed
caption and text data into the video
signal for display; self -powered unit

for tabletop or rack -mount operation;
features looping high -impedance in-
put, with composite video output with
caption and text that can be turned off
from the front panel; can process and
display all standard line 21 closed -
caption and text format information;
two languages selectable from the front
panel.

IEC-7e5 CLOSED
CAPTION DECODER

OW
DECGDEq TEXT CAPTION
Pp4,71,

LANGUAGE

Circle (360) on Reply Card

Tri-Power condenser mics
By AKG Acoustics
 C5900: hand-held vocal mic; features
TPC-1 condenser system and Power
Grip triangulated body design; Inter -
Spider provides shock isolation.
 C5600: features large diaphragm TPC-
II condenser system and InterSpider.

Circle (361) on Reply Card

Test equipment
By Siecor
 VFL-200 Visual Fault Locator: tool
for visually pinpointing faults during
installation, maintenance and produc-
tion; emits visible red glow at point of
high loss.

Circle (362) on Reply Card

TBC/synchronizer
By James Grunder & Associates
 Feral Dual 4:2:2: 1U high, rack -mount-
able unit accepts up to two TBC/frame
store synchronizer boards; may be fully
driven via front panel or via RS -232
serial port remote control.

Circle (363) on Reply Card

Digital video analyzer
By AAVS
 S310: tests serial and parallel digital
video signals, ensuring that they com-
ply to all international standards; pro-
vides user with all information needed
to make accurate decisions regarding
system performance and operation.

Circle (364) on Reply Card
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Look who's going to
improve your image.

You've heard a lot about Switchcraft, a leading
manufacturer of quality audio components for
more than 40 years. Now, see what we can do.
Because Switchcraft can supply you with video
components, too.

Look to us for standard video broadcast equip-
ment, all made with the reliability and high quality
you expect from Switchcraft. When it comes to our

video insulated patch pan-
els, you'll find our eye for

a-- detail is second to none.
- Each one can accommo-

date up to 26 jacks for a variety of requirements.
Dual jacks provide a normal -through signal path
without the use of looping plugs or patch cords.
And, each panel comes with large designation
strips for your own labeling.

Our video patch cords are available in popular
lengths and colors - all built for efficient video sig-
nal transmission. Our patch cords come with
rugged metal handles and optional rubber "boots"
for a better grip. The "boots"
offer enhanced flex relief and are
available in your choice of colors
- red, black, green or blue. 1;;:=Iliorniaaft
Switchcraft is dedicated to
making your studio time as
productive as it can be.

So whether you're thinking
video or audio components,
think Switchcraft. We've always done wonders
with sound. Now we can improve your image, too.

For more detailed information, phone or FAX our
Marketing Communications Department and ask
for New Product Bulletins 426 and 427.

Switchcraft
A Raytheon Company

Switchcraft, Inc.
5555 N. Elston Avenue
Chicago, II 60630
(312) 792-2700
(312) 792-2129 (FAX)

Circle (41) on Reply Carc



PAL video synchronizer
By Tektronix
 VS211A: enhanced version of VS211;
new features include 8 -field memory,
tracking into noise, serial digital I/O
and ITS passing.

Circle (365) on Reply Card

Serial monitoring unit
By Panasonic
 SMU3: incorporates three identical
circuits in a single 1U rack -mounting
module; allows monitoring of SDI sig-
nals on conventional monitors; can
convert any SDI signal to its analog
equivalent signal; each unit has SDI
input with active loop -through.

Circle (366) on Reply Card

Chassis
By Gepco International
 Rack -mount custom chassis: de-
signed to fit standard 19 -inch rack;

made of extruded aircraft aluminum;
5.25"x4.25"xl 7"; includes enough chan-
neled cut-outs for loading up to 10 PC
boards; front panel measures 3.5"x17"
and can be customized for various
requirements.

Circle (367) on Reply Card

Video recording system
By Digital Processing Systems
 DPS Personal Animation Recorder:
plugs directly into an Amiga expan-
sion slot; replaces the record VCR and
single -frame controller; supports di-
rect rendering of all common image
formats, including 24 -bit IFF and Video
Toaster framestore files.

Circle (368) on Reply Card

AS -101
Audio Switcher

 Illuminated and legendable control buttons
 Instant or overlap switching
 Front panel accessible level controls
 Options include: RS -232 interface, remote

control, relay -follow -switch outputs
 Network proven quality and reliability

P.O. Box 1342 Bellingham, WA 98227
1-800-645-1061 FAX (206) 676-4822 Conex Electro-Systems, Inc.

Circle (42) on Reply Card

RUGGED CASES
For Broadcast Equipment

 220 off -the -shelf roto-molded sizes
for fast delivery.

 Expert custom cushioning engineered
for your most delicate equipment.

 Call us for a free color catalog.

HARD/GG
CASESTM

393 North Main Street, So. Deerfield, MA 01373
Tel: (413) 665-2163, Fax: (413) 665-8061

Widescreen CCD cameras
By Sony
 BVP-375 WP: 625 -line, 16:9 studio/
OB camera.
 BVP-90 WP: 625 -line, 16:9 portable
model camera; can be used in CCU,
stand-alone or camcorder configura-
tion.

Circle (369) on Reply Card

Communications system
By Sony
 Laser Beam Link: provides and main-
tains point-to-point video and audio
communications link with field cam-
eras; uses infrared technology instead
of radio frequencies to transmit com-
ponent or composite video from re-
mote locations or between buildings.

Circle (370) on Reply Card

LCD color monitor
By Sony
 FDL-X600: high -quality portable LCD
color monitor for ENG and EFP; fea-
tures highest pixel count of any por-
table LCD monitor on the market;
weighs less than three pounds; pow-
ered by a standard rechargeable 9V
camcorder battery or car battery
adapter; 5.9 -inch screen uses TFT ac-
tive matrix drive system; accepts NTSC
and PAL signals; automatically selects
between 525- and 625 -line standards.

Circle (371) on Reply Card

Digital console
By Sony
 DMX-S6000: digital audio -for -video
post -production system; available in
four frame sizes from 24 to 64 AES/EBU
channel inputs and up to 56 buses;
control surface can be remotely lo-
cated from the separate main process-
ing rack to aid installation; up to six
transports can be controlled via the
console's 9 -pin machine option.

Anil

Circle (372) on Reply Card

High -definition videodisc
recorder
By Sony
 HDL-5800: high -definition write -once
videodisc recorder/player; can store

Circle (43) on Reply Card
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The NAB Engineering Handbook - - Eighth Edition

Order By July 31 & Save

Recognized as the "Standard of the
Broadcasting Industry," the National
Association of Broadcasters' Engi-
neering Handbook has long been
considered the most comprehensive
technical resource available for the
radio and television industry. The
Eighth Edition continues that tradi-
tion.

This highly acclaimed handbook is
easy -to -use and provides valuable
information on all aspects of broadcast
engineering. Written by broadcast
engineering experts, its seven sections
are packed with useful tips and
information.

The NAB Engineering
Handbook - - Eighth Edition:

las the latest information on proven
state-of-the-art technology in use at
stations today.

11 Provides the best training resource
available for broadcast engineers.

 Is a virtual encyclopedia of
broadcast operating practices.

The handbook contains over 56
broadcast related technical issues.

The following is a complete listing of
the seven main sections:
 Procedures and Practices
 Antennas and Towers
 Transmitters
 Program Transmission Facilities
I Production Facilities
 Remote Program Origination
 Tutorials and Special Systems

For Faster Service Cali
(800) 368-5644
(202) 429-5373

or
Fax (202) 775-3515

ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK

EiGgTH EP tior4

The NAB Engineering Handbook - -
Eighth Edition is a must for anyone
involved in the technical aspects of
radio and television broadcasting such
as broadcast engineers, engineering
consultants, equipment manufacturers
and distributers.

Be sure and request a FREE copy of
the 1993 Publications Catalog.

Publication Date: 1992
Item #3496
List Price: $235411
List Sale Price: $210.00
NAB Member Price: .5:011

NAB Member Sale Price: $175.00
Pages: 1346
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call 1(800) 368-5644 (9 am - 5 pm) to charge your order to VISA, MasterCard, or American
Express. Or send in the order form below with payment. Please make check payable to
NAB. Allow 3 weeks for delivery. For International Airborne overnight, please add $50.00
to your order.

NaFonal Association of Mail this coupon to:

NAB Services
1771 N St. NW  Dept. 489

BROWCASTERS Washington, DC 20036-2891 USA
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20 minutes of high -definition video or
up to 36,000 still images on a 12 -inch
disc, with random-access to any frame.

Circle (373) on Reply Card

High -definition video products
By Sony
 HDVF-770: low -power 7 -inch high -
definition camera viewfinder; designed
to fit HDC-500 CCD camera; 50% smaller
than previous model; consumes half
the power, operates at 12VDC; hori-
zontal resolution of 800 TVL and an
advanced peaking circuit.
 PHM-3400E: 34 -inch high -definition
color monitor; uses Trinitron technol-
ogy; 16:9 aspect ratio; 25MHz video
signal bandwidth.

Circle (374) on Reply Card

Business and industrial
products
By Sony
 DXC-537AP video camera: latest
version of DXC-537P camera; improve-
ments include separate high -quality
shotgun effects microphone, an up-
dated optical low-pass filter and re-
finements in the video processing cir-
cuitry to enhance video performance.
 PW-1AP recorder: dockable Beta -
cam SP 2000PRO recorder supersedes
the PW-1P unit; adds ability to pro-
vide color playback via VA -500P play-
back adapter.
 EVO-985P: Hi8 format recorder; in-
cludes all features of a full editing ma-
chine, including improved servo speed,
digital audio jog capability, improved
field -based dropout compensator, and
luminance and chrominance noise re-
duction.
 PVE-500 editing controller: ideally
suited to integrate with the Hi8 and
2000PRO series machines and DFS-500
digital effects switcher; serial control
ports drive three VTRs, a video switcher
and an audio mixer.

Circle (375) on Reply Card

Furniture systems
By Sysflex
 Flexible technical furniture: com-
plies with 19 -inch industrial standards;
completely modular; ergonomic; front

rack angle adjustable from 0-30'; eas-
ily adjustable with an alien key; wide
range of accessories available.

Circle (376) on Reply Card

Video production system
By For.A
 VPS-300P: features full spec mixer
with digital wipes and a built-in 3-D
DVE with light source.

Circle (377) on Reply Card

Pedestal
By Vinten
 Osprey Plus: enhanced version of
Osprey pneumatic portable pedestal;
offers additional stability and increased
payload capacity; optional lightweight
dolly fits standard dolly track and eas-
ily adapts Osprey pedestal column for
tracking shots.

Circle (378) on Reply Card

Digital component mixer
By For.A
 DVM-400P: superior 16/32 -bit pro-
cessing; includes three key layers with
shadows; compact design.

Circle (379) on Reply Card

Measurement TV demodulator
By Barco
 TMD 200: consists of three separate
units combined in one mechanical
housing: a tunable RF downconverter
covering from 45MHz to 860MHz, a TV
demodulator with sound trap and a TV

demodulator without sound trap; fea-
tures four switchable RF inputs, a high
S/N ratio, selectable synchronous and
envelope detectors, and a zero refer-
ence pulse.

Circle (380) on Reply Card

Cam head
By Vinten
 Mk7B Classic cam head: provides
extended pan and tilt fluid drag levels,
improved ergonomics and increased
mechanical stability for narrow angle
shots using the larger, higher magnifi-
cation telephoto lenses; maintains pre-
vious 114kg payload capacity with 19kg
weight.

Circle (381) on Reply Card

Digital video effects system
By For.A
 MF-300P: features a 3-D DVE with
anti-aliasing; also includes light source,
trails and page turn.

Circle (382) on Reply Card

Noise -reduction system
By ForA
 UPD-500P: median/recursive noise
reduction; includes color correction.

Circle (383) on Reply Card

Robotic camera control options
By Vinten
 XY joystick: for Exyped pedestal;
allows camera to move by pointing
joystick in desired direction.
 active steer ring: allows Exyped to
be controlled like a conventional
manual pedestal.
 Motion Memory: allows Microswift
system to record multi -axis moves and
replay them exactly again and again;
100 -second memory pool per camera;
movements can be entered from
MIC100 control panel or directly from
pan bars.

Circle (384) on Reply Card

Remote control system
By Barco
 RCDS remote -control and diagnos-
tic system: for simultaneous monitor-
ing and remote control of the head -
end, monitoring of the coaxial network
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and monitoring of the fiber-optic net-
work in a cable TV system; communi-
cates with operator's central office PC
and one or more technician -based
PC(s) through RS -485 and RS -232 links
and via public telephone network.

Circle (385) on Reply Card

3-D digital effects system
By CEL Broadcast
 MERIDIAN-fx-1000: modular concept
with an all -digital 4:2:2:4 core; analog
component or 601 digital component
inputs or outputs, together with linear
key input in digital or analog, can be
configured in a system; basic unit is
single -channel model -1000 housed in
compact 4U rack unit, capable of A/B
transitions with 3-D position/rotation.

Circle (386) on Reply Card

Noise -reduction system
By CEL Broadcast
 P425 Elvira: makes digital video noise
reduction accessible to post -produc-
tion, duplication, corporate and indus-
trial facilities; sources can be either
analog composite or component.

Circle (387) on Reply Card

Recorder/editor
By Digital Audio Research
 Sabre: 8 -channel optical disk -based
workstation; features include easy -to -
use interface; fast single -page editing;
reel -rock, varispeed and TimeWarp;
waveform editing; VTR emulation op-
tion; multiple external machine con-
trol and time -code chase; compatible
with SoundStation and Sigma systems.

Circle (388) on Reply Card

Generator enhancements
By Chyron
 CODI improvements: more than 30

EVERYONE'S DOING IT!

le It,

824 IMAGE INSERTER
Self contained unit, one rack unit high.
Image size, corner screen to full frame
24 bit true color
Built in linear keyer, 256 step
16 million colors on screen at any time
Resolution 720 x 480
Auto fade in / out
NTSC in / out
Non volatile cmos memory

824P IMAGE INSERTER
Same as 824 /PAL version, pixel
resolution 720 x 512

808 IMAGE INSERTER
Self contained unit, one rack unit high.
Image size, corner screen to full frame
24 bit color (paletted)
Built in linear keyer, 256 step
256 colors on screen at any one time,
from a palette of over 16 million colors
Resolution 720 x 480
Auto fade in / out
NTSC In / out
Non volatile cmos memory

808P IMAGE INSERTER
Same as 808 /PAL version, pixel
resolution 720 a 512

From the big guys, to the affiliates, al the .10
down to the local access channels. Let the
viewer know where the program's coming from!

LOGOS t".",
Images repositionable
24 bit color (paletted)
Built in linear keyer 256 step
Resolution 720 x 480
Auto fade in / out

908P MULTI IMAGE INSERTER
Same as 908 /PAL version pixel resolution
720 x 512

950 MULTI IMAGE/ VBI DECODER
Same as 908 with added ability to execute command
code, embeded within the vertical interval of Moon,
ming video signals

Enables remote control and insertion of
logo,s at affiliate stations

9000 IMAGE MANIPULATOR
Self contained unit 2 rack units nigh
Mouse/keyboard controlled, menu driven
Floppy drive 3.5" 1.44mb high density
Full RS232 communications port
1 AT/ISA buss exspansion slot
NTSC frame capture (256 level grey
scale)
24 bit color (paletted)
Video manipulation (editing, reaizing,
linear keying)
Catalog and storage to internall hard
drive.
Built in linear keyer 256 step
Imports image file formats PCX, IMG,
TIFF, TARGA, BMP, etc.etc!

908 MULTI IMAGE INSERTER OPTION 1: 9000 PREVIEW BOARD
Self contained unit 1 rack unit high Allows full on line editing and switching
Floppy drive 3.5" 1.44mb high density between preview and program trams
Full RS232 communications port
Programmable input port rderaqii
Mouse controlled/menu driven 1.7:4,.7.-A  systentaine.
Image size corner screen to full frame Southeast Salem Business Park

(6031893-7707 FAX (6031893-7714
78 Raymond Ave. Unit 8
Salem, NH 03079

new features, including non -display
buffer, timing features, event timer and
timed macros; 8 -bit, 256 -color PCX
graphics; RGB chroma-key for matting;
matrix wipes; PCX graphics import;
multipoint operation with sequencing;
message upload and download from
host computer; software and hardware
executable GPI macros; GPI write -to -
battery backed -up RAM for power -on
instant displays.

Circle (389) on Reply Card

Transmitter
By Harris Allied Broadcast Division
 Harris Quest series: 1kW solid-state
VHF/FM broadcast transmitter; 8.75-
108MHz broadband design; integrated
exciter; simple front -panel discrete
control and monitoring; standard
VSWR protection; AC/DC overload pro-
tection; remote -control capability;

CLOSED CAPTIONING'
CHEETAH SYSTEMS

the Worldwide Leader in

Closed Captioning offers the most advanced and

comprehensive line of captioning solutions available.

CHEETAH SYSTEMS
is the only vendor offering a complete line of

cross compatible captioning

products with 24 hour support, 365 days a year.

Join the leader!

Call us for more information and

our demo videotape at 800-829-2287.
"Se Habla Espanol"

CHEETAH SYSTEMS

109 Fourier Avenue
Fremont, CA 94539-7482
Voice/TDD: 510-656-0700
Fax: 510-656-0527

Circle (45) on Reply Card Circle (46) on Reply Card
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built-in LPF with directional coupler
and RF sample port.

Circle (390) on Reply Card

Monitor
By Panasonic
 AT-H2005D: digital signal process-
ing Grade 1, 20 -inch picture monitor;
all signals processed in digital domain
until conversion, just prior to CRT
driver circuits; inputs include serial
and parallel digital inputs, as well as
conventional analog composite and
component inputs; serial digital inputs
feature active serial loopthroughs and
EDH; includes three analog composite
inputs and one analog component in-
put.

Circle (391) on Reply Card

Tripod systems
By Vinten
 Vision ST packages: contains either
the Vision 5LF or Vision 1OLF pan and
tilt head, with single -stage toggle clamp
tripod, spreader and soft case.

Circle (392) on Reply Card

Sound effects library
By Digital Audio Research
 Sound Effects Library: collection of
digitally recorded sound effects and
atmospheres; available in 1) a set of
three optical disks for use with
SoundStation, Sigma or Sabre digital
audio workstations; or 2) in a set of five
CDs for use with any system; both
formats include a 120 -page catalog.

Circle (393) on Reply Card

Auto setup monitors
By Pesa
 PM4400 series: Grade 2 auto setup
monitors; includes 20 -inch and 14 -inch
models; fully compatible with Grade 1
BM4400 series; equipped with multi -
standard decoders with RGB, YPrPb,
PAL, NTSC or SECAM inputs; features
automatic sensing and switching of

scan rate.
Circle (394) on Reply Card

Character generator
By Pesa
 CG Stylist: real time anti-aliased char-
acter generator with full operational
compatibility with CG Plus graphics
workstation; features optional dual -
frame buffer and software.

Circle (395) on Reply Card

Software
By Chyron
 iNFiNiTi! and MAX!> software op-
tions: Message Compose Editing now
includes word wrap, insert mode, char-
acter grouping and positioning with a
mouse; Flash Font features instant tex-
ture mapping; Function Key Enhance-
ment includes setup and trigger mul-
tiple effects.

Circle (396) on Reply Card

Editing system
By CMX/Chyron
 AEGIS: includes rotary switches that
can be reassigned by software; LED
windows display status of each switch
position; features jog/search knob,
trackball and floppy disk drive; mag-
netic signal system provides up to
21Mb of data storage on single disk;
Lookahead Preview feature allows edi-
tor to create cluster of edits and pre-
view them at once, as a group;
Lookahead Assemble speeds assem-
bly process by not stopping recorder
between edits when sources are avail-
able.

Circle (397) on Reply Card

Routing switcher matrices
By Pesa
 RM2416V: video matrix; features 24
inputs and 16 outputs in one rack unit;
100MHz bandwidth.
 RM22416A: audio matrix; 24 inputs x
16 outputs stereo or 24x32 mono in
two rack units.

Circle (398) on Reply Card

Serial digital routing switcher
By Pesa
 SD5000: designed using 600Mb digi-
tal switching technology; ideal for

switching D-1, D-2, D-3 or PAL and com-
pressed 16:9 HDTV signals; offers flex-
ibility of substituting fiber-optic input
and output modules, in groups of eight,
with coax I/O modules; 64 inputs x 64
outputs in 10 rack units.

Circle (399) on Reply Card

Workstation disk
By Accom
 WSD: desktop real time disk recorder;
features custom hardware interface to
SGI Indigo; immediate picture transfer
to/from SGI Indigo; 32 seconds of
uncompressed storage; full ethernet
and SCSI implementations; full motion
preview on workstation monitor.

Circle (400) on Reply Card

Standards converter
By AVS Broadcast
 Cyrus Prime: motion -compensated
standards converter converts between
all world standards; features all -digital
10 -bit decoding and encoding with pre-
cise sample rate conversion interfaced
to a central core conversion process;
supports all variations of analog and
digital component video in serial and
parallel.

Circle (401) on Reply Card

Mapping and effects system
By AVS Broadcast
 FreeForm: digital video effects sys-
tem includes 3-D image mapping and
warp facilities.

Circle (402) on Reply Card

Digital keyer
By AVS Broadcast
 Dimension: provides artistic control
and flexibility with numerous new fa-
cilities, including chroma-keying and
key masking, storage, shaping, posi-
tioning and transition capabilities.

Circle (403) on Reply Card

Digital color corrector
By AVS Broadcast
 Balance: new range of internal color -
correction capabilities for Integra.

Circle (404) on Reply Card
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Noise reduction/image
enhancement system
By AVS Broadcast
 Film Noir: film/video noise reduc-
tion and image enhancement system;
features new adaptive composite in-
put and output options.

Circle (405) on Reply Card

Mixer
By Panasonic
 AS-D700C: component serial digital
vision mixer; features 15 SDI inputs as
standard and with optional modules,
four parallel digital inputs (CCIR656)
and four component analog inputs can
be added; CCIR601 processing, switch -
able between 8- and 10 -bit operation;
23 inputs routed by two 23x10 integral
routing switchers to 10 primary source
buttons on preset/program bus, key
source bus and separately to key fill
bus; features two linear key circuits
that can be keyed over the other; in-
cludes 48 different wipes.

Circle (406) on Reply Card

Camera/recorder and MII V77?
By Panasonic
 WV -F500 camera: 3x1/2" CCD super -
high sensitivity camera; resolution of
700 TV lines; 60dB S/N ratio; sensitiv-
ity of f8 at 200lux.
 AU -45H dockable VTR: ideal accom-
paniment to WV -F500; uses 24 -minute
cassettes; 25% reduction in weight and
30% reduction in power consumption.

Circle (407) on Reply Card

Closed -captioning systems
By Blue Feather Company
 Caption Box: portable; lightweight;
runs on 12VDC; works with IBM com-
patibles; optional stenographic key-
board input.
 Open Caption Upgrade: takes closed -
captioning signals and converts them
to open captioning; includes Caption
Box features, plus direct type -in mode;
runs simultaneously with VGA moni-

tor; also works as character generator.

Circle (408) on Reply Card

Paint and animation package
By Information International
 ARICImage: object -oriented; designed
for Symbolics XL 1200 computer and
IBM POWER Visualization System mul-
tiprocessor; provides artist with vari-
ous 2-D tools; completely tablet -driven;
any user command can be undone in-
stantly with a penstroke; all image op-
erations can be applied with a brush.

Circle (409) on Reply Card

Instrument cable
By Gepco
 Part No. LN888: low triboelectric
noise cable; features an 18 gauge flex-
ible conductor and extra flexible jacket;
for use in connecting instruments with
amps, mixers, effects gear and outside
signal processing equipment.

Circle (410) on Reply Card

On-line editing systems
By Accom
 RAVE: non-linear, full -quality on-line
editing system; provides 10 -bit D-1 or
D-2 video image quality; complete edit
suite integration; reads and writes in-
dustry standard on-line and off-line
EDLs; graphical user interface; non-
linear D-1 storage up to 30 minutes;
non-linear D-2 storage up to one hour;
up to eight non-linear playback
sources.
 Axial 2010: features 12 high-speed
serial ports standard; high -resolution
non -interlace edit display (1,280 x
1,024); extended control of serial de -

@TM
ADC

TROMPETER

El Competitive Pricing
El Large Stock
El No Minimum Order
Ei Fast Delivery

CONNECTORS  TOOLS
CUSTOM CABLE ASSEMBLY

PATCH PANELS

X MilesTekH
1-800-524-7444
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vices; user -definable menus and con-
trols on keyboard display; EDL; exclu-
sive caching function for automatic "B
roll" operations.

Circle (411) on Reply Card

CD player generation
By Studer Revox
 D730 and D731: successor models to
the A727 and A730; D730 is the desk-
top model; D731 is a 19 -inch rack -mount
version; both units feature a large LED
display and allow START and STOP
cues to be set anywhere; digital output
can be configured according to SPDIF
format or AES/EBU format.

Circle (412) on Reply Card

2D/3D software environment
By Softimage
 Digital Studio: complete line of pro-
fessional digital editing products for
video editing, sound editing, compos-
iting, titling, paint, image processing
and 2 -D/3 -D animation.

Circle (413) on Reply Card

Line drawing add-on
By Chyron
 Sketchpad: provides capability to
draw free -form lines by finger on a
touchscreen monitor and all standard
CODI functions; can also operate with
MicroTouch ClearTek 1000 touch -
screen system; operating features in-
clude selectable touch sensitivity, time
adjustments for horizontal phase,
subcarrier phase, key delay and touch
accuracy calibration.

Circle (414) on Reply Card

Digital communication system
By Philip Drake Electronics
 DCS3000: provides a true digital so-
lution for all studio and OB intercom/
talkback applications; single 7551 co-
axial cable is used for interconnection
between each control panel and digi-
tal routing matrix; giving a full 10kHz
audio bandwidth throughout the sys-
tem; external audio equipment is in-
terfaced via 16 -bit A -to -D and D -to -A

converters housed within the matrix;
128x128 matrix capacity housed in 9U
of rack space.

Circle (415) on Reply Card

Digital audio edit mixer
By Philip Drake Electronics
 DMX-1000: compact digital audio
mixer designed for video post -produc-
tion uses; features 20 digital or analog
sources on the input side, and four mix
buses, four monitor buses and two
effects send buses on the output side;
includes 7 -frame delay.

Circle (416) on Reply Card

Converters
By Studer Revox
 DS -D C4: A/D and D/A dual -stereo
converters in a 3U and 4 TE "Europe"
format; A/D module converts, in 18
bits, four analog inputs into two AES/
EBU outputs in 44.1kHz or 48kHz sam-
pling frequency into four analog out-
puts; both modules include AES/EBU
separate synchronization input and
clock jitter reduction

Circle (417) on Reply Card

Microphone/transmitter series
By Telex
 HT -200 series: features impressive
RF field strength, an antenna integral
to the unit that prevents interference,
and an easily accessible battery com-
partment; all switches and controls
mounted at base of unit; uses a stan-
dard 9V alkaline or NiCad battery and
provides a low battery LED for easy
monitoring; available in four condenser
or dynamic head configurations.

Circle (418) on Reply Card

Telephone interface
By Telex
 11F-951: provides bidirectional com-
munication between intercom matrix
and standard dual -tone multifrequency
(DTMF) telephone; allows telephone
to access all crosspoints of the matrix,
dynamic party lines, IFB circuits and
other forms of communication; pro-
vides transparent link to the telephone
system.

Circle (419) on Reply Card

Automation system
By Odetics
 OmniCart: multichannel automation
system simultaneously compiles,
records and plays to air; multichannel
automation software manages record-
ing, program replay and spot insertion
for several independent stations on a
24 -hour -a -day basis; manages up to
eight playlists; supports up to 300 multi -
spot cassettes and accommodates
mixed cassette sizes.

Circle (420) on Reply Card

TBC/synchronizer
By Hamlet Video International
 Hamlet Dual 4:2:2: 1U high, rack -
mountable time base corrector/syn-
chronizer; features high -band perfor-
mance and full -frame 8 -bit 4:2:2 pro-
cessing; each control includes a pre-
set recall mode and can be fully driven
via the front pane or via RS -232 serial
port; offers multiple input selection,
transcoding between composite and
S -VHS video and gen-lock with SC and
H phase controls.

Circle (421) on Reply Card

Multiple signal source
By Miles
 Digital striper: integrates elements
of multiple digital video and audio ref-
erence signals into one product, as
well as provides additional benefits
and functions, such as a Moving Zone
Plate and Station Logo Ident.

Circle (422) on Reply Card

Standards conversion system
By Snell & Wilcox
 Alchemist with Ph.C: features a fully
specified all digital path, 10 -bit digital
processing, component and compos-
ite digital interfacing, and TBC.

Circle (423) on Reply Card

Digital status monitor
By AKG
 DSM 7: for checking significant pa-
rameters of digital audio connections
to AES/EBU and S/PDIF standards;
comes with headphones, battery pack
and carrying case.

Circle (424) on Reply Card
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Continued from page 53

Full -screen graphic generated on a PC -based graphics sys-
tem.

a frame of video, paint it, and output the new frame as video.
Creating backgrounds, logos and graphics is quick and easy on
the system. Finished projects can be output as either files or
video. Files can be transferred to graphics workstations where
even more sophisticated tools can be used to further customize
the images. Graphics files also can be transferred from worksta-
tions into the PC systems, thereby enhancing the workstation's
capability.

Two videoDesigners are currently in use at the New Jersey
Network, operating on 486/DX2 platforms with RGB monitors.
We installed the hardware and software ourselves. Our produc-
tion capability has been significantly expanded because of the
ability to exchange images between the PC and the Graphics
Factory workstations. There are some elements and features
available on the PC systems that are not available on the
workstations and vice versa.

Practical applications
New Jersey Network produces a show, "Meadowlands Mar-

quee," for which a different visual image was desired. The
typeface, Loires Eclatees, provided the new appearance we
wanted. The characters sort of look like smudged, free -hand
crayon -drawn letters. Credits for "Marquee" are created on the
PC and colorized. The files are then moved to the Graphics
Factory for inclusion in the show.

The PC is used frequently for work involving our underwrit-
ers, the corporations that help sponsor the New Jersey Net-
work. The underwriting department provides materials, logos,
stats and other flat art needed to produce the spots. With the
PC and a copy camera, it is easy to create backgrounds and
place the logo where needed. The quality of the flat art runs
the gamut from quality stats to black -and -white art that's been
faxed. The quality of the brushes, especially the airbrush, make
it easy to take poor -quality fax art and make it look good. One
of the system's strengths is the quality of the paint system, a
conversion of the software used in the Dubner DPS1.

It also helps that there are so many graphic components
available for the PC that may not be available in your worksta-
tion. A major underwriter may need a tag line with a font
available on the PC but not the Graphics Factory. The tag line
can be easily created on the PC and then exported to the
workstation. The videoDesigner is not only a workhorse, but a
versatile art system with applications at almost every phase of
a project.

Clark Listens...
Clark listens to its customers and designs its complete
line of audio/video cable accordingly. Now you can
listen to Clark's new 700 Series snakes
that are designed, as usual,
with the customer in mind.
Why not give
Clark a listen?

Cables available
cut to length and

terminated to
your specs.

Curnut

1 -800 -CABLE- IT!
1801 Holste Road  Northbrook, IL 60062

Listen to Clark!
Circle (48) on Reply Card

-F
Engineers'

Guide
VIDEO

FURNITURE
SYSTEMS

Big, full color catalog
includes complete descriptio is, pricing
and ordering information on:

 Editing Consolles  Video Consoles
 Equipment Cabinets  Micro Computer Stations

 Tape & Film Storage Systems

Preferred by Professionals Worldwide

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
10901 Hampshire Ave So.  Mnneapolis, MN 55438  612-944-8556

Phone Toll Free:

(800) 447-2257
FAX: 612-944-1546

Circle (49) on Reply Card
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Glossary of desktop video terms
By Steve Epstein

In desktop video there are many terms that newcomers might not be familiar with.

computer industry, video industry or both. Here is a list of some terms as they apply

4:2:2: A digital video standard where the
luminance is sampled at 720 times a line, and
the two chrominance channels (12-Y and B -Y)
are sampled at 360 times a line. The 4 and 2
relate to the multiple frequencies of the color
subcarrier signal.

8 -bit Typical quantizing levels for digital
video standards. Eight -bit quantizing results
in 256 levels of gray scale video.

10 -bit Quantizing level that results in
1,024 levels of gray scale video.

Alpha: A computer graphics term that re-
fers to the degree of opacity of an image
when overlayed (keyed).

Aliasing: A jagged, stair -step appearance
of angled lines or other image artifacts on a
graphics or video display.

Anti -Miming: The removal of inherent ali-
as artifacts through digital filtering.

Bit A single unit of digital data.

CCIR 601: A digital video standard using
luminance and two color -difference signals.
Luminance is sampled at 15.3MHz or 720 times
per horizontal line, and chrominance is
sampled at one half that rate.

Chrominance: The color portion of the
video signal, including hue and saturation
information, but not brightness.

Component video: The technique of re-
cording video in which the chrominance
(color) and luminance (brightness) parts of
the video signal are processed and manipu-
lated as discrete signals (or components).

Composite video: The standard video sig-
nal that combines chrominance and lumi-
nance information into one combined signal
to produce a picture.

Compression: The technique of reducing
the amount of data needed to represent a
video or audio signal. International standards
for video and still image compression are set
by MPEG and JPEG.

CYMK: Cyan, Yellow, Magenta and BlacK
Cyan, magenta and yellow are the three mas-
ter colors of the subtractive color family.
They produce the color spectrum of reflec-
tive art images printed on paper.

D-1: The original component digital video-
tape format for recording CCIR 601 video.
Newer digital formats include D-5, compo-
nent digital Betacam and DCT. D-3 also is a
new composite format.

D-2: The original composite digital video-
tape format for recording NTSC or PAL digi-
tal video.

Desktop video: The application of per-
sonal computer systems to the performance
of video editing and post -production tasks.

Dithering: The close intermingling of dots
of various colors to produce what appears to
be a new color. In digital video terms, it is the
process of adding quantizing or spatial noise
to reduce contouring or other alias artifacts.

EDL (edit decision list): The list of instruc-
tions that comprise many of the editing deci-
sions for a project.

Frame: In NTSC, a video frame consists of
two fields interlaced to produce a video im-
age. NTSC uses 30 frames per second to cre-
ate the image and simulate motion.

Gray scale: The range of luminance levels
from black to white.

Interpolation: A process used in digital
video effects systems that averages a num-
ber of pixels to create a new pixel.

JPEG(Joint Photographic ExpertsGroup):
An international standard -setting body for
still picture data compression.

Key (keying): Superimposing one video
image over another.

Keyframe: A specific frame to which a set
of specific attributes (size, rotation and loca-
tion) is assigned to a video image.

LTC (longitudinal time code): Time code
that is recorded on one of the two audio
tracks or on a dedicated linear time -code
track on videotape.

Luminance: The monochrome element of
a color video signal. In essence, it is the
brightness or intensity of the video image.

MJPEG (motion JPEG): A method of video
compression where each frame or field is
compressed using the JPEG algorithm.

MPEG (Motion Picture Experts Group):
An international standard -setting body for
video and audio compression. To achieve
maximum compression, the MPEG standard
algorithm uses information from previous
frames (interframe coding), which makes it
difficult to edit, frame advance and play
backwards.

Opacity: The degree of translucency of a
pixel. An opacity setting is used most often

These terms have originated in the

to the desktop video arena.

with keyed images. Usually, an opacity value
of 0 would be a completely transparent im-
age, a value of 100 would be a completely
opaque image.

Pixel: A PICture ELement. The smallest
basic element, or individual data of color, of a
video image.

Quantizing: The process of converting the
voltage levels of a sampled analog waveform
into digital data

Rotoscope: The frame -by -frame process of
retouching images of a live action clip.

RGB: Red, Green and Blue. The three pri-
mary colors in the additive color family used
for projected image display.

Sampling: The process of periodically
measuring an analog waveform's amplitude.
Sampling rate is the rate at which the sam-
ples are taken.

SC/H phase: The phase relationship of the
chrominance subcarrier to the leading edge
of horizontal sync.

Spline: An equation computed by the sys-
tem that defines the acceleration and decel-
eration aspects of the image as they change
from one keyframe to another.

Subcarrier (SC): A continuous sine wave
that constitutes a portion of the color video
signal. Used to carry the color information in
a video signal.

System H -phase: An adjustment that
moves the output horizontal pulse relative to
the REF IN horizontal pulse. Used for timing
video signals.

System SC -phase: An adjustment that
changes the phase of burst on composite
output video relative to the burst in the ref-
erence input. Used for timing video signals.

TBC (time base corrector): A synchronizer
used to remove time base errors that result
from the mechanical process of recording
and playing back video on tape.

Time code: A system of identifying frames
recorded on videotape by assigning each
frame a chronological number based on a 24 -
hour dock.

V1TC (vertical interval time code): A form
of time code in which the time code is con-
verted to data and placed on a line in the
vertical interval of the video signal.

Acknowledgement: This glossary is based on the
Video Glossary from Digital F/X, Mountain View, CA. To
obtain a copy, call 800-955-8273.
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AUGUST...

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
UPDATE

 Digital Audio Effects
With microchip precision, every imagin-
able audio effect can be obtained with
today's hardware. The capability of delay,
reverberation and sound alteration is al-
most simple, once the audio is trans-
formed into the digital domain.

 Digital Audio Workstation
Update

A review of the latest crop of digital audio
workstations.

 DAB: Radio's Rising Star
The industry's first look at the in -band
DAB tests by the EIA, and how radio's next
technology is being examined.

 Radio in Transition
A look at new remote -control technology

Preview
for radio stations. Although stations stil" rely
on devices to turn on and off transmitters and
read meters, sophisticated remote -control
systems can integrate with the automation
system.

SEPTEMBER...

AUDIO AND VIDEO
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

 Production Suite Technology
Video production customers are often willing
to pay more for that extra bit of production
capability. Having the latest equipment avail-
able to them is another way to retain the
current customer base and attract new ones.
The same rules also apply to broadcasters.

 Building a Component Video
Suite

Component video production is receiving an
increasing amount of attention as producers
and engineers strive for maximum quality
images. We will examine the technology avail-
able to build state-of-the-art component video
production suites.

 Non -Linear Editing Systems
Non-linear editing is the hot topic among
video producers. Whether that includes
desktop systems or more powerful mini -
systems, lots of options are available to
users.

 Linear Editing Systems
A look at how the traditional EDL-based
systems are appropriate for much of to-
day's program production.

 Digital News -Gathering on a
Desktop

A look at how it's possible to completely
edit and produce news features on a desk-
top system.

 Radio in Transition
Getting that radio signal from the studio
to the transmitter or from the remote site
back to the studio can be an impossible
task. The author looks at some of the new
ideas available for sending audio/data via
STL and RPU systems. Both audio and
digital technology will be discussed.

Professional
Services

East Coast Video Sms
A full service

Company providing... Serving...
 Consultation  Cable Systems
 Engineering & Design  Corporate Facilities
 Installations  Broadcast Facilities
 Training  Teleproduction Facilities

52 Ralph Street, Belleville, NJ 07109 (201) 751-5655

R Radio/Tv Engineering
E Company
C"Serving Broadcas e.r-,; ove- 3V nerds

CL9.17..S.Z.Lita.12/3- Norwood , Patterson, Prt,
1416 Hollister- Lone Los CisoS, Ca 93402
Ph. (805) 525-1996 & Fax: (505) 52E1-1952

NETCOM
STATE-OF-THE-ART ENGINEERING FOR AUDIO & VIDEO

TURN -KEY SYSTEMS
DESIGN & DOCUMENTATION

EQUIPMENT SALES
CAD SERVICES

1465 PALISADE AVE TEANECK. NJ 07666 / (201) 837-8424

JOHN H. BATTISON PE.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD 01
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849

CHAN & ASSOCIATES
A Consulting Service to' the Professional Audio Video Imclustries

Business Development  Marketing  Public Relations  Writing

CURTIS J. CHAN
Principal

2217 Loma Verde Drive, Fullerton, CA 92633 USA
Phone: (714) 447-4993 Fax: (714) 578-0284

For Classified Advertising or
Professional Services

information
Call Renee Hambleton at

(913) 967-1732

Classified
FOR SALE

SCSRT1 SCA card with excellent crosstalk rejection,
$20.00. Superradio III with advanced IF filter for even better
selectivity, plu.t. SCA, $95.00. Performance guaranteed. 1-
800 -944 -0630 -

STAINLESS Tv TOWER, 199 ft.. 4 ft. face, fortified for 10 -
bay antenna. Includes guys. lighting. hdwe. Also Channel
15 antenna and 6 " inch line. Paxton Durham, WVTF, 703-
857-8900.

U47's and other NEUMANN Tube or Fet mics for sale.
Reinhard Klippel, Witzlebenstr. 39, D-14057 Berlin. Tel.
030-322-4268. Fax: 030-322-1939. Written offers preferred.

PANASONIC1RAMSA/TECHNICS Broadcast, Profes-
sional. Industrial Video & Audio Equipment. Fantastic
Prices! Sealed New - Full Warranty. Prices & Orders = (800)
233-2340, Technical & Service = (607) 687-0545, Fax =
(607) 687-4780.

MISCELLANEOUS RADIO STATION EQUIPMENT AS A
PACKAGE. Includes:5 Tascam 428, 1 Otari MX -5050 reel-
to-reel machines. 6 Dynamax CTR-10 cart decks, 3 eraser
and splice finders. 8 8x2 DAs. Cassette duplicator. Call for
complete inventory. Ron Russ, CE, KBLA (213) 665-1580.

COMPLETE INTRAPLEX TDM-153 T-1 SYSTEM with 2-
15kHz, 3-7.5kHz and 3 four -wire voice modules per side.
Includes expansion shelves, backup power supplies and
spare master modules. System used for nine months only.
Perfect cond.tion! Will include two ADC Kentrox CSUo.
Blowout priced at $8,000. Contact Ron Russ. KBLA,
213..665-1580.

BROaDCaST
encineeRinc

Classified Advertisements generate results.
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Classified
FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE SMPIE
TIME -CODE FROM HORITA

Desk Top Models, 2" x 3" x 4"
All or Battery

Window Inserter WG50 $289
 Time -code Connector TG -50 $379
 Search Speed Reader TRG-50 $469
 Serial Output to PC TRG-50PC $589

and PC-LOCIm
Rugged Field Pak FP -50 add $90
St. 19" Rack RM-50 add $90
Short Rack SR -50 add $90

HORITA, P.O. Box 3993, Mission Viejo,
CA 92690 (714) 489-0240.

Their Way
1. Only new equipment

or used equipment
2. Salespersons
3. Limited inventories.
4. Sales pitches
5. Sell equipment only

BCS is changing the way
you buy video equipment

he Broadcast Stoll.
1. New equipment and

used equipment.
2. Sales Engineers
3. 15,000 pieces of gear
4. Technical Newsletters
5. Buy,co n sign, sell, trade

rqk
NY -212-268-8800 7--ivt-MICAS!

LA -818-551-5858 STONE INC

Circle (50) on Reply Card

SONY . AMPEX . BTS . DUBNER
GRASSVALLEY . PANASONIC

If You're Looking For the Best in Used Equipment
and You Want the BEST: . DEAL . VALUE . SERVICE

CALL MIDWEST: (708) 251-0001 . CANADA (604) 850-7969

AUDIO/VIDEO EXCHANGE, INC.
1131 Central Ave. Wilmette, Illinois 60091

International Brokers and Appraisers Serving the Audio / Video Industry

Circle (51) on Reply Card

-NEW-- BARS, BLACK,
SYNC, TONE $379

The CSG-50 from HORITA generates
SMPTE or full -field color -bars or black -
burst, plus composite sync and a 1KHz
audio tone. Built-in timer switches from
bars to black after 30 or 60 seconds to
prestripe tapes with color -bars and black.
Full RS -170A, SCH spec. Genlock your
system. Desktop and rackmount ver-
sions.

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE.
Contact your local video dealer or HORITA,
P.O. Box 3993, Mission Viejo, CA 92690 (714)
489-0240.

RS422 VTR REMOTE CONTROL
with TIMECODE DISPLAY & JOGWHEEL

SONY, AMPEX, JVC, BTS
PANASONIC, HITACHI

Low Cost - Lots of features
DNF INDUSTRIES

(213) 650-5256  LA, CA 90069

USED EQUIPMENT
Place free classified ads to sell video
equipment. Call 708 673 9200 or
Fax 708 673 9205 to receive list or to sell
equipment. List updated daily!

Broadcast Equipment Classifieds

Save in Summer..
SONY BVC-10 Betacart w/ 4 BVW-95
Beta -SP Players $125,000
SONY BVH-3100 1" VTR $26,000
SONY BVH-2500 1" VTR $17,500
UTAH SCIENTIFIC AVS-1B
40x40 Video/Audio Router $32,000
CHYRON 4200 Character
Generators w/ MGM, 2nd and more
starting $15,000
TEK 110-S Frame Sync $4,000
FOR -A FA -420 TBC with remote
$2,000

CHICAGO 312 334 4300
MICOR VIDEO EQUIPXV,

CAMERA TUBES
X01410 R -G -B $1,295 ea

$3.300 Der set
X02070 G, 13, XQ2075R $2,195 ea

$6.000 Der set
XQ3070 G, B, XQ3075R $2,195 ea

$6.000 Der set
X01427, XQ2427, XQ3427 call for price
H8399, H4101, H8397,
CT2322AX call for price
Also supplying duplicators, videotape, VCR's
Beta & SP, cameras, switchers, etc. Transmitting
tubes, vacuum caps, cable, etc.

Fusion Electric Inc.
15 Main St., East Rockaway, NY 11518

800-645-2300  516-887-4660
fax 516-599-6495

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Systems or com-
ponents. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT GROUP: the
largest USED equipment dealer in the U.S.A. (214) 869-
0011.

WANTED: ELECTRON (VACUUM) TUBES **. Magne-
trons, Klystrons, Planar Triodes, etc...The Vacuum Tube
Exchange (800) 995 -TUBE or fax lists to (800) 995-6851.

WHEN COST IS
IMPORTANT AND

QUALITY IS CRITICAL

1-800-228-0275
Erases all formats in

quantities of I to 1,000,000

mdustnes

4200 North 48th Street  Lincoln, NE 68504

-NEW- MULTIPLE IN/OUT
VIDEO DA $229

PC Card Version $179
The wideband HORITA VDA-50 video distribu-
tion amplifier is user configurable for number of
inputs and outputs. Desktop version is a 1-IN/6-
OUT (1x6) or dual 1x2 -1x3; rackmount version
($319) is a 1x8, dual 1x3 -1x4 or 1x2 -1x5, or triple
1x2; PC card version is a 1x5 or dual 1x2. Level
and EQ adj., BNC connectors plus one looping
input with terminator switch. Use in desktop
video systems or three on a single rack provide
up to 24 outs for video duplication needs.

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE.
Contact your local video dealer or HORITA,
P.O. Box 3993, Mission Viejo, CA 92690 (714)
489-0240.

BE 913-967-173

CLASSIFIEDS
V Ask for

Renee.
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Classified
FOR SALE

The Best
Audio Test Meter Made!
Advantage Model 310
Precision Audio Signal
And Noise Level Meter

Professional
Price!

$399
Low THD/Hi RE Reject With
Valley Audio's Trans-Amr"

Lo -Noise Wideband Circuitry
*Large Dual Scale Meter
Super -Accurate Filters
Average, RMS Or Peak Det
*400 dB to +30 dB Range
Scope and Preamp

Monitoring Outputs

00*

Hiles l'enpls
Memam. Kansas

Call For The Nearest Dealer:

1-800-800-4345

Cf/RMachine Control
h Patching System

RS -422 NORMALLED PATCHING

(4jrC
'"""°'" 5161867-8510

Circle (53) on Reply Card

CALL US For New and Rebuilt
Radio Broadcast Equipment

HALL
Electronics

(804) 974-6466
1305-F Seminole Trail  Charlottesville, Va. 22901

CONVERT YOUR
CONSUMER GEAR TO PRO

4 For consumer type tape,
CD, etc. to pro; AC
powered; small size (45' x
1.5* x 4.5"); can be rack
mounted (wilb P0-43)

MENTION THIS AD AND
RECEIVE AN ADDRIONAL

10% DISCOUNT

P0-55 -10 TO +4 BOX $219.00

PREPAC/ ORDERS RECEIVE A 20% DISCOUNT
AND FREE SECOND DAY FREIGHT

MOS OFFER AVAII ABLE ON, IN COIXTINENTAL US

USA AND CANADA ORDERS (800) 634-3457
FAX ORDERS 01001 551-2745
SESCOM, INC., 2100 WARD DAVE
HENDERSON. NEVADA MO'S USA
TECHNICAL HELP (702) 575,00
CALL CAI WRITE FC01 YOUR f REE 56 PAGE AUDIO CATALCGI

TELEPROMPTING

/RR

MADE AFFORDABLE

HARDWARE $1,500.m
SOFTWARE $200.m

YOU SUPPLY COMPUTER

R 1MA 414-232-0220

NEW FROM
COMTRONIX SYSTEMS, INC.

HIGH PERFORMANCE VHF/UHF

SOLID STATE

AMPLIFIERS
UP TO 200 WATTS PLUS

SEND FOR INFORMATION

413/785-1313 ,;0 413/739-1352

Circle (52) on Reply Card

ALLILL144.I V

SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGE
TESTS 18% BETTER THAN SON EX!

COSTS LESS' BETTER COLORS, BETTER CUT!

1,800 -95 -WEDGE

-NEW- GENLOCK YOUR SYSTEM
Black -Burst, Sync, Audio Tone...$289

PC Card Version...$239

Need to genlock your video system? The BSG-
50 from HORITA has multiple black -burst
and sync outputs, plus a crystal controlled
1KHz audio tone. Provides up to 6 separate
RS -170A blackburst signals on BNC connec-
tors, or mixoutputs from a selection of black,
sync, blanking, H/V drive, subcarrier, burst
flag. Rackmount version with 8 outputs $379.

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE.
Contact your local video dealer or HORITA,
P.O. Box 3993, Mission Viejo, CA 92690 (714)
489-0240.

SITUATIONS WANTED

MOBILE EIC MAINTENANCE VIDEO ENGINEER 20
YEARS BROADCAST EXPERIENCE INCLUDING MAJOR
TELEVISION NETWORK AND NATIONWIDE MOBILE
PRODUCTION FACILITIES. FCC LICENSED / SBE SE-
NIOR TELEVISION CERTIFIED. FOR RESUME AND
INFORMATION: (908) 494-9443

HELP WANTED

ELECTRONICS FIELD SHOP ENGINEER. Swiderski Elec-
tronics, Inc. located in the Chicagoland area, is looking for an
Electronics Field/Shop Service Engineer with a min. of 2
years exp. Individual to work with Broadcast/Industrial V2",3/."
& r VTR's and related equipment. Full time position. Full
company benefits. Send resume & salary history to: Human
Resources Dept., 1200 Greenleaf Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL
60007. Fax resume to: (708) 364-5019.

TO LOOK AT THE FUTURE OF TELEVISION, look at the
past of QVC. In six short years, we've grown from a viewer
base of 8.5 million homes to 47 million homes. From net
revenues of $112 million to over $1 billion. And from simple
cable feeds to being poised on the edge of fully interactive
TV. Our next six years promise to be even more astounding.
Right now, OVC is seeking several success -oriented tech-
nicians to support our live, state-of-the-art broadcasting and
post -production facilities. Opportunities include:
LIGHTING TECHNICIAN In this key assignment. you'll be
responsible for designing set lighting and maintaining light-
ing instruments. To make your mark, you'll need an AS
degree in electronics (or equivalent experience), along with
4+ years of television lighting experience, including involve-
ment with the latest equipment, live TV, and electric power
distribution.
TELEVISION OPERATIONS ENGINEER Apply your exper-
tise to assisting with new installations and to maintaining
and repairing of VTRs, cameras, switches and character
generators. Success in this position will require an AS
degree in electronics with 2-3 years of broadcast trouble-
shooting or operations experience.
TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER As an integral
member of our team, you'll design and document the
creation of custom equipment, the installation of new facili-
ties, and the maintenance and repair of uplink equipment.
Essential qualifications include an AS in electronics (or
equivalent experience), at least 5 years in TV engineering,
and hands-on experiencewith component -level repair, and
system design and installation.
The people we seek will already know the QVC story and
understand the unparalleled potential. If you want to be a
part of the future, send us a resume today, to: Mr. Michael
Cavanaugh, QVC Network, Inc., Goshen Corporate Park,
West Chester, PA 19380-0844. We are an equal opportunity
employer.

EASTERN IDAHO'S #1 BROADCAST company is seeking
Chief Engineer with minimum of 6 years experience in
electronic / maintenance engineering or equivalent. Full
time. Must work well under pressure and have a positive
attitude. EOE. Send resume to: Chief Engineer P.O. Box
2148, Idaho Falls, ID 83403.

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER opening in Upstate New
York. Large facility loaded with state-of-the-art equipment.
Must oe capable of troubleshooting studio equipment to the
component level. Experience in maintaining digital and
microprocessor -based equipment required. UHF experi-
ence a plus. Send resume to: WXXI Human Resources, PO
Box 21, Rochester, NY 14601. EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER: Midwest, VHF network affiliate is look-
ing for a hands-on chief. Applicants should have control
room, maintenance, and transmitter experience. Great
opportunity for Supervisor or Assistant Chief to move up.
Send resume to J.D. Walls, Operations Manager, KCAU-
TV, Sioux City, Iowa 51101. EOE, M/F.

BROADCAST ENGINEER: Wyoming Public Television has
an immediate opening for a broadcast engineer, with pri-
mary duties it master control production maintenance and
support. Salary: $23,908-$31,908. Deadline: 7/31/93. Call
(307) 856-6944 for an application. Minorities and women are
encouraged to apply. EEO employer.

TRANSMITTER MANAGER. Must be able to maintain TV
studio equipment and UHF transmitter. Send resume to
Chief Engineer, WICZ-TV, P.O. Box 40, Vestal, NY 13851.
E.O.E.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
FULL TIME ENGINEER

fur AM/FM station in North Alabama's
most dynamic area. Must be strong in
transmitter, studio, and remote equip-
ment installation, upkeep, and repair.
Aggressive company seeks aggressive
cutting edge engineer willing to put in
the hours to keep our stations out front.
You'll love our area, our work environ-
ment, and our benefits. Call Bill
Dunnavant at (205) 830-8300 TODAY!
We are an equal opportunity employer.
SBE certification important, but not re-
quired.

Fax your ad to 913-967-1901
Attn: Renee Hambleton

It's that EASY!
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Advertising sales offices

Classified
SERVICES

9tee1eued Adduct:1, Tice.
Sowaci, tke (valid gad 7.,t/zr.,

tauitt tuee.a &wee 1940.
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE INFORMATION PACKET

1-800-624-7626
75412 Highway 25  Covington, LA 70433

800-624-7626  504-893-1243
Fax 504-892-7323

Broadcast Engineers & Consulting Firms:
Advertise your job openings free of charge on a nationwide scale
with Broadcast Employment Weekly. You will receive a free
issue of our bulletin with your first ad placement so you can see
for yourself why we get results! We contain the most info per
listing; are the best organized & easy to read job listing pub on
the market. Call for subs or leave job ad info.

BROADCAST EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY
800 -922 -JOBS FAX 208-337-4593

TRAINING

FCC GENERAL CLASS LICENSE. Cassette recorded
lessons with seminars in Washington, Newark, Philadel-
phia. Bob Johnson Telecommunications, Phone (213) 379-
4461.

Page
Number

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Gordon & Associates
210 President Street, Brooklyn, NY 11231
Telephone: (718) 802-0488
FAX: (718) 522-4751
Joanne Melton
Telephone: (212) 332-0628
FAX: (212) 332-0663
888 7th Avenue, 38th Floor
New York, NY 10106

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
'was Urbonas
I clephone: (312) 435-2361
FAX: (312) 922-1408
55 East Jackson, Suite 1100
Chicago, IL 60604

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
MC' Magazine Communications

Marketing Corp.
Jason Perlman
501 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 401
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Telephone: (310) 458-9987
FAX: (310) 393-2381

ENCINO, CALIFORNIA
Duane Hefner
16820 Ventura Blvd., 2nd Floor
Encino, CA 91436
Telephone: (818) 386-0630
FAX: (818) 986-5454

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Richard Wooley
Intertec Publishing Corp.
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre,
Clifton Road, Deddington,
Oxford OXl5 4TP England
Telephone: (0869) 38794
FAX: (0869) 38040, Telex: 837469 BES G

TOKYO, JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc., 1101 Grand Maison
Shimomiyabi-Cho 2-18
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: (03) 235-5961
FAX: (03) 235-5852
Telex: J-33376 MYORIENT

FREWVILLE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
John Williamson
Hastwell, Williamson, Rep. Pty. Ltd.
109 Conyngham Street
Frewville 5063, South Australia
Phone: 799-522, FAX: 08 79 9522
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS
Renee Hambleton
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66282
(913) 967-1732

Reader
Service
Number

Abekas Vidio Systems '19 13

AEQ SA 43 27

Ampex Systems Corporation 9 8

Anthro Co. 30

Artel Communications Corp. 29 18

Audio Processing Tech. Ltd 53 30

The Broadcast Store, Inc. 86 50
BEC Technologies 62 34

Frank R. Beemish and Company 87 53

Broadcast Video Systems Ltd. 70 37

BTS Broadcast TV Systems 56-57 31

Cable Products/Dynatech
Video Group 35-38 24

Cheetah Systems, Inc. 79 46
Clark Wire & Cable 83 48
Clear -Corn Intercom Systems IBC 2

Color Graphics/Dynatech
Video Group 35-38 22

Compaq Computers 49 54

Comtronics 87 52

Conex Electro Systems 76 42

DPS 34 20
Dynatech Video Group 35-38 21

Electro-Voice 65 36
Enco Systems Inc. 52 29
Hardigg Industries 76 43
Harris Allied 1 4

Hitachi Denshi Trica 5 6

ITS Corp. 71 40
Jampro Antennas, Inc. 28 17

JVC Professional Products Co. 21 15

*Denotes demographic coverage.

Ad Index
Advertiser

Hotline
Page

Number

Reader
Service
Number

Advertiser
Hotline

415-369-5111 Leitch Incorporated BC 3 800-231-9673
Logitek 62 35 713-782-4592

415-367-2011 Maxell Corp. of America 11 9 800-533-2836
503-241-7113 Midwest Audio/Video Exchange 86 51 708-251-0001
508-562-2100 Milestek 81 47 817-455-7444
232-371-110 NAB Broadcasters 77 44 202-429-5350

818-551-5858 NewStar/Dynatech
407-885-8181 Video Group 35-38 25 608-273-5828
516-867-8510 Orban, Div. of AKG Acoustics 7 7 510-351-3500
416-764-1584 Otari Corp. 63 33 415-341-5900

800-962-4BTS Panasonic Broadcast & TV 47 800-524-0864
Pioneer RVR Division 51 28 201-327-6400

608-273-5828 Polyphaser Corp. 13 10 800-325-7170
800-829-2287 Pro -Bel Inc IFC 1 404-396-1971
708-272-9889 QSI Systems, Inc. 79 45 603-893-7707
510-527-6666 Quantel 59 32 203-656-3100

Queue Systems 70 38 818-895-8510
608-273-5828 Radio Computing Services '19 14 914-723-8567
800-231-0900 Roland Corp. US 17 12 213-685-5141
413-739-9691 Sachtler AG 27 16 32-909-150
206-734-4323 Shure Brothers, Inc. 40-41 26 800-25-SHURE
606-371-5533 Sony Recording Media 24-25 201-930-7081

608-273-5828 Switchcraft Inc./Div.
616-695-6831 of Raytheon 75 41 312-792-2700

800-ENCO-SYS Tascam/Teac America, Inc. 15 11 213-726-0303

413-665-2163 Telex Communications, Inc. 3 5 800-554-0716
800-622-0022 The Winsted Corporation 83 49 612-944-8556
516-921-7200 Utah Scientific/Dynatech
412-941-1500 Video Group 35-38 23 608-273-5828
916-383-1177 3M Pro Audio/Video
800-JVC-5825 Products 32,32A -B 19 612-733-1959
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Overheard
in all the
best places.

It's the new Matrix Plus® II intercom system. The system that

more and more broadcast professionals and system integrators

are starting to talk about. Matrix Plus II builds on the remarkable

strengths of the original Matrix Pius-the new industry standard for

high-performance communications. Matrix Plus II is a truly

integrated, 100 x 100 digitally -controlled intercom with

easy -to -use visual display stations, a comprehensive modular

interface system, external DTMF system control, and simplified,

pull -down menu programming. Exclusive features include

"Intelligent System Linking" of multiple systems for

expansior beyond 100 ports, and global remote control over

crosspoint levels. There's also improved station communications

for long -line remote capability, as well as optional, fully

digitized single -pair wiring. Plus much more, including the highest

level of service and support in the industry. Want all the details?

Call us at (510) 527-6666 The Matrix Plus II. You'll be

overhearing more about it.

Artr& P64-J-IT
FROM CLEAR-COM INTERCOM SYSTEMS

Circle (2) on Reply Card

© 1993 Clear-Com Intercom Systems. Matrix Plus is a registered trademark of Clear-Com.
945 Camelia Street, Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel. 510-527-6666, Fax 510-527-6699
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Why Have We Sold Thousands

Of Our Serial DAs?

1
1 All DAs Meet Industry

.Standards Using the
Latest Technology

n EMI Tested to
7 . Comply with

FCC Part 15

2 Format Independent
 with Automatic Selection of

143/177 Mbs or 270 Mbs

Versatile Frame
 Accepts Other
Modules such as
VES-2200 Serial
Digital Logo Generator

7VES-2200B Serial Digital
/ . Black Generator -

8 Outputs of Digital Black
in Component 4:22 with
+3 to -5 Lines of Phasing with
an Analog Black Reference

6 vsE4800 _
8 Serial Video
Outputs Re -clocked
with Equalization
up to 300 Meters

3 Frame Designed
 for Over 360 Mbs

4 10 Modules in
 a 2 RU Frame

(4 Modules in
a I RU Frame)

5
vs. -6.0.

. Monitoring DA -
4 Serial Video
Outputs Re -clocked
and Equalized

4 Monitoring Video
Outputs of PAI/1V7SC

(And Price Helped!)

The Digital Glue For Your Digital Systems. 1-800-231-9673
Leitch Incorporated, 920 Corporate Lane, Chesapeake, VA 23320 Tel: (800) 231-9673 or (804) 548-2300 Fax: (804) 548-4088

Leitch Video International Inc., 220 Duncan Mill Rd. *301, Don Mills, ON, Canada M3B 3J5 Tel: (800) 387-0233 or (416) 445-9640 Fax: (416) 445-0595
Leitch Europe Limited, 24 Campbell Ct., Bramley, Basingstoke, Hants., U.K. RG26 5EG Tel: +44 (0) 256 880088 Fax: +44 (0) 256 880428

Circle (3) on Reply Card


